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SUMMARY 

T lymphocytes comprise one of the two major classes of cells in the adaptive immunity. Bearing 

a T cell receptor (TCR), T cells undergo somatic recombination to specialize against antigenic 

epitopes, during the invasion of a pathogen. Separated into two distinct types, the CD4 helper and 

CD8 cytotoxic, T cells differentiate into certain subsets depending on the origin of the pathogen, 

capable of orchestrating a particular immune response in order to eradicate it from the system. 

Long-lasting antigen-specific memory T cells are responsible for protection against subsequent 

infections with the same pathogen. Able to be ex vivo manipulated, T cells constitute an attractive 

source for adaptive immunotherapy, as they sustain a long-lasting effector function against 

specific targets. Genetically modified chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells have emerged in 

clinical application with outstanding beneficial outcomes, particularly in B cell malignancies. 

However, this individualized therapy relies on complex genetically modified cellular products 

that have shown evidences of correlating factors with unresponsiveness, cancer progression 

and potentially with adverse events. In addition, the complicated and multifactorial manufacturing 

process involving gene delivery often by lentiviral vectors (LVs) could potentially contribute to 

these outcomes. The vesicular stomatitis virus G glycoprotein pseudotyped LV (VSV-LV) 

comprises a common tool in gene therapy capable of transducing a wide range of cells expressing 

the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR). In order to selectively manipulate specific T cell types, 

CD8- and CD4-targeted LVs have been developed and characterized. Engineered with Nipah or 

measles paramyxoviral envelope proteins, the tropism has been redirected through a conjugated 

single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of an antibody or a designed ankyrin repeat protein 

(DARPin). Nevertheless, more contemporary monitoring methods are required to precisely 

investigate the molecular insights of CAR T cell products generated by different types of LVs, in 

order to better understand and optimize manufacturing processes. Ideally, the downstream 

optimization includes effective and efficient transduction of T cells by LVs, while preserving a 

beneficial T cell profile. The T cell specific CD8-LV and CD4-LV have been developed to bypass 

complicated manufacturing processes and potentially to be used for direct in vivo gene transfer 

applications. However, their on-target selectivity needs to be further evaluated and the phenotypic 

alterations compared to the conventional VSV-LV should be investigated. 

For this purpose, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) was established for thorough 

investigation of CAR T cell products. While other studies have been conducted with at least 10-

day expanded CAR T cell pre-infusion products investigating phenotypic profiles and correlating 

them with disease progression, this thesis focused on early events during CAR T generation. This 
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approach allowed a better correlation of distinct transcriptomic profiles driven by the different LVs, 

rather than later acquired phenotypes. Initially, a targeted gene analysis (TGA) approach for 

scRNA-seq was carried out to guarantee the detection and, subsequently, the identification of 

CAR expressing T cells, but also to provide high resolution in differential gene expression analysis. 

Thus, implementation of a CAR mRNA detection tool was necessary. For that reason, primers 

were designed to be compatible with the premade panel of primers targeting immune response 

related genes. The exact polyadenylation (poly-A) starting site on the CAR transgene expression 

cassette was defined, in order to confirm that the customized primers bind within the limited region, 

designated for the TGA approach, of 800 base pairs at the 3’-end. Thus, 6-day expanded human 

T cells inoculated with CD8-LV or VSV-LV were assessed by scRNA-seq. A trimodal distribution 

of CAR and CD8A expression became obvious, thus a computational subsetting strategy was set 

up. This allowed to distinguish transduced from non-transduced cells in scRNA-seq, which was 

confirmed to match with the frequency of CAR T cells detected by protein expression in flow 

cytometry. Furthermore, clustering analysis revealed different immune cell populations present in 

the CAR T cell products, such as CD4 and CD8 T cells, γδ T cells and natural killer T cells (NKT). 

Some leftover B cells were detected only in the untransduced control cells, which were not 

inoculated with any LV. These cells were totally absent in LV-inoculated samples, implying a 

cytotoxic activity of CAR T cells leading to their eradication. Focusing on differentially expressed 

genes in CD8 cell populations, overall greater differences were observed between untransduced 

and LV-inoculated cells, disregarding the LV type used. However, some distinct gene expression 

profiles were detected for each particular vector sample and also between transduced and non-

transduced cells. The latter revealed the expression of antiviral restriction factors, which could 

have prevented proper LV-mediated gene transfer, but also genes related to naïve-like phenotype. 

Furthermore, CAR T cells sustained a more activated and proliferating status, skewing towards T 

helper 1 phenotype. Exhaustion markers were slightly increased in the transduced cells, possibly 

induced by CAR tonic signaling. Apoptosis-related genes were downregulated in CAR T cells and, 

vice versa, upregulated in non-transduced cells, in LV-inoculated samples. 

To validate these findings and explore all the genes and pathways that might be dysregulated 

upon LV inoculation, whole transcriptome analysis was next conducted. Peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMC) from three donors were inoculated with VSV-LV, CD8-LV or CD4-

LV, and cultured for shorter time. The 3-day expansion allowed both, CAR mRNA and protein 

detection, and thus investigation at earlier time points of LV exposure and cell transduction. The 

inclusion of CD4-LV provided the opportunity to confirm that the observed differences were not 

CD8 T cell type specific. 
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Focusing on differentially expressed genes, an overview of average gene expression between 

different groups of control, transduced and non-transduced cells revealed that overall many more 

genes were induced in CAR T cells generated with VSV-LV than the other LVs. By investigating 

differences between CAR- and CAR+ cells from LV-inoculated samples, smaller changes were 

identified in CD8-LV sample than in VSV-LV or CD4-LV, indicating a more intensive induction of 

transcriptomic alteration by the latter two vectors. Nevertheless, overall, similar pathways were 

found to be associated with the differentially expressed genes between CAR- and CAR+ cells for 

each LV sample. Namely, in CAR- cells the genes were associated with immune response against 

viral infections and inflammation, while in CAR+ cells pathways related with metabolic processes, 

signaling and proliferation were upregulated. Looking closer at the biologically relevant genes, 

antiviral restriction factors induced by type I interferons (IFN) were found to be upregulated in 

CAR- cells, potentially inhibiting their proper transduction by the LVs. Quiescence and apoptosis 

related genes were also upregulated in CAR- cells, indicating that other factors and cellular profile 

might be implicated in unsuccessful gene transfer. On the other hand, CAR+ cells showed 

increased gene expression of proteins related to LV trafficking and nuclear transport, but also 

increased genes of antioxidant enzymes. The latter could be associated with the active metabolic 

state of CAR T cells, triggered by CAR tonic signaling. 

Taking into account that antiviral restriction might be implicated with the inhibition of LV-

mediated gene transfer into T cells, various potential enhancers interfering with the IFN-induced 

pathways were screened during spin-inoculation of T cells with the LVs. Among them, the 

homonymous inhibitor of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) was found to impressively 

enhance CD8-LV and CD4-LV mediated transduction up to 7-fold, but did not improve VSV-LV. 

This effect was linked with the downregulation of the cell membrane residing IFN-induced 

transmembrane protein 1 (IFITM1), rather than the endosomal IFITM2 and IFITM3, which are 

known to restrict late stage of pH-dependent VSV-LV entry. While IFITMs inhibit the membrane 

fusion mediated by enveloped viruses, their downregulation alleviates this innate viral restricting 

mechanism.  

Testing whether rapamycin could also enhance the direct in vivo gene transfer, PBMC-

humanized non-obese diabetic severe combined immunodeficiency gamma (NSG) mice were pre-

treated with rapamycin prior green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene transfer with CD8-LV. This 

resulted in obvious and more consistent gene transfer enhancement in mice treated with the 

highest dose of rapamycin (8 mg/kg) compared to vehicle. In addition, the treatment did neither 

influence the composition of the human T cell engraftment nor the frequency of target CD8 T cells. 

By analyzing the whole proteome of T cells treated with rapamycin, several other antiviral factors 

were observed to be downregulated. These antiviral proteins are controlled and stimulated by IFN 
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type I during viral infections, but they can also be constitutively expressed under normal 

circumstances. Among IFITMs, only IFITM1 was found to be downregulated, while the rest were 

not detected in mass-spectrometry. However, they were identified by western-blot, which further 

validated the findings and thresholds used in differential protein analysis. In order to assess this 

concept in a more clinically relevant manner, first, in vitro assessments were performed, proving 

that rapamycin does not impact CAR T cell performance and cytotoxicity against tumor cells. 

Following that, CD19-CAR T cells were generated in vivo with CD8-LV, in humanized mice 

engrafted with CD19 positive tumor cells. Once again, the pre-treatment with rapamycin showed 

a 2-fold higher generation of CAR T cells, correlated also with the faster tumor regression, 

particularly in mice receiving the lower rapamycin dose (3 mg/kg). Ex vivo re-stimulation of mouse 

splenocytes with tumor cells, re-boosted the expansion of CAR T cells as well in rapamycin 

groups, indicating potentially no impact of rapamycin on in vivo reconstitution of T cell memory 

phenotypes, as observed in the in vitro assessments.  

Taken together, this thesis highlights the distinct transcriptomic alterations of T cells following 

LV-inoculation and successful transduction. Antiviral restriction mechanisms were identified as the 

most relevant indications of improper LV-mediated transduction of human T cells. Among these, 

IFITM1 was implicated in inhibition of CD8-LV and CD4-LV mediated transduction. 

Downmodulation of IFITM1 by rapamycin led to enhanced and highly selective in vitro and in vivo 

gene transfer by receptor-targeted LVs, and, consequentially, to faster tumor killing. Hence, 

introducing state-of-the-art single-cell transcriptomic in CAR T cell therapy can provide insights 

and key factors for product optimization in both, conventional and targeted gene therapy.
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 INTRODUCTION 

 GENETIC ENGINEERING OF T CELLS 

Genetically modified T cells comprise one of the most successful immunotherapeutic 

treatments for hematological malignancies, autoimmune and infectious diseases, conferring 

remarkable outcomes currently in clinics (Ellis et al., 2021). The T cells are engineered to express 

a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) or an alternative T cell receptor (transgenic TCR T cells) on 

their surface, which target the pathogenic cells via a certain extracellular marker presented on 

them or via an epitope presented on major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Upon recognition 

and binding to the ligand, the CAR molecule orchestrates a series of intracellular signaling events, 

resulting in re-directed cytotoxicity. Targeting the CD19 molecule on B cell malignancies 

comprises the most common CAR T cell therapeutic products. The transfer of the coding 

sequence for the CAR into T cell is frequently achieved by lentiviral (LV) or γ-retroviral vectors 

(RV) (Hartmann et al., 2017). Nevertheless, genetic engineering of T cells has broad applications 

in medicine with various gene editing approaches apart from LV or RV (Ellis et al., 2021). The 

choice of engineering T cells, the current practices and challenges are introduced in this section. 

1.1.1 T lymphocytes 

T lymphocytes or T cells constitute a major cell type of the adaptive immunity in jawed 

vertebrates, which undergo a series of TCR rearrangements, known as V(D)J recombination 

(Cooper & Alder, 2006). This results in a T cell clone specific for recognizing a certain exogenous 

peptide presented on major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, also known as human 

leukocyte antigens (HLA), from antigen presenting cells (APCs) (Alberts et al., 2002).  

Diverse T cell clones are capable to either eliminate diseased cells bearing these exogenous 

stimuli or prime other adaptive immune cells, the B lymphocytes or B cells, to produce antibodies 

against pathogens, which have bypassed the innate immune defense. Thus, the two major T cell 

types are divided into cytotoxic T cells (TC), expressing the cluster of differentiation receptor 8 

(CD8) and also known as CD8 T cells, and the helper T cells (TH), expressing the CD4 receptor. 

The former cells, upon recognition of a peptide on MHC class I molecules, release cytotoxic 

granules constituted by perforin and granzymes, that permeabilize and activate apoptotic 

pathways in target cells (Alberts et al., 2002). Other apoptotic pathways can be also triggered by 

Fas-FasL engagement or with a family of tumor necrosis factor (TNF) cytokines, such as the TNF-

related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) (S. Wang & El-Deiry, 2003; Alberts et al., 2002). 
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Whereas, CD4 T cells interact with B cells through MHC class II, helping them to undergo genetic 

recombination and antibody class switching to mature into antibody-secreting cells, and secrete 

cytokines that regulate a wide network of innate and adaptive immune cells, but also neurons, 

epithelial cells and other (Jacobson et al., 2021; Alberts et al., 2002).

Depending on which cytokines are predominantly secreted from the helper T cells, they are 

divided into subtypes, taking part in a certain immune response. Hence, interferon gamma (IFNγ) 

and interleukin-12 (IL-12) producing T cells are accounted to be TH1 cells, fighting intracellular 

pathogens, TH17 cells release IL-17 and IL-21 in response to extracellular pathogens, and TH2 

cells secrete IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 in response to multicellular parasites (Raphael et al., 2015). 

In addition, other subtypes also exist and named after the major cytokines they produce, such 

as TH9 producing IL-9 and TH22 secreting IL-22 cells (Raphael et al., 2015). T lymphocytes 

serving inhibitory functions against other immune cells via secretion of IL-10 and TGF-β be-

long to a specialized subset of T lymphocytes, the regulatory T cells (TREG) (Raphael et al., 

2015). The destiny of a naïve T cell to obtain a certain profile is regulated by autocrine or 

paracrine signals present in the extracellular milieu during T cell activation and the down-

stream expression of transcriptional factors. Hence, IFNγ, IL-12 and IL-2 promote the activa-

tion of T-bet and STAT4, leading to TH1 phenotype, IL-23, IL-1β and TGF-β differentiate T cells 

to TH17 through RORγt and STAT3 activation, IL-4 to TH2 via GATA3 and STAT6, and TGF-β to 

TREG via FoxP3 and STAT5 activation (Raphael et al., 2015). In addition, the extracellular mi-

lieu regulates the fate cytotoxic CD8 cells as well, which can also acquire a relative phenotype to 

that of a respective T helper cell (TC1, TC17, TC2 etc.) (Mittrücker et al., 2014).

Each of the pre-mentioned T cell subtype predominates in a certain immune response to 

infectious agents, but particular subtypes have been also implicated in immunological disorders, 

such as allergies, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. A hyperactive immune response can 

lead to a serious condition known as cytokine release syndrome (CRS). This acute syndrome is 

characterized by dysregulated massive release of cytokines, such as IL-6, TNF-α, IFNγ and IL-

10, causing life-threatening adverse events (Shimabukuro-Vornhagen et al., 2018). Current 

treatments majorly rely on immunosuppressant molecules and biologics, such as 

cyclophosphamide, corticosteroids, IL-1 receptor antagonist (anakinra) and anti-IL-6 therapy 

(Tvedt et al., 2021; Shimabukuro-Vornhagen et al., 2018).

Depending on their maturation status, proliferative capacity, tissue homing and effector 

functions T cells, they are further divided into naïve, memory and effector cells (Mousset et al., 

2019). Thus, naïve T (TN) cells that have not yet recognized any exogenous peptide presented on 

MHC molecules express CD45RA, CD62L, CCR7 and CD127 (IL-7Rα) (Mousset et al., 2019; 

Golubovskaya & Wu, 2016). Upon activation, T cells differentiate into memory cells, a phenotype
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that enables their proliferation and clonal expansion. Stem cell-like memory T cells (TSCM) are 

defined by the expression of CD62L, CCR7, CD45RA and CD95 (Fas), and they have been shown 

to persist better in tumors than other phenotypes (Gattinoni et al., 2011). Central memory (TCM), 

expressing CD62L, CD45RO and CCR7, reside in secondary lymphoid organs (lymph nodes, 

spleen, Peyer’s patches) and effector memory T cells (TEM), expressing CD45RO, reside in 

tissues. Both of these phenotypes quickly expand upon subsequent encounter with the specific 

antigen, resulting in a faster and more effective secondary immune response (Mousset et al., 

2019; Golubovskaya & Wu, 2016). Finally, the effector T cells (TEFF) are short-lived antigen-

specialized cells, expressing CD45RA (+/-), CD45RO (+/-), CD25 and other effector molecules, 

such as CD95, KLRG1, IFNγ or other cytokines and cytolytic enzymes (perforin and granzymes) 

(Mousset et al., 2019; Golubovskaya & Wu, 2016; Henson & Akbar, 2009). TREG cells display 

similar phenotypes, while they are also recognized by the expression of CD25 and immune 

checkpoint inhibitors, such as CTLA-4 and PD-1 (Golubovskaya & Wu, 2016). 

When T cells encounter the antigen persistently, they tend to deteriorate and lose their 

functional ability to eliminate the pathogen. That is especially observed in chronic infections, 

cancer and inflammatory diseases (Schietinger & Greenberg, 2014; Wherry, 2011). Hence, 

molecules expressed on dysfunctional T cells have been associated with the regulation of their 

activation, proclaiming their exhaustion phenotype. Such markers include LAG3, TIM3, PD-1, 

CTLA-4, 2B4, CD160 and BTLA (Schietinger & Greenberg, 2014; Wherry, 2011). 

Overall, T cells comprise an attractive resource for adoptive immunotherapy, as they are able 

to be easily ex vivo expanded, manipulated and re-infused into the patients. They display potent 

effector capacity, remain highly specific against their targets and have long lasting lifespan. 

1.1.2 Chimeric antigen receptor T cell therapy 

Since it has been firstly described by Gross et al. (1989), CAR T cell immunotherapy has been 

sharply developed, bringing next-generation receptors in clinical applications, with profound 

outcomes, especially in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and B cell malignancies (Maude et 

al., 2018; Schuster et al., 2017; Maher et al., 2002). Tumor remission is achieved by re-directing 

the natural target of the T cells and subsequently the effector functions against a tumor 

extracellular marker, which in case of B cell leukemias most frequently is the CD19 molecule 

(Maude et al., 2018; Schuster et al., 2017; Maher et al., 2002). 

The structure of the CAR molecule has been optimized from the first simplified version to 

second, third and fourth generations, which are currently in use (Hartmann et al., 2017; 

Chmielewski & Abken, 2015). In more details, CAR molecules comprise the extracellular targeting 

domain, bearing a single-chain variable fragment (scFv) antibody, which recognizes the tumor 
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antigen (i.e. CD19), followed by a flexible hinge region linked to a transmembrane domain (Figure 

1). The intracellular signaling domain is typically composed of either CD28 or 4-1BB co-stimulatory 

domain, while the final activation step is mediated by a CD3ζ (Figure 1). The combination of two 

co-stimulatory domains or the co-expression of a cytokine or ligand classifies the CAR into 3rd or 

4th generation, respectively (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Molecular structure of CAR and next-generation therapies. 
Structural characteristics of a CAR molecule, composed of single-chain variable fragment (scFv) 
antibody region targeting the tumor antigen (i.e. CD19), a flexible hinge region and a 
transmembrane domain (TMD), followed by the intracellular signaling domain. Different 
generations of CAR T cell therapeutic products are depicted here. Created with BioRender. 

1.1.3 Current practices and challenges for manufacturing CAR T cells 

The manufacturing of a CAR T cell infusion product is a multistep complex procedure. T cells 

are isolated from the peripheral blood of a donor (allogeneic) or the patient (autologous) in a 

procedure called leukapheresis. In order to genetically engineer and expand the T cells, a 1- to 3-

day pre-activation step with anti-CD3, anti-CD28 antibodies and cytokines, IL-2 or IL-7 and IL-15, 

is required (Hartmann et al., 2017; Mock et al., 2016). Then, the gene of interest (CD19-CAR) is 

transferred via a lentiviral or γ-retroviral vector, which stably integrates the transgene into the 

genomic DNA. The cellular transduction is followed by 8-10 days expansion and the adoptive 

transfer into the patient (Mock et al., 2016). The implementation of a fully automated system, such 

as the CliniMACS® Prodigy from Miltenyi Biotech, carrying out all the pre-mentioned steps till CAR 

T cell expansion is a way to automate the manufacturing, limiting human errors and minimizing 

cell loss and contaminations (Mock et al., 2016).  
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Several factors can affect the outcomes in CAR T cell therapy, but foremost the cellular 

composition and diversity of the ex vivo generated CAR T cell product. Thus, the persistence of 

CAR T cells into patients has been associated with the frequency of CD4 and central memory 

cells present in the pre-infusion product (Louis et al., 2011). In addition, conditioning of patients 

with lymphodepleting regimen prior CAR T cell infusion has shown a faster in vivo expansion, 

greater persistence and longer disease-free survival (Turtle et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2015). The 

stimulation and cultivation of T cells in presence of IL-7 and IL-15, rather than IL-2, promotes the 

development of the beneficial TSCM phenotype in the pre-infusion product, associated with better 

antitumor activity (T. Zhang et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2014).  

The compromised fitness of harvested T cells, especially from elderly patients undergoing 

series of chemotherapies, is correlated with lower antitumor response rates, thus allogeneic cell 

therapy might be more preferable (P. H. Mehta et al., 2021). Even though the use of off-the-self 

CAR T cell products has many benefits regarding standardization, quality and quick availability, 

the risk of graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) remains critical. However, various approaches have 

been developed to ablate GvHD, such as generation of CAR T cells from umbilical cord blood 

stem cells, deletion or interruption of the TCR locus and use of non-T cell sources, such as natural 

killer (NK) cells (Depil et al., 2020; R. S. Mehta & Rezvani, 2018; Brudno et al., 2016; Poirot et al., 

2015). In addition, encoding the 4-1BB instead of CD28 co-stimulatory domain can minimize the 

exhaustion of CAR T cells driven by the CAR tonic signaling itself (Long et al., 2015). 

CAR T cell therapy is not limited to hematological malignancies, but it has been also used for 

solid tumors. However, the outcomes are so far not as impressive as for leukemias (K. Chen et 

al., 2022; Safarzadeh Kozani et al., 2022; Marofi et al., 2021). Major challenges need to be 

overcome when CAR T cell therapy is intended for solid tumors. The infiltration of CAR T cells into 

tumor sites is evidently among the most important prerequisites for tumor eradication, but also the 

lowest possible on-target off-tumor toxicity, achieved by discriminating tumor cells from healthy 

tissue (Marofi et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2019; H. Zhang et al., 2016). In addition, the 

immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment considerably impacts the killing efficiency of CAR T 

cells, thus more innovative strategies should be considered in regard to CAR T cell therapy in 

solid tumors (Marofi et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2019; H. Zhang et al., 2016).  

The current gene editing tools have been mainly applied ex vivo, but several efforts have 

brought promising in vivo gene delivery applications in clinical trials. Lipid nanoparticles and 

adeno-associated vectors (AAVs), coupled with CRISPR-Cas9 or other gene targeting nucleases, 

have been utilized for stable transgene insertion into target cells in vivo, for treating mainly 

hepatocytes due to their scavenging functionality or isolated compartments, such as retinal cells 

in the eye (Maeder et al., 2019; Lokugamage et al., 2018; Finn et al., 2018). In vivo CAR T cell 
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generation though has been achieved so far in mouse models, utilizing T cell specific lentiviral 

vectors or lipid nanoparticles coupled with targeting molecules, such as scFv or designed ankyrin 

repeat proteins (DARPins), which selectively transduce T cells (Michels et al., 2022). Bypassing 

the complex ex vivo manufacturing process would minimize the risks and the high costs, but would 

also provide a more straightforward and universal standard operating procedure (Xin et al., 2022). 

Overall, the complicated nature of the CAR T cell product remains a challenge to control in 

individualized medicine, as different cellular compositions and fitness can influence the outcomes. 

By optimizing the therapeutic product and identifying more insights, life-threatening adverse 

events, such as CRS, immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome (ICANS) and on-

target off-tumor toxicity, could be hampered and tumor-free survival could be improved.  

LENTIVIRAL VECTOR 

Lentiviral vectors (LV) have been widely utilized in gene therapy as a versatile and efficient 

gene delivery tool in eukaryotic cells, since the discovery of the human immunodeficiency virus 

type 1 (HIV-1). The vector is produced by co-transfecting producer cells with a plasmid cassette 

transcribing the main components of a functional, but replication-deficient, vector, including its 

transferred RNA genome. Upon cell entry and reverse transcription, the gene of interest integrates 

into the genomic DNA, and the incorporated gene is transcribed, leading to the expression of a 

functional protein. In order to alter the tropism of LVs, the envelope proteins can be engineered 

with different targeting molecules, such as a scFv or a DARPin. Hence, transforming LVs into a 

more selective tool, in vivo gene transfer to T cells has become feasible. Studying the life-cycle of 

the HIV-1 and other viruses has revealed innate cellular antiviral restriction factors, which can 

influence the efficiency of LVs as well. 

1.2.1 History and technical aspects of the 2nd generation lentiviral vector 

While the concept of gene therapy was introduced in early 1970s, the development of a gene 

transfer has been burst since the discovery and first isolation of the HIV-1 from a patient with 

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) by Luc Montagnier and his colleagues in 1983 

(Friedmann, 1992; Barré-Sinoussi et al., 1983). Although the Moloney murine leukemia virus 

(MLV) based replication deficient γ-retroviral vector was the first to be generated and used for

gene transfer and integration into cells, it can only transduce dividing cells (Miller et al., 1990; 

Mann et al., 1983). On the other hand, HIV-derived LVs have been proven to be an effective and 

flexible tool for gene transfer and integration into non-diving cells (Marcucci et al., 2018; Naldini 

et al., 1996; Richardson et al., 1995). 
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By fragmentizing the HIV-1 genome into separate plasmids expressing the structural 

components of the packaging (gag, pol), the envelope (env) and the transfer gene (gene of interest 

– GOI) under the influence of a human cytomegalovirus promoter (CMV), it has become possible

to in vitro generate lentiviral vectors (Figure 2). To deprive the vectors from other virulent factors 

of the HIV-1, nef, vpr, vpu and vif accessory proteins have been removed from the packaging 

plasmid, while necessary elements have been retained (Luban & Goff, 1994; H. J. Kim et al., 1994; 

Aldovini & Young, 1990; Lever et al., 1989). Two other regulatory factors are present in the 

packaging plasmid of a 2nd generation LV system, tat and rev expressing genes, whereas in the 

3rd generation LV, the tat has been deprecated and rev has been separated from the packaging 

plasmid (Johnson et al., 2021; Dull et al., 1998). The latter is responsible for post-transcriptional 

nuclear export of the viral gRNA via binding to the rev-responsive element (RRE), while the Ψ 

element drives the encapsidation of the two single-stranded genomic RNA (ssRNA) molecules 

into the LV (Johnson et al., 2021). Another element, the central polypurine tract (cPPT), might be 

implicated in integration of viral genome into host, however it is not yet fully understood (Johnson 

et al., 2021). The LV transfer genome, surrounded by two long terminal repeats (LTRs), integrates 

into the genomic DNA of the target cell. The LTRs comprise three regions, the U3, which serves 

as a promoter and enhancer promoting the transcription of viral gRNA from the R region until the 

polyadenylation signal situating in ΔU3/R, in 3’-LTR (Pereira et al., 2000; Richardson et al., 1995; 

Guntaka, 1993). Deletion in the U3 region of the 3’-LTR causes the inactivation of the U3 promoter 

in 5’-LTR, in the integrated construct, letting only the gene of interest to be transcribed from its 

promoter, frequently either the CMV or the spleen focus-forming virus (SFFV) promoter. Following 

the gene of interest, the woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element (WPRE) 

serves as an enhancer for the transgene mRNA integrity, improving the expression of the gene 

(Zufferey et al., 1999). 

In order to alter the natural tropism of the HIV-1, the envelope gene has been replaced by the 

vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G), which binds to low-density lipoprotein receptor 

(LDLR), in fact expressed on the surface of every cell (Finkelshtein et al., 2013; Naldini et al., 

1996; Lusso et al., 1990).  
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Figure 2: Plasmid cassette and molecular structure of a lentiviral vector. 
Origin of lentiviral vector plasmid cassette, transcribing the key components for a functional vector 
in transfected HEK293 cells. RRE: rev-responsive element, GOI: gene of interest, CMV: human 
cytomegalovirus promoter, LTR: long terminal repeat, SIN: self-inactivating, WPRE: woodchuck 
hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element, SFFV: spleen focus-forming virus promoter, 
cPPT: central polypurine tract. Adapted from BioRender template of “HIV Genome and Structure”. 

Typically, the plasmids are chemically co-transfected into producer human embryonic kidney 

293 (HEK293) cells, LVs are harvested from the supernatant and concentrated through sucrose 

cushion centrifugation (Backliwal et al., 2008).  

1.2.2 CD8 and CD4 receptor-targeted lentiviral vectors 

The VSV-G glycoprotein mediates both, binding to LDLR and membrane fusion activity, while 

it also renders VSV-LV capable of transducing almost any human cell (Figure 3) (Finkelshtein et 

al., 2013). Although LDLR is expressed by the majority of cells, its expression in T cells is induced 

only upon stimulation (Amirache et al., 2014). Hence, T cells need to be activated with a regimen 

comprising anti-CD3, anti-CD28 and either IL-2 or IL-7 and IL-15 cytokines, to enable their 

transduction by VSV-LV (Mock et al., 2016; Amirache et al., 2014). 

Introducing two separate mechanisms for LV attachment and cell penetration have broadened 

the spectrum of engineering LVs for retargeting purposes. Especially, paramyxoviral envelope 
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proteins have served for such engineering repurposing. Nipah glycoprotein (G) or measles 

hemagglutinin (H) have been successfully modified by mutationally destructing their natural 

tropism, while simultaneously fusing to a scFv or a DARPin, selective for a molecule constitutively 

and uniquely expressed on cells of interest (Figure 3) (Frank & Buchholz, 2019). Upon recognition 

and attachment to the target cells, a truncated version of the respective viral fusion protein (F) 

mediates the cell entry (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Molecular structure of VSV-LV and receptor-targeted LVs. 
VSV-G glycoprotein expressed on a vector conferring both targeting and fusion activity (left), while 
receptor-targeted LVs utilize a targeting domain, composed of either DARPin or scFv, conjugated 
to a paramyxoviral G or H protein. Fusion is mediated by a truncated fusion protein. 

The development of CD8 Nipah- and CD4 measles-pseudotyped receptor-targeted LVs has 

recently become a powerful tool in targeted gene therapy. Capable of transducing resting or 

minimally activated T cells, both CD8-LV and CD4-LV have displayed high T cell receptor-specific 

selectivity (Pfeiffer et al., 2018; Bender et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2015). Apart from the potent ex 

vivo transduction efficacy, CD8-LV and CD4-LV can modify target T cells in vivo, in NSG mouse 

models humanized with either CD34 stem cells or PBMC (Agarwal et al., 2019, 2020; Pfeiffer et 

al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2015). Even though it has not been proven yet for CD4-LV and CD8-LV, 

indirect evidences of measles pseudotyped HER2/neu targeted LV (D9.29-LV) can resemble the 

minimal to abrogated off-target gene transfer, especially escaping the uptake by hepatocytes 

(Münch et al., 2011). 

In a clinically applicable aspect, CD8-LV and CD4-LV have enabled the in vivo generation of 

CAR T cells in humanized NSG mice. The direct in vivo transduction of target T cells with CD8-

LV and CD4-LV encoding CD19-CAR has shown prominent tumor eradication and increased 

survival of the xenograft mouse model, but also good tolerability (Agarwal et al., 2019, 2020; 

Pfeiffer et al., 2018). 
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In general, apart from T cells, other immune cells expressing the CD8 or CD4 receptors can be 

targeted and potentially modified by CD8-LV or CD4-LV. These are some subsets of dendritic 

cells (DCs), natural killer (NK), NK T cells (NKT) and γδ T cells for CD8α (Agarwal et al., 2019), 

as well as DCs, monocytes, macrophages and γδ T cells for CD4 (Ziegler et al., 2014; Jardine et 

al., 2013). 

Transduction enhancers, facilitating the attachment of LVs to cells by neutralizing the repulsive 

negative charges of the membranes, have been widely utilized ex vivo to increase the potency of 

the LV-mediated gene transfer. Among them, the cationic polymer polybrene increases the 

transduction efficiency of the conventional VSV-LV on human T cells (Rajabzadeh et al., 2021). 

In the concept of T-cell targeted vectors, the histidine-rich amphipathic peptide vectofusin-1 has 

been shown to substantially improve the ex vivo gene transfer mediated by CD8-LV and CD4-LV 

(Jamali et al., 2019). 

1.2.3 Cellular transduction and innate antiviral restriction factors 

The structural differences of VSV-LV and receptor-targeted LVs confer unique cell entry 

pathways to these vectors. VSV-LV enters the cell via clathrin-mediated endocytosis and 

trafficking into endosomes (Figure 4) (Duvergé & Negroni, 2020; Frank & Buchholz, 2019). There, 

the low pH alters the conformation of VSV-G, which leads to membrane fusion and exit of the pre-

integration complex (PIC) into the cytoplasm (Florkiewicz & Rose, 1984; Riedel et al., 1984). 

Receptor-targeted LVs enter in a more direct way, mediating fusion at the cell membrane (Figure 

4), according to evidences of cell entry pathway of wild-type measles virus and Nipah pseudotyped 

LV or wild-type virus (Frank et al., 2020; Aguilar & Iorio, 2012; Navaratnarajah et al., 2009). 

The different steps of the LV-mediated transduction can be affected by innate antiviral 

restriction factors, regulated especially by the type I IFN pathway (Colomer-Lluch et al., 2018; 

Schoggins, 2014). Thus, viral entry can be inhibited by the interferon-induced transmembrane 

proteins (IFITMs), particularly IFITM1 expressed on the cell membrane can prevent enveloped 

viruses from fusing directly to the target cell (S. E. Smith et al., 2019; Weston et al., 2014). On the 

other hand, IFITM2 and IFITM3, residing in endosomal compartments, can inhibit viruses entering 

pH-dependently (X. Zhao et al., 2019; Weston et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011). Another potent 

inhibitor, SAMHD1, hydrolyzes and reduces dNTPs, impairing the viral reverse transcriptase 

enzymatic activity (Colomer-Lluch et al., 2018; Schoggins, 2014). In addition, other interferon-

stimulated gene (ISG) products can sense and degrade non-self RNA (PARPs, ISGs, OAS, ADA2) 

and inhibit nuclear entry, transgene expression or other pathways during cell transduction (IFITs, 

IFIs, MX, TRIMs, GBPs, EIF2AK2) (Figure 4). Most of the type I IFN inducible genes are under 

the influence of IFN related factors (IRFs), maintaining the intrinsic pool of antiviral restriction 
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factors in any cell (Panda et al., 2019; Jefferies, 2019). On the other hand, cyclophilin A (PPIA) 

and proteins from the nuclear pore complex (NPC) associate with the pre-integration complex of 

the LVs and facilitate the trafficking and translocation into the nucleus (Figure 4) (Di Nunzio et al., 

2012; Braaten & Luban, 2001). 

Figure 4: Entry pathways and innate inhibitory mechanisms of pH-dependent and pH-
independent LVs. 
A pH-dependent LV (i.e. VSV-LV) enters via clathrin-mediated endocytosis and the glycoprotein 
orchestrates the membrane fusion in endosomes at lower pH. A pH-independent LV enters via 
direct fusion to the cell membrane. All the steps from the LV entry to transgene expression are 
influenced by antiviral restriction mechanisms, some of them are listed here. NPC: nuclear pore 
complex, GOI: gene of interest. IFI(T): interferon-induced. ISG: IFN-stimulated genes. PPIA: 
cyclophilin A. Created with BioRender. 

By alleviating intrinsic antiviral restriction mechanisms, it is possible to enhance the infectivity 

of viruses, subsequently the LV-mediated gene transfer and integration. Such an example is the 

inhibition of the mammalian target of rapamycin by the homonymous small molecule. The pre-

treatment of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC) with rapamycin has shown to 

enhance their genetic modification by VSV-LV, through downmodulation of IFITM2 and IFITM3 

(G. Shi et al., 2018; Petrillo et al., 2015; L. Li et al., 2014; C. X. Wang et al., 2014). This ameliorates 

the pH-dependent entry of the VSV-LV via envelope fusion to endosomal membrane and 

subsequent release of the viral capsid into the cytoplasm. 
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Next cellular defense is the SAMHD1 protein, which inhibits the reverse transcription of the two 

viral genomic copies of ssRNA (Colomer-Lluch et al., 2018; Schoggins, 2014). Both IL-7 and IL-

15 cytokines have shown to phosphorylate SAMHD1 in CD4 T cells, leading to increased HIV-1 

infectivity (Manganaro et al., 2018; Coiras et al., 2016). In addition, lentiviruses, including HIV-2 

and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), express the Vpx accessory protein, which directly 

inhibits SAMHD1, facilitating the life-cycle and replication of them (Hofmann et al., 2012). While 

HIV-1 does not express any homologous to Vpx, by incorporating the SIV Vpx molecule into LVs 

has been shown to improve their transduction efficiency (Tada et al., 2022; Baldauf et al., 2012). 

Regarding capsid trafficking, cyclophilin A (CypA) is known to coat, stabilize and protect the 

viral capsid from inhibitory mechanisms, and it regulates its nuclear translocation (C. Liu et al., 

2016; Braaten & Luban, 2001). The protection is mediated through preventing the restriction factor 

TRIM5α to interact with the viral capsid (K. Kim et al., 2019; Hatziioannou et al., 2004; Towers et 

al., 2003). However, cyclosporin A (CsA), which competes for the CypA capsid binding site, has 

been shown to enhance the ex vivo infectivity of HIV-1 up to 50- and 100-fold in human and non-

human primates cells, respectively (Towers et al., 2003). The use of CsA can also improve 

VSV-LV-mediated transduction of HSPC (Petrillo et al., 2015). This enhancement has been also 

associated with the alteration of capsid binding to nucleoporins and nuclear import pathway 

(Schaller et al., 2011). 

NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING 

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is a state-of-the-art technological application for conducting 

in-depth characterization of cellular transcriptomes and genomes. Both DNA and RNA sequencing 

have provided insights for differential gene expression and splicing, DNA mutations or chromatin 

condensation states. Different methodological approaches in NGS, such as DNA-sequencing 

(DNA-seq), ATAC-seq, RNA-seq as well as SMART-seq, have been developed and utilized as 

monitoring tools in clinical applications to diagnose a disease, predict the progression and even 

modify treatments in a prospective manner. Both, bulk and single-cell high-throughput sequencing 

can be achieved and the vast majority of library preparation methods are compatible with the 

Illumina sequencing platform. For single cell isolation and DNA or RNA processing, droplet- and 

nanowell-based systems are used. Focusing on single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), while 

whole transcriptome analysis provides an unbiased readout of the total differentially expressed 

genes, the targeted gene analysis facilitates a more focused investigation of the most relevant 

genes in higher sensitivity and better resolution (Pokhilko et al., 2021; Mair et al., 2020). 
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1.3.1 DNA sequencing 

Developed in 1977 by Sanger et al., the homonymous DNA 1st generation sequencing method 

revolutionized the field of genomic research, bringing scientists one step closer to understand the 

living matter. The technological advancements of automation and replacement of radiolabeling 

with a fluorescence detection approach in Sanger sequencing led to initiation of ambitious genome 

sequencing projects, such as the Human Genome Project (Collins & Fink, 1995; L. M. Smith et 

al., 1986). However, the low throughput of sequencing one DNA molecule at a time and the high 

cost makes this method unsuitable for analyzing enormous genomes (Petersen et al., 2017). 

 Overcoming these challenges, the NGS techniques have enabled the simultaneous massive 

parallel sequencing of thousands or even million molecules (Hall, 2007). Various NGS platforms 

have emerged, among them the most popular is the Illumina sequencing platform (Garrido-

Cardenas et al., 2017). DNA libraries are sequenced on a chip, where the technology allows the 

detection of fluorescently-labelled nucleotide bases incorporated into the newly synthetized 

complementary strand during a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Morozova et al., 2009). The 

principle is similar to Sanger sequencing and relies on the blockade of PCR amplification by the 

labeled analogs, but this termination is reversible and the amplification continuous in contrast to 

Sanger’s (Garrido-Cardenas et al., 2017; Morozova et al., 2009). The molecules are captured in 

the Illumina cartridge by primers complementary to the adapter sequences ligated to the two 

extremities of the DNA molecule, priming also the amplification, particularly called bridge 

amplification, for each cycle (Garrido-Cardenas et al., 2017).  

The output provides the coordinates of the raw reads in the chip, their sequence and the quality 

of each base pair detected by the device. Raw reads can be used for different aims, either to build 

a whole or partial genome of an organism, identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 

mutations, deletions, translocations or duplications. Various approaches have allowed delicate 

genetic investigations, such as assessing chromatin accessibility with the ATAC-seq, sequencing 

of immunoprecipitated chromatin regions with ChIP-seq, other epigenomic assessments, and 

even sequencing on a single-cell level (Buenrostro et al., 2015; P. J. Park, 2009). 

1.3.2 Single-cell RNA sequencing 

For transcriptomic analyses, sequencing libraries are prepared from cellular RNA source, for 

either bulk quantification measurements or single-cell resolution. The principle relies on reverse 

transcription of cellular messenger RNA (mRNA) to complementary DNA (cDNA), in a random or 

targeted amplification way and, eventually, sequencing the library of DNA molecules. Bulk RNA-

seq can provide the average expression of a gene from a sample containing multiple cells from a 

tissue or a cell line, whereas scRNA-seq deciphers the profile of each individual cell. Such 
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information can display distinct cell populations residing in a tissue, cell subtypes from a formerly 

considered homogeneous tissue, and reveal novel cellular networks (G. Chen et al., 2019). 

The isolation of single cells and processing can nowadays be carried out by microfluidics or 

nanowell cartridges (Prakadan et al., 2017). Chromium from 10X Genomics comprises the most 

common microfluidic system, conducting droplet-based single-cell isolation and processing of the 

genomic or transcriptomic content (Zheng et al., 2017). In addition, the nanowell-based single-cell 

capturing BD Rhapsody system has sped up the isolation and library preparation compared to 

Chromium (Gao et al., 2020; Shum et al., 2019).  

Both systems have established various single-cell protocols, ameliorating thorough 

investigations, with the droplet-based approach to be more flexible in both DNA and RNA 

techniques than the BD Rhapsody (Gao et al., 2020). Hence, 3’-end sequencing for transcriptome 

analysis, 5’-end sequencing for TCR clonotyping of T cells (VDJ recombination), and extracellular 

protein analysis with oligo-conjugated antibodies (AbSeq) are possible to be performed with the 

BD Rhapsody pipeline (Gao et al., 2020). Whereas with 10X Chromium, in addition to the pre-

mentioned, sequencing libraries can be prepared for full-length cDNA analysis, genomic DNA 

sequencing, scATAC-seq, scChIP-seq and so on (Gao et al., 2020; Tsoucas & Yuan, 2017). 

However, while the full-length cDNA analysis can reveal differential splicing events, SNPs and 

other information apart from the gene expression levels, it is relatively expensive compared to 3’-

end or 5’-end sequencing (Sholder et al., 2020; Wilkening et al., 2013). Thus, the two latter provide 

a cost-effective solution for an efficient transcriptome analysis (Sholder et al., 2020; Wilkening et 

al., 2013). 

Two different approaches have been developed for 3’-end scRNA-seq transcriptomic analysis, 

the whole transcriptome (WTA) and targeted gene analyses (TGA). WTA covers all mRNA 

transcribed genes in each cell, allowing an unbiased analysis and thorough exploration of genes 

and pathways. On the other hand, the TGA approach results in a higher resolution by selectively 

amplifying those genes relevant for the particular analysis, in a cost-efficient way (Mair et al., 

2020). This approach allows sensitive detection of low-expressing genes at a low sequencing 

depth (Mair et al., 2020). Hence, while a typical WTA requires 50,000 reads per cell for a deep 

sequencing analysis, TGA can outperform between 2,000 to 4,000 reads per cell, ameliorating the 

analysis of 10-fold bigger sample size (Mair et al., 2020). In general, premade panels for amplifying 

and detecting genes associated with immune response, T cells and other are available by BD 

Biosciences and compatible with the BD Rhapsody pipeline (Mair et al., 2020). The addition of 

customized primers in order to expand the analyzed panel of genes and detect other targets is 

generally feasible (Mair et al., 2020). 
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OBJECTIVES 

This thesis project primarily aimed at establishing a scRNA-seq pipeline with the BD Rhapsody 

system at Paul-Ehrlich-Institut in order to develop a protocol for monitoring the generation of CAR 

T cells by a receptor-targeted LV. An initial TGA approach was decided as the most suitable for 

high-resolution analysis, increasing the chance of distinguishing CAR expressing from 

nonexpressing cells. For that reason, it was necessary to implement customized primers for 

CAR mRNA detection and confirm whether they bind within the designated region at the 3’-end. 

Thus, the exact poly-A tail starting position had to be defined.

Furthermore, a subsetting method for distinguishing CAR T cells from non-transduced cells in 

scRNA-seq had to be optimized, especially when a multimodal gene expression was noticed. This 

allowed to evaluate whether the frequency of CAR T cells identified by protein expression matched 

with the scRNA-seq data. The use of CD8-LV validated the subsetting strategy as well for the 

VSV-LV incubated sample and allowed for the first time to interrogate the selectivity of a 

receptortargeted LV by scRNA-seq. Differences in transcriptomic profiles of cell subsets inoc-

ulated by CD8-LV and VSV-LV were investigated, with a special focus on successful 

LV-mediated transduction.

Although the TGA approach allowed a sensitive differential gene expression analysis, the WTA 

approach aimed to decipher more genes and pathways associated with the successful 

transduction of T cells or inhibition of LV-mediated gene transfer, and further validated the initial 

findings. In addition, the use of the CD4-LV allowed to evaluate whether the observations were 

also relevant for CD4 T cells.

By identifying any restriction factors inhibiting proper T cell transduction, their alleviation was a 

further goal in order to enhance LV transduction efficiency. Thus, potential enhancers 

downregulating or interfering with some of these pathways were screened. Selecting one good 

candidate, its ability to enhance in vivo gene transfer had to be tested in a proof-of-concept study 

with humanized NSG mice injected with CD8-LV delivering GFP expressing gene. A whole 

proteome analysis deciphered other possible targets of the transduction enhancer and 

provided clues regarding other alterations in protein expression of T cells. Furthermore, the 

impact of the transduction enhancer on CAR T cell performance and the transduction efficiency 

for in vivo gene transfer had to be examined with a CD19-CAR transferring CD8-LV in 

humanized NSG mice, engrafted with tumor cells. Induction of in vivo CAR T cell generation as 

well as the tumor response were monitored.
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RESULTS 

TARGETED GENE ANALYSIS 

Commencing with the first in-house scRNA-seq at Paul-Ehrlich-Institut (PEI), the technology 

needed to be established in our lab in a way to be compatible with our research tools. Firstly, 

targeted gene analysis (TGA) of CAR T cells generated with CD8-LV or VSV-LV was decided to 

be performed, analyzing 399 genes related with immune response. By carrying out TGA scRNA-

seq, a high resolution and sensitive detection of the analyzed genes and CAR T cells was aimed. 

Customized primers amplifying and, thus, detecting CAR mRNA expressing T cells were also 

implemented. The high selectivity of CD8-LV on target cells was confirmed for the first time by 

scRNA-seq and differentially expressed genes were identified in the examined cell subsets. In 

addition, the use of the CD8-LV validated the subsetting strategy for distinguishing transduced 

from non-transduced cells. Finally, the consequences of the vector exposure to the cells and 

transcriptomic differences between transduced and non-transduced cells were explored. The 

following section presents the published data of Charitidis et al. (2021), but also adjacent to these. 

Practical help during sample preparations was kindly offered by Elham Adabi (PEI), while 

validation of data analysis was done by Dr. Colin Clarke (National Institute for Bioprocessing, 

Research and Training (NIBRT, Ireland). Technical and customer support for primer customization 

were provided by Dr. Vadir Lopez-Salmeron, Edyta Kowalczyk, Dr. Siobhan Cashman (all BD 

Biosciences, Europe).  

2.1.1 Identifying the polyadenylation starting site in gRNA and CAR gene cassette for 

primer design in targeted gene panel 

For the detection of CAR T cells by targeted gene amplification scRNA-seq it was necessary 

to customize two primers binding at the 3’ end of the CAR gene within 800 bp close to the 

polyadenylation (poly-A) tail. The limitations regarding primer design include the distance from the 

poly-A tail where the primers can target and the avoidance of primer-dimer formation with the rest 

of pre-defined primers from the targeted panel in use. While the latter is assessed by the 

manufacturer’s in silico pipeline, for the former the region that primers bind is within the 800 bp 

close to the poly-A starting site needed to be validated. 

Initially, the poly-A signal hexamer (5’-AATAAA-3’) was in silico predicted to be located in the 

3’ self-inactivating (SIN) long terminal repeat (LTR), which also aligns with the already known 

findings in HIV virology (Valsamakis et al., 1991). Based on that prediction and the expectation 
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that poly-A starting point should be located 10-30 nucleotides after that hexamer (J. Zhao et al., 

1999), primers were designed by BD Biosciences and tested (N1_BD, N2_BD shown in 0). 

For the exact identification of the poly-A starting point of the CD19-CAR, MOLT4.8 cells were 

inoculated with VSV-LV transferring the CAR transgene at MOI of 4, after 1 day cells were washed 

twice to remove any remnant LV and transduced cells were expanded for 6 more days, reaching 

a transduction of 98% (Figure 5A). To confirm that both CAR mRNA and viral gRNA share the 

same poly-A signal and starting site, total RNA was extracted from both transduced cells and LVs. 

Plasmid contaminants were observed to be present in LV stocks, thus both cellular mRNA and 

viral gRNA were purified with DNase I before the cDNA synthesis (Figure 5B). 

Figure 5: CAR mRNA and viral gRNA extraction. 
(A) MOLT4.8 cells inoculated with VSV-LV (MOI=4) and expanded for 7 days. (B) PCR
amplification of CAR transgene region between CD8 hinge and WPRE (874 bp). Viral gRNA was
used as template, purified or not with DNase I.

Reverse transcription was performed with the 3’ RACE kit as described in 4.2.1.13, 

incorporating an adapter at the 3’ end of the gene after the poly-A tail. The cDNA was PCR 

amplified and the DNA amplicons were extracted from the agarose electrophoresis gel and 

sequenced (Figure 6A). Plasmid DNA was included as a control. The sequencing results were 

aligned to the reference plasmid, where both viral gRNA and CAR mRNA were confirmed to harbor 

the same poly-A tail starting point located in the 3’ self-inactivating (SIN) long terminal repeat 

(LTR), 20 nucleotides after the poly-A signal site (Figure 6B).  
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Figure 6: Cellular and viral cDNA 3' end gene amplification. 
(A) Synthesized cellular and viral cDNA from DNase I digested RNA was PCR amplified with the
N1_BD and AUAP primers (0), according to the 3’ RACE kit’s instructions (4.2.1.13), resulting in
an amplicon of 800 bp. (B) Sequenced amplicons and plasmid DNA aligned to the reference
transgene sequence. Poly-A starting site was found to be located 20 bp downstream of the signal
site. SIN: self-inactivating. (Source: SnapGene).

Hence, the TGA scRNA-seq primers designed for the detection of the CD19-CAR mRNA 

transcribed in the transduced cells were confirmed to bind within the ideal distance from the poly-

A tail (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Detection of CAR mRNA. 
Detection of CAR mRNA expression in transduced cells and/or viral gRNA in TGA with the 
customized primers (primer 1 ~N1_BD, primer 2 ~N2_BD). Barcode elements identifying cell and 
mRNA molecules are coupled with magnetic beads. Details for sequencing are described in 
4.2.6.8. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021. 
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2.1.2 Experimental layout of TGA 

The first in-house scRNA-seq analysis was performed on 6-day expanded CAR T cells 

generated from PBMC of one donor with CD8-LV or VSV-LV. More specifically, cryopreserved 

human PBMC were thawed and pre-activated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 in a T cell medium 

supplemented with IL-7 and IL-15 cytokines. After 3 days, cells were spinoculated with a certain 

LV and cultured for 6 more days (4.2.2.6). Untransduced sample served as a control (Figure 8). 

This study aimed primarily to set-up the scRNA-seq pipeline, to compare mRNA and protein 

detection methods, to evaluate the selectivity of CD8-LV, to get an overview of differential 

expression along 400 genes related with the immune response and promptly to investigate 

transcriptomic profiles related with LV-mediated transduction, such as the differences between 

CAR+ and CAR- cells and the two vector types. 

Figure 8: Experimental layout of the TGA study. 
CAR T cells generated with VSV-LV or CD8-LV expanded for 6 days and processed for flow 
cytometry or scRNA-seq analysis. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021. 

2.1.3 Downstream plotting and clustering analysis 

Following the single cell RNA isolation, reverse transcription, PCR amplification and 

sequencing, the samples were then visualized to identify the composition of immune clusters, 

present in the bulk CAR T cell products.  

After filtering out the low-quality cells (4.2.6.12), principal component analysis (PCA) was 

performed and the first 40 principal components were chosen for constructing the uniform manifold 

approximation and projection (UMAP) plots (Figure 9) (4.2.6.14, 4.2.6.15). Evaluating any 

technical variation driven from the three different cartridges that the samples were processed with, 

no distinct batch effect was observed in UMAP plot (Figure 9A). In order to characterize different 

immune cells present in the samples, unsupervised clustering analysis was initially performed, 

which identified 14 distinct clusters (Figure 9B). 
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Figure 9: Targeted gene scRNA-seq analysis UMAP plots. 
(A) UMAP plot of sample distribution and overlapping, evaluating cartridge-mediated technical
variation. (B) Unsupervised clustering analysis. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021.

By examining the expression of marker genes certain for specific immune cells (CD8A, CD4, 

TRDC, FCGR3A, MS4A1), the major immune cell types were identified (Figure 10A). For better 

visualization purposes and easier representation of the data, clusters of the same cell type were 

subsequently merged (Figure 10B). 
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Figure 10: Unsupervised clustering analysis. 
(A) Grouping of clusters according to major immune cell type markers as observed in violin plots
of gene expression. (B) Localization of the major immune cell types in UMAP plot as seen based
on gene expression. Arrows indicate the B cell cluster. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021.

Hence, CD4, CD8, γδ T cell and natural killer T cells (NKT) were identified and showed similar 

composition across the samples, both in LV-inoculated and untransduced cells (Figure 11). Even 

though the culturing medium was not optimal for B cell survival and proliferation, some B cells 

seemed to have survived in the control sample (Figure 11). However, no B cell were detected in 

the CAR T cell products (CD8-LV and VSV-LV), indicating their eradication by the generated 

CD19-CAR T cells (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Cluster annotated UMAP plots split by samples. 
UMAP plots of the three samples with annotated clusters of the major immune cell subtypes. Total 
post-filtered cell number of untransduced N=2654, CD8-LV N=9713, VSV-LV N=8975. Adapted 
from Charitidis et al., 2021.  

2.1.4 Identifying CAR T cells in scRNA-seq by multimodal analysis 

Focusing on the CD8 cell populations, as both of the LVs transduce, a subsetting strategy 

based on expression of CD8A and CAR needed to be settled.  

Both genes showed a trimodal expression of negative, low and high expressing cells (Figure 

12). Thus, a computational multimodal analysis was performed, where the antimodes (pits) of the 

distributed cells were chosen as thresholds (Figure 12). 

Figure 12: Multimodal analysis of CD8A and CAR expression. 
Computational multimodal analysis on normalized expression level of CD8A or CAR genes, 
performed with the multimode package. Dashed lines: modes, dotted lines: antimodes. Adapted 
from Charitidis et al., 2021.  

Consequently, each resulted population was evaluated by observing its localization in UMAP 

plots, where previously main T cell populations were identified and labelled (Figure 11). In this 

way, CD8Aneg and CD8Alow cells were found to overlap mainly with the non-CD8 cells in the UMAP 

plots, while the vast majority of CD8Ahigh cells was located in the previously identified CD8 T cell 

population (Figure 13). Likewise, CARneg and CARlow comprised all the immune cell populations, 

while CARhigh were observed to overlap with the target cell populations of each vector, the CD8 
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cells for CD8-LV and both CD4 and CD8 for VSV-LV (Figure 13). Hence, CD8Ahigh expressing 

cells were defined as CD8 cells and CAR+ transduced T cells were the CARhigh expressing cells. 

Figure 13: Identification of CD8 transduced and non-transduced cells. 
Violin plots of CD8A (left) and CAR (right) expression across the three processed samples. 
Dashed lines indicate the antimodes (pits) identified by the multimodal analyses, separating 
negative, low and high expressing cells. Each subset (neg, low, high) was overlaid on UMAP plots, 
where previously the location of major immune types was identified, and the cell type match was 
evaluated. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021. 

In addition, the higher CAR expression level in VSV-LV sample was correlated with of higher 

vector copy number (VCN) integrations in the particular product as assessed by qPCR analysis 

(Table 1, Figure 13). 

Table 1: Vector dose and VCN in TGA CAR T cell products. 

Sample MOI Particles / cell VCN


Untransduced - - nd 

CD8-LV 0.045 12103 0.91 ± 0.71


VSV-LV 33.3 5.8103 3.94 ± 1.76

 VCN was measured in replicates from different samples generated using different batches of LVs on
three donors, including the batch and donor used in the scRNA-seq experiment (untransduced N=3, CD8-
LV N=7, VSV-LV N=14) (mean ± SD).
 VCN quantified from whole samples was extrapolated on CD8 cells based on their frequency determined 
by flow cytometry.
nd: non-detectable.

Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021.

Questioning the low-expressing cells, their true identity was assessed by the degree of their 

transcriptomic difference with the negative populations. Thus, differential gene expression 

analysis was performed, where no major variations were observed between CD8Aneg and CD8Alow
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as well as between CARneg and CARlow cells (Figure 14). Hence, at least the merged population 

of CARneg and CARlow (CARneg//low) cells was considered to be the non-transduced cells, as at least 

observed in flow cytometry. On the other hand, even though the CD8Ahigh cells were classified as 

factual CD8 cells, the low expression of CD8A, while regulated by an intrinsic non-constitutively 

active promotor, opposite to CAR, could be biologically possible. 

Figure 14: Volcano plots of negative versus low expressing CD8A or CAR cells. 
Transcriptional differences between CD8Aneg versus CD8Alow (left) and CARneg versus CARlow 

(right). Differential expressed genes are accounted genes that differ between the groups with 
|log2FC| > 0.25 and adjusted p-value < 0.05. Fold changes of CD8A and CAR are not plotted due 
to log2FC>3. ns: non-significant.

Adapting this subsetting strategy, the detection of CAR T cells via protein expression was 

compared to that of mRNA-based detection in scRNA-seq, in the identical samples. Thus, 

frequencies of CAR+ cells in LV-inoculated samples was calculated out of the total CD3 

compartment within each approach.

Notably, the frequencies of CAR T cells identified in flow cytometry were in perfect 

agreement with those determined by scRNA-seq analysis. Particularly, by subsetting 

CD8AhighCARhigh, the transduced CD8 cells in CD8-LV sample were 23.2%, while in flow 

cytometry the identical sample had 22.6% CAR+ cells out of total CD3 cells (Figure 15). The 

high selectivity of the CD8-LV for CD8 cells was also confirmed at this point by flow cytometry 

(Figure 15). Similarly, CD8+CAR+ T cells in VSV-LV reached to 32.2% in flow cytometry, 

closely matching that of 34.4% detection in scRNA-seq. Even though CD4 cells were not ana-

lyzed in this study, by checking the frequency of CD4+ CAR T cells in VSV-LV, the scRNA-seq 

reproduced the results seen in flow cytometry (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Side-by-side comparison of flow cytometry and scRNA-seq CAR T cell 
frequency. 
Flow cytometry staining of CD8 and CAR expression (left) and frequency of CAR T cells detected 
by scRNA-seq based on the multimodal subsetting strategy. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021. 

Overall, the multimodal-based subsetting strategy for disintegrating transduced from non-

transduced T cells, highly matched with the results found in flow cytometry. In addition, the use of 

the CD8-LV further validated the identification of transduced and non-transduced CD8 cells in both 

CD8-LV and VSV-LV samples. 

2.1.5 High selectivity of CD8-LV confirmed by scRNA-seq 

This is the first time of evaluating the on-target specificity of a receptor-targeted LV via scRNA-

seq. Thus, all the CARhigh expressing cells in CD8-LV were interrogated. 

Remarkably, this multimodal-based subsetting strategy showed that 97.5% (N=2317 cells) of 

total CARhigh cells in CD8-LV sample were particularly CD8Ahigh cells, thus definite CD8 cells 

(Figure 16A). However, 59 cells, accounted for 2.5% of CARhigh cells in CD8-LV, were either 

CD8Aneg or CD8Alow (Figure 16A). Investigating the identity of these potential off-target cells, their 

positivity in other major immune cell marker genes, such as CD8B, CD4, TRDC (γδ Τ) and 

FCGR3A (NKT), was assessed (Figure 16A, B).  
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Figure 16: Interrogating potential off-target cells in CD8-LV.
(A) Plotting CARhigh expressing cells in violin (left) and UMAP plots (right). The 97.5% accounts 
for 2317 putative cells. (B) Violin plots of marker gene expression of the 2.5% CARhighCD8Aneg/low 

cells of CD8-LV sample (N=59). Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021.

Out of the remaining 59 cells (2.5%) being CARhigh but CD8Aneg/low in the CD8-LV sample, 9 

were CD8B positive, low-expressing or negative for CD8A, thus accounted as CD8 or CD4/CD8 

double positive cells (Table 2). The majority of cells (N=32) were identified as γδ T cells, while 

only 9 of them did not express CD8A neither CD8B. In addition, of the possible 15 CD4 cells, 7 

were in fact CD8Alow, and 8 were CD8A and CD8B negative. The few NKT and remaining cells 

expressed either CD8B or CD8Alow. Overall, this brought only 17 out of 59, or in total out of 

2317 CARhigh, cells to be classified as possible off-target cells (CD8BnegCD8Aneg). Thus, this 

confirmed the high selectivity of the CD8-LV, reaching at 99.27% for CD8 positive cells (Table 2).
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Table 2: Evaluation of CARhighCD8Aneg/low cells in CD8-LV sample. 

Cell type Marker genes1 Cell number2 

CD4 T cells 

CD4
pos

CD8B
neg

CD8A
low

CD8A
neg

15 

7 

8† 

CD8 T cells 
CD8B

pos

CD8A
low

5 

5 

CD4/CD8 T cells 

CD4
pos

CD8B
pos

CD8A
low

CD8A
neg

4 

2 

2 

NKT 

FCGR3A
pos

CD8B
pos

CD8A
low

CD8B
neg

CD8A
low

2 

1 

1 

γδ T 

TRDC
pos

CD8B
pos

CD8A
low

CD8B
pos

CD8A
neg

CD8B
neg

CD8A
low

CD8B
neg

CD8A
neg

32 

7 

7 

9 

9† 

Remaining cells 
CD8B

neg
CD4

neg
TRDC

neg
FCGR3A

neg

CD8A
low

1 

1 

1Letters in bold indicate of the gene, -s expressed in all of the subfractions listed below. 
2Numbers in bold indicate total counts of the subfractions listed below. 
†Potential off-targets. 

 Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021. 

2.1.6 Differential gene expression analysis in CD8 populations 

Transcriptomic differences across control and LV-inoculated cell populations were next 

investigated. Thus, the CD8 cells were divided into control cells and groups expressing or not the 

CAR transgene, and differential gene expression analysis was conducted.  

Gene expression profiles were found to be altered across all populations as shown in Figure 

17A. Overall, bigger differences on average gene expression across the subsets were observed 

between untransduced cells and every other subset of cells, exposed to a LV (Figure 17A). More 

specifically, untransduced cells had higher number of differentially expressed (DE) genes with 

higher fold-change differences when compared to either transduced CARhigh or non-transduced 

CARneg/low cells (Figure 17B, left). Accordingly, untransduced CD8 cells had similarly higher 
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number of DE genes with higher fold-change differences, when compared to CD8 cells inoculated 

with any LV, disregarding their CAR expression status (Figure 17B, right). However, the fold-

change differences and number of DE genes were clearly less pronounced when comparing 

CARneg/low with CARhigh or CD8-LV versus VSV-LV (Figure 17B). 

The Venn diagrams confirmed these findings and showed the overlaps of DE genes between 

the comparisons (Figure 17C). Particularly, the majority of genes (130 out of 155) were found to 

be differentially expressed when comparing untransduced with CARhigh cells (Figure 17C, left). 

From these genes, 71 were uniquely identified between control and LV-inoculated cells, while 33 

were particularly in common between all three comparisons (Figure 17C, left), showed in the 

volcano plots above (Figure 17B, left). Accordingly, the majority of 127 out of 149 DE genes were 

found when comparing control cells with VSV-LV inoculated CD8 cells (Figure 17C, right). 

Whereas, 71 genes were uniquely shared between the comparisons of each vector with the control 

cells and 29 were in common with all three comparisons (Figure 17C, right), presented above in 

the plots above (Figure 17B, right). 
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Figure 17: Differential gene expression analysis of TGA study. 
(A) Heatmap plots of 161 DE genes among all the CD8 subsets (cell numbers: untransduced
N=1444; CD8-LV (CARneg/low) N=4216; VSV-LV (CARneg/low) N=1739; CD8-LV (CARhigh) N=2257;
VSV-LV (CARhigh) N=3084) identified by FindAllMarkers function in Seurat (|log2 FC| > 0.25,
adjusted p-value < 0.05). (B) Volcano plots comparing CARneg/low, CARhigh and untransduced (Ut) 
cells, disregarding the LV used (left) or the CD8 cells among the CD8-LV, VSV-LV and Ut samples 
(right). For centering the graphs, |log2FC| of 3 was set as limit, where only CAR was above that 
in few comparisons. ns: non-significant. (C) Overlaps of DE genes identified based on subsets 
(left) and samples (right), corresponding to the volcano plots above. Adapted from Charitidis et 
al., 2021. 

To identify which pathways are affected between the different groups of cells and samples, 

gene set enrichment analyses were performed. The DE genes from the major comparisons were 

analyzed across gene sets of the Gene Ontology - Biological Process (GO-BP), which revealed 
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enrichment of genes especially related with cytokine-mediated signaling, T cell activation, immune 

response, and cell proliferation or apoptosis (Figure 18). 

Figure 18: Gene set enrichment analysis in TGA study.     . 
Gene set enrichment analysis of DE genes identified in the indicated comparisons of from the 
TGA study across gene sets of Gene Ontology - Biological Process (GO-BP) pathways 
using the independent enrichment analysis tool (Appyters). Top 10 significant results are 
plotted. CARneg/low: merged CARneg and CARlow cells. LV-inoculated samples: concatenated 
CD8-LV and VSV-LV samples. Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021.

Nevertheless, a closer look at the differences between CD8 populations showed up- or down-

modulation of genes related to CAR expression and/or vector-host interactions (Figure 19). 

Specifically, genes related to T cell activation and co-stimulation (CD70, ICOS), exhaustion and 

immune check point (ENTPD1, LAG3, HAVCR2, LAT2) were upregulated in CARhigh expressing 

cells, which could be partially a result of CAR-driven tonic signaling (Figure 19) (Long et al., 2015). 

In addition, CARhigh cells favored a TH1 phenotype, also known for CD8 cells as TC1, by expressing 

genes for IL-12 receptor, IFNγ, GM-CSF and other related genes (IL12RB2, IFNG, STAT4, 

DUSP4, CSF2) (Figure 19) (Haddock et al., 2019; Al-Mutairi et al., 2010). 
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However, cellular intrinsic factors could have contributed to prevention from a proper 

transduction by the LVs in CARneg/low cells (Figure 19). For instance, IL2RA was downregulated in 

the latter cells not only compared to CARhigh, but also to untransduced CD8 cells, indicating a 

possible low activation level that could have impeded their transduction. In agreement with this, 

PIK3IP1 and CD37, which inhibit T cell activation and proliferation, respectively, were found to be 

upregulated in non-transduced CARneg/low cells (Figure 19) (Uche et al., 2018; van Spriel et al., 

2004). Furthermore, genes expressing two interferon-induced transmembrane proteins (IFITM2, 

IFITM3), which inhibit viral fusion and subsequently viral entry, were slightly, but still significantly, 

higher in CARneg/low cells (Figure 19) (X. Zhao et al., 2019; Hornick et al., 2016; Li et al., 2013;). 

The exposure to LV seemed also to affect the gene expression profile, while differences 

between untransduced control cells with LV-exposed cells (both CARneg/low and CARhigh) were 

observed (Figure 19). Among these, T cell activation and proliferation inhibitors (PIK3IP1, BTG1), 

memory markers (CD7, CD62L - SELL, TCF7), apoptosis (CASP5), exhaustion (HAVCR2, LIF, 

C10orf54), antiviral-related expressing genes (IRF4, IFITM2, IFITM3, ITGAX), as well as the 

immune surveillance receptor KLRK1, were found to be elevated upon LV inoculation, 

disregarding the transduction status of the cells (Figure 19). On the other hand, genes expressing 

cytotoxic molecules, granzymes (GZMA, GZMB) and perforin (PRF1), and the lysosomal enzyme 

lipase A (LIPA) were down-modulated upon viral exposure (Figure 19). 

Apart from the common differences between CARneg/low and CARhigh cells independently of the 

LV used, the choice of the LV also resulted in measurable differences in gene expression profiles 

between the two CAR T cell products (Figure 19). Among these were the LIPA, which was less 

expressed in CD8 cells of VSV-LV sample, opposite though to CCR7, SELL and to the cytotoxic 

cytokine TRAIL gene (TNFSF10) (Figure 19). In addition, the cathepsin D (CTSD), the chemokines 

CCL3 and CCL4 and granulysin (GNLY) were particularly expressed in CD8 cells of CD8-LV 

product (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19: Violin plots of genes of interest in TGA. 
Violin plots of gene expression across CD8 cell subsets. Selected genes are presented into 
thematic groups representing pathways, functions and cellular phenotypes and states. Kruskal-
Wallis (KW) with Wilcoxon multiple comparison test was performed (Bonferroni p-value 
adjustment). ns: non-significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. Adapted from 
Charitidis et al., 2021. 

Overall, the first scRNA-seq study revealed transcriptional differences upon LV inoculation, 

where the choice of VSV-LV or CD8-LV for the gene transfer also resulted in unique gene 

expression traits in the CAR T cells, which could potentially positively or negatively influence the 

outcome of the CAR T cell products. The genetically engineered products originated from PBMC 
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comprised mainly CD4, CD8, γδ T, NKT cells. Moreover, the differences between non-transduced 

and transduced cells revealed gene profiles that were likely prone for transduction or inhibitory 

factors that prevent the LV-mediated gene transfer. Nonetheless, further investigations including 

more donors at earlier time points of CAR T cell generation, while also covering the whole 

transcriptome could possibly confirm these observations and, even more, enlighten the factors 

contributing to LV-mediated gene transfer. 

WHOLE TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSIS OF EARLY GENERATED CAR T CELLS 

The first scRNA-seq on 400 genes of the immune response panel provided some valuable 

insights not only for the detection of CAR T cells in scRNA-seq analysis and the differentially 

expressed genes across the analyzed cell populations, but also regarding technical aspects of 

establishing the whole pipeline of BD Rhapsody™ system, from single cell capturing, library 

preparation and sequencing to raw data pre-processing and downstream bioinformatics analyses. 

Next, a more comprehensive whole transcriptome analysis (WTA) was conducted in order to 

comprehensively investigate blocking mechanisms of LV-mediated transduction in T cell types. 

For that reason, PBMC from 3 donors were inoculated with VSV-LV, CD8-LV or CD4-LV. The 

cells were cultivated for 3 days, sorted and processed for whole transcriptome scRNA-seq 

analysis, bringing the analysis closer to LV-related events at earlier time point compared to TGA. 

Eventually, distinct transcriptomic alterations were observed between transduced and non-

transduced cells. The inclusion of the CD4-LV allowed the evaluation of CD4 cells as well, thus 

eliminating T cell type specific bias. Practical help was kindly offered by Elham Adabi (PEI) and 

validation of scRNA-seq analysis was done by Dr. Liam Childs (PEI) and Dr. Colin Clark 

(NIBRT). Sequencing was performed by experienced scientific staff, Dr. Csaba Miskey (PEI) and 

Dr. Stefan Günther (Max-Planck-Institute for Heart- and Lung Research, Germany). Technical 

support was provided by Dr. Vadir Lopez-Salmeron, Edyta Kowalczyk, Dr. Siobhan Cashman (all 

BD Biosciences) and Michael Rieger and WeiJia Yu (Goethe University Hospital Frankfurt, 

Germany). For the following experiment, up to this moment of thesis writing, a manuscript has 

been drafted. 

2.2.1 Experimental layout of the WTA study 

For the whole transcriptome (WTA) approach on single-cell level, pre-activated PBMC from 3 

donors were incubated with CD8-LV, CD4-LV or VSV-LV having the CD19-CAR-28z packaged 

(Figure 20). Untransduced cells that were not exposed to any LV were used as a control, 

accounting in total to 4 samples per donor. While the target selectivity in scRNA-seq had been 
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determined before to be over 99% for CD8-LV (Figure 16, Table 2), the main focus here was to 

identify any potential blocks preventing successful CAR delivery in particular T cells. Thus, the 

cells were magnetically sorted 3 days after vector exposure into live CD8 cells (CD8-LV), CD4 

cells (CD4-LV) and CD3 cells (VSV-LV, untransduced), and then processed for scRNA-seq 

(Figure 20). 

Figure 20: Experimental layout of the WTA study. 
PBMC isolated from 3 donors, pre-activated and transduced with VSV-LV, CD8-LV or CD4-LV. 
T cells were expanded for 3 days and then processed for scRNA-seq analyzing the whole 
transcriptome. 

2.2.2 Subsetting populations and plotting 

To separate populations of interest, mainly CAR- and CAR+ cells from each setting, thresholds 

on normalized gene expressions of CAR and CD8A were selected via multimodal analyses (Figure 

21A, B), similarly as described above (2.1.4). To simplify the nomenclature of cell populations, the 

symbols for positive (+) and negative (-) were used to indicate the expression (previously “high”) 

or not (previously “neg/low”) of a particular gene. Although a trimodal distribution was not observed 

for CD8A expression, there was a tendency in CAR expression (Figure 21A, B). Thus, once again, 

CARlow cells were considered as non-transduced cells and were subsequently merged with 

CARneg. 
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Figure 21: Multimodal analysis and CD8A and CAR expression across samples. 
(A) Multimodal analysis of CD8A and CAR expression to define the cutoffs for CD8± or CAR±
cells. Arrows indicate the close proximity of a mode and antimode. The support line defines the
limits for performing the analysis. (B) Violin plots of CD8A and CAR expression across samples.
Dashed lines indicate the cutoffs for subsetting and separating negative from positive cells. CD4
cells were defined as CD8A- expressing cells.

Subsetting the CD8 and CD4 cells, due to the enrichment of target cells by magnetic sorting, 

the CD8 and CD4 cells could be nicely separated via CD8A expression, reaching to 95.3% and 

96.4% of pure cell population, respectively. On the other hand, the CD4 expression seemed not 

to be the appropriate one for subsetting, as there were more cells detected as CD4 negative in 

the CD4-LV sample and although the overall purity of the CD8 cells in CD8-LV was as high as 

95.4%, CD4 cells were less detectable presenting a frequency of 84.4% (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: CD4 gene expression across samples. 
Violin plot of CD4 mRNA expression in WTA processed samples. 

By looking at the flow cytometry results of the sorted samples, the high purity of the 

corresponding target cells in CD8-LV and CD4-LV products post-sorting was verified, reaching to 

97% and 98%, respectively (Figure 23). Thus, the choice of subsetting based on the expression 

of CD8A gene for both CD8 (CD8A+) and CD4 (CD8A-) cells was identified as the most suitable. 

Figure 23: CAR protein expression and purity evaluation of sorted cells in WTA samples. 
Flow cytometry analysis of magnetically sorted samples for live CD3 (untransduced, VSV-LV), 
CD8 (CD8-LV) and CD4 (CD4-LV) cells, prior processing for scRNA-seq. Samples were merged 
for all 3 donors. 

Furthermore, the average VCN of the analyzed samples was ranged between 1.2 to 2, while 

the frequency of CAR T cells out of target cells for the certain LV were as low as 6.6%, reaching 

up to 64.4% (Table 3). While initially aiming for approximate 50% transduction, the efficient dose 

to reach this frequency was 272 particles/cells for VSV-LV, while both CD8-LV and CD4-LV 

needed at least 10-fold higher dose (Table 3). However, donor to donor variability in T cell 

transduction rates was noticeable for every LV (Table 3). Intriguingly, the frequencies of CAR 

mRNA expressing cells were higher than expected, compared to flow cytometry analysis 

inoculated with any receptor-targeted LV (Table 3), indicating a possible latency of CAR protein 
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expression in transduced cells on day 3 post-inoculation. That was particularly more pronounced 

in T cells inoculated with any receptor-targeted LV. 

Table 3: Vector dose, VCN and CAR expression in WTA CAR T cell products. 

Sample MOI* 
Particles 

/ cell 
VCN CAR % (FACS)◊ CAR % (scRNA-seq) ‡ 

Untransduced - - nd - - 

CD8-LV 0.0275 3163 1.2 ± 0.8 
D1: 62.8% 
D2: 13.1% 
D3: 24.8% 

D1: 78.0% 
D2: 62.7% 
D3: 71.5% 

CD4-LV 0.195 4419 1.8 ± 1.3 
D1: 50.4% 
D2: 6.6% 
D3: 14.2% 

D1: 80.7% 
D2: 69.7% 
D3: 64.5% 

VSV-LV 1.3 272 2.0 ± 0.2 
D1: 64.4% 
D2: 22.6% 
D3: 54.4% 

D1: 55.6% 
D2: 40.3% 
D3: 53.9% 

 VCN was measured in at least 2 technical replicates from the original post-sorted samples of each donor. 
Due to low sample size of one donor after sorting, DNA from its CD8-LV generated sample was not 
recovered (untransduced N=6, CD8-LV N=4, CD4-LV N=6, VSV-LV N=6) (mean ± SD). 
 Non-detectable.
◊ Frequency of CAR T cells detected in flow cytometry (FACS) out of target cells.
‡ Frequency of CAR mRNA expressing T cells detected in scRNA-seq out of target cells.

D1=donor 1, D2=donor 2, D3=donor 3.

For plotting the scRNA-seq data, principal component analysis, cell cycle and batch effect due 

to donor variability corrections were performed as described in Materials & Methods (4.2.6.14, 

4.2.6.16). The first 22 principal components were chosen for projecting the single cells in the 

UMAP plots (Figure 24A). For in-depth and more sensitive analysis, CD8 and CD4 cells were 

separated and cell populations were divided based on CAR expression into CAR- and CAR+ 

expressing cells (Figure 24A). Different immune cells were identified based on the expression of 

marker genes. Among them, CD4 and CD8 cells, γδ T cells, but also some B cells (Figure 24B). 

Even though the culturing conditions were not favorable for B cell expansion and samples were 

enriched for the target cells that each LV can transduce, some B cells seemed to have survived 

and passed the sorting process. However, for downstream differential gene expression analyses, 

B cells were removed according to the expression of marker genes (MS4A1, CD22 and CD19). 
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Figure 24: UMAP plots of WTA processed and subset samples. 
(A) UMAP plot of the processed samples in WTA, corrected for cell-cycle and donor variability
effects (Total cell numbers: untransduced N=3419, CD8-LV N=2978, CD4-LV N=2881, VSV-LV
N=3900) (top). Initial samples were divided into CD8 and CD4 populations and further subset
based on CAR expression (cell numbers for CD8 populations: untransduced N=1218, CD8-LV
CAR- N=748, VSV-LV CAR- N=837, CD8-LV CAR+ N=2075, VSV-LV CAR+ N=899; cell numbers
for CD4 populations: untransduced N=2146, CD4-LV CAR- N=745, VSV-LV CAR- N=992, CD4-
LV CAR+ N=1867, VSV-LV CAR+ N=1098) (bottom). (B) Localization of major immune cell
populations in UMAP plot of whole samples (depicted in A, top), based on the expression of marker
genes. B cells were excluded from downstream analyses based on MS4A1 (CD20), CD22 and
CD19 and expression.

2.2.3 Distinct gene expression profiles in CAR T cell caused by different vector types 

Investigating differences between the isolated subsets of cells, differential gene expression 

analysis was performed, in CD8 and CD4 cell populations. Transcriptomic alterations were 

observed between control cells and cells that came across with LVs as well as between CAR+ 

and CAR- cells, both in CD8 and CD4 T cell types (Figure 25). Furthermore, each particular type 

of LV caused distinct transcriptomic patterns either in CAR+ or CAR- cells. CAR+ cells generated 

by VSV-LV showed an induction of a greater number of genes, when comparing to the average 

expression of all the rest analyzed subsets (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Differential gene expression analysis across subsets in WTA. 
Heatmap plots of all differentially expressed genes per subset of CD8 cells (left) and CD4 cells 
(right), as identified by the function of FindAllMarkers in Seurat (|log2FC| > 0.2, FDR < 0.05). 

However, when exploring  which  vector  induced  greater  transcriptomic alterations

compared to the untransduced bystander cells, it appeared that both VSV-LV and CD4-LV had a

bigger impact on the inoculated cells, disregarding their transduction status (CAR- and CAR+) 

(Figure 26). Whereas CD8-LV induced the least changes in the CD8 cells (Figure 26). Specifically, 

CD8-LV altered 211 genes, while CD4-LV affected 624, and VSV-LV 527 and 564, in CD8 and 

CD4 cells, respectively (Figure 26). A large number of DE genes was in common across CD4-

LV and VSV-LV, while 82 DE genes found to be affected by all LVs, in both CD8 and CD4 cell 

types (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Venn diagram of differentially expressed genes between untransduced and LV-
inoculated cells. 
Venn plots showing the overlaps of DE genes (|log2FC|>0.2, FDR<0.05) identified by comparing 
the respective untransduced control cells with each individual LV-inoculated sample, disregarding 
the CAR expression status of the cells. Numbers outside the plot indicate the total DE genes 
identified for each vector and cell type. 

Examining the common 82 DE genes altered upon LV inoculation, they were associated with 

metabolic pathways, cell proliferation, and also viral infections (Figure 27). 

Figure 27: Over-representation analysis of common DE genes between control and all LV 
inoculated samples. 
Enrichment analysis of the 82 common DE genes identified across the comparisons of LV-
inoculated cells with the respective control cells. 

Focusing on the gene expression profiles regulating the susceptibility of T cells for LV-mediated 

transduction, differential gene expression analyses were performed between CAR+ and CAR- 

cells from each particular LV product and T cell type (Figure 28). Similarly to what was observed 

in heatmap plots (Figure 25), VSV-LV induced greater transcriptional changes compared to the 

two targeted LVs, when comparing CAR- versus CAR+ cells (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Volcano plots of CAR+ versus CAR- cells of each vector and cell type. 
Differential gene expression analysis performed between CAR+ versus CAR- cells for CD8 cells 
in case of CD8-LV and VSV-LV (left) and CD4 cells of CD4-LV and VSV-LV (right). Genes with 
negative log2FC were upregulated in CAR- cells and vice versa. Significant DE genes were 

defined as |log2FC|>0.2 and FDR<0.05. ns: non-significant. 

To simplify the comparisons an overview of DE genes was brought up by comparing the 

concatenated CAR- and CAR+ cells from all LV-inoculated samples, regardless their cell and LV 

type (Figure 29A). Examining the overlap of DE genes a Venn diagram was created with the DE 

genes from each individual comparison of CAR- versus CAR+ cells (Figure 29B). 

Unique up- or down-regulated genes were detected when comparing CAR- with CAR+ cells in 

each vector type or comparison, while only 24 DE genes were in common between all 

comparisons (Figure 29B). Interestingly, 382 unique DE genes were detected in CD4 CAR- versus 

CAR+ cells in VSV-LV sample (Figure 29B). In addition, many DE genes were overlapping 

between CD8 and CD4 cells from VSV-LV sample (Figure 29B). More specifically, the total 

number of DE genes detected from each analysis between CAR- and CAR+ cells were: 135 in 

CD8-LV, 277 in VSV-LV (CD8 cells), 98 in CD4-LV, 619 in VSV-LV (CD4 cells) and 161 in total 

CAR- and CAR+ cells.  
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Figure 29: DE genes in total CAR+ versus CAR- cells and overlaps of DE genes. 
(A) Volcano plot of differential gene expression analysis between total CAR+ and CAR- cells
regardless cell and vector type. Significant DE genes were defined as | log2 FC|>0.2 and 
FDR<0.05. ns: non-significant. (B) Venn diagram showing overlaps of significant DE genes across 
the comparisons. Most common 24 DE genes are displayed next to the plot. 

Gene set enrichment analysis was performed with the DE genes from comparing the total 

CAR+ and CAR- cells, disregarding the T cell subtypes and the LVs used (Figure 29A), 

investigating the relevance of gene sets from Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 

pathway (Figure 30). Genes upregulated in CAR+ cells matched with pathways related to 

metabolism, cell cycle progression, amino acids biosynthesis and signaling, being in agreement 

with an activated cellular state and proliferation, which was expected from CAR mediated activities 

(Figure 30). On the other hand, DE genes in CAR- cells related to viral infections, antigen 

presentation and interferon signaling, indicating a prominent antiviral defense status present in 

cells that did not become successfully transduced by the LVs (Figure 30). 

Figure 30: Gene set enrichment analysis in WTA. 
Gene set enrichment analysis on Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways 
using the DE genes identified from the CAR+ versus CAR- comparison of concatenated cells and 
LV samples (|log2FC|>0.2, FDR<0.05). Red bars indicate pathways enriched in CAR- cells, while 
blue bars show the pathways associated with CAR+ cells. 
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Enrichment analyses with the DE genes from each individual comparison shown in Figure 28 

resembled to comparable KEGG pathways as in the former analysis (Figure 30, Figure 31). This 

indicated that common genes and pathways are regulated leading to successful transduction of 

PBMC or inhibition of gene transfer, disregarding the vector type used and cell type targeted 

(Figure 30, Figure 31). 

Figure 31: Gene set enrichment analyses of individual subset comparisons. 
Gene set enrichment on KEGG pathways with DE genes found in individual comparisons of CAR+ 
versus CAR- cells, from the subsets of CD8 or CD4 cells, VSV-LV or receptor-targeted LVs 
(|log2FC|>0.2, FDR<0.05). Red bars indicate pathways enriched in CAR- cells, while blue bars 
show the pathways associated with CAR+ cells. 

These analyses revealed that the possible reasons behind unsuccessful LV-mediated gene 

transfer could primarily be the immunological reaction against the vectors, while the lower 

metabolic activity and proliferation rate could be also driven by CAR tonic signaling. 

Navigating through the list of DE genes from each pre-mentioned analysis, biologically relevant 

genes were selected to be plotted here. Even though 24 genes found to be shared between all 

the possible comparisons of CAR+ versus CAR- cells (Figure 29B), significant DE genes exhibiting 

antiviral activity or even promoting viral infectivity were identified, but also genes that pertain to 

cellular stress and state (Figure 32). 

A big class of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) was found to be upregulated in CAR- cells, 

exhibiting antiviral activity against various RNA and DNA viruses with a special focus on human 

immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2), measles (MV), influenza A, hepatitis C (HCV) and poxviruses (Figure 32). Notably, the 

interferon-induced transmembrane proteins (IFITM1, IFITM2, IFITM3) and LY6E, which can 

prevent viral entry, were significantly increased in CAR- cells (Figure 32) (Pfaender et al., 2020; 
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Hornick et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2011). In addition, genes restricting reverse transcription (SAMHD1), 

discriminating and digesting non-self RNA or DNA (PARP9, ISG20, ADA2) were up in CAR- cells 

(Figure 32) (Xing et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2019; Goldstone et al., 2011; Khodadadi et al., 2011). In 

addition, CAR- cells had increased expression of genes suppressing the transcription of viral 

elements (MX1, TRIM22) as well as increased IFN type I related transcription factors (STAT1, 

IRF1), regulating the expression of other prominent antiviral restriction factors (GBP1, IFI6, IFI44L, 

SAMD9L) (Figure 32) (Sajid et al., 2021; Y. Li et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2018; Turrini et al., 2015; 

Verhelst et al., 2012; Haller & Kochs, 2011; Anderson et al., 1999). 

On the other hand, cyclophilin A (PPIA) and karyopherin subunit alpha 2 (KPNA2), which fulfill 

a crucial role in capsid trafficking and nuclear entry of the HIV-1 pre-integration complex (PIC), 

were found to be slightly upregulated in CAR+ cells (Figure 32) (Song et al., 2022; Braaten & 

Luban, 2001). 

Regarding the antioxidant status, we observed that the thioredoxin interacting protein gene 

(TXNIP), which promotes the formation of oxidative radicals by suppressing the activity of 

thioredoxin, was increased in CAR- cells (Figure 32) (Nishiyama et al., 1999). Vice versa, genes 

of antioxidant enzymes protecting against free radicals were increased in CAR+ cells, possibly a 

result of the proliferative and metabolic activities induced by CAR expression (Figure 32). Among 

them were peroxiredoxin-1 and -2 (PRDX1, PRDX2), superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) and 

glutathione S-transferases (GSTP1, GSTO1) (Figure 32) (Hayes et al., 2020). 

With respect to the cell phenotype, CAR- cells seemed to sustain a quiescent state by 

expressing genes related to the naïve or resting phenotype (IL7R, RIPOR2), as well as genes 

inhibiting NF-κB and T cell activation (AES, PIK3IP1, BTN3A2) (Figure 32) (Froehlich et al., 2016; 

Ammann et al., 2013; Defrances et al., 2012; Tetsuka et al., 2000; Schluns et al., 2000). In 

addition, the expression of pro-apoptotic genes was increased in these cells (CASP4, STK17B, 

SHISA5, CYFIP2) (Figure 32) (Mao et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2007; Bourdon et al., 2002; 

Zhivotovsky et al., 1999). 
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Figure 32: Genes of interest in WTA between CAR- and CAR+ cells. 
Violin plots of differentially expressed genes selected from any individual analysis of cell subset 
(|log2FC|>0.2, FDR<0.05) and plotted for the concatenated populations of CAR- and CAR+ cells. 
Wilcoxon test was performed and FDR was calculated based on multiple gene number. **p<0.01, 
***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001. 

 Overall, these results suggested that antiviral restriction or viral promoting factors implicating 

in infectivity of enveloped viruses could potentially affect the LV-mediated transduction of human 

T cells. In addition, the naïve-like, quiescent and/or apoptotic phenotype could negatively impact 

the successful transduction. 

ENHANCING LV-MEDIATED GENE TRANSFER BY INHIBITION OF ANTIVIRAL

RESTRICTION FACTORS

The scRNA-seq data analysis revealed restriction factors that could inhibit the proper 

transduction of T cells. By screening potential enhancers interfering with antiviral pathways, the 

mTOR inhibitor rapamycin was found in this study to vastly enhance the CD8-LV and CD4-LV 

mediated gene transfer. An in vitro protocol for preventing drug-induced cytotoxicity, while keeping 

transduction level at the optimal level, was set up. Although rapamycin was confirmed to 

downregulate all  three IFITMs in human  PBMC, the decreased IFITM1, rather than  IFITM2  and
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IFITM3, was mostly possible to alleviate the restriction of cell membrane fusion entry mediated 

by the receptor-targeted LVs. To explore which other pathways and proteins related with innate 

defense are affected by rapamycin, collaboration partners, Dr. Ciara Tierney, Dr. Lisa Strasser 

and Dr. Jonathan Bones (NIBRT), performed tandem liquid chromatography – mass 

spectrometry analysis using the Orbitrap Eclipse™ Tribid™. The partners carried out the 

technical procedures, evaluated the quality and provided the differential protein expression 

data. Investigation of the data was performed at PEI Mouse studies collaboratively designed by 

Naphang Ho, Angela Braun and Dr. Frederic Thalheimer (all from PEI) were carried out to 

examine whether rapamycin can enhance in vivo gene delivery with CD8-LV, resulting also in a 

better tumor control by generated CAR T cells. Validation of statistical analyses was done by 

experienced biostatisticians, Dr. Christel Kamp and Kay-Martin Hanschmann (both from PEI). 

For the following experiments, up to this moment of thesis writing, a manuscript has been 

drafted. 

2.3.1 Screening of possible transduction enhancers 

According to scRNA-seq data, antiviral restriction factors are upregulated in CAR- cells, 

possibly interfering with the LV-mediated gene transfer and successful transduction of these cells. 

By hijacking these genes and pathways, the enhancement of LV transduction efficiency was 

aimed. Thus, small molecules interfering with IFN-induced pathways and LV trafficking were 

screened during spinfection. These included rapamycin (rapa), cyclosporine A (CsA) as well as 

their combination (Figure 33). Anti-IFNα was also tested, in order to minimize possible type I IFN 

secretion due to detection of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) from the viral 

vectors. 

Compared to isotype control, anti-IFNα did not result in any increase of PBMC transduction for 

both VSV-LV and CD8-LV (Figure 33). In fact, cyclosporine A seemed to suppress the 

transduction mediated by the two vectors (Figure 33). On the other hand, the addition of rapamycin 

during spinfection resulted in improved CD8-LV mediated transduction of target cells, reaching to 

as high transduction efficiency as the VSV-LV (Figure 33). However, rapamycin did not improve 

the gene transfer with VSV-LV (Figure 33). Furthermore, the combination of rapamycin and 

cyclosporine A negatively impacted the transduction efficiency for both vectors, as seen in 

cyclosporin A alone (Figure 33). It was also noticed that the viability of PBMC incubated with 10 

μM of cyclosporine A was affected. 
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Figure 33: Screening possible LV transduction enhancers.    . 
Pre-activated T cells inoculated with same dose of VSV-LV or CD8-LV transferring CD19-CAR 
in presence of anti-IFNα (clone LT27:295, 1 μg/mL), cyclosporine A (CsA, 10 μM), rapamycin 
(rapa, 30 μM) or combination of the last two. Maximum DMSO concentration (1% v/v) and 
isotype IgG were used as control. Medium was renewed after 1.5 hours of spinfection. 
Transduction of target cell populations was assessed by flow cytometry 3 days later (N=3). SD: 
standard deviation.

2.3.2 Rapamycin enhances in vitro transduction of CD8-LV and CD4-LV 

The observation that rapamycin could possibly enhance CD8-LV gene transfer in human 

PBMC was thoroughly investigated. Hence, more transduction assessments were  performed 

with PBMC from multiple donors, titrating CD8-LV, CD4-LV and VSV-LV. 

A vast increase in gene delivery was observed, and thus conversion of T cells into CAR T cells, 

with both CD8-LV and CD4-LV (Figure 34A, B). The increase accounted to up to 7.3-fold for CD8-

LV and 3.5-fold for CD4-LV and was more pronounced for lower particle doses, reaching 

transduction rates of more than 90% of the CD8 target cells or more than 50% of CD4 target cells, 

respectively (Figure 34A, B). Notably, rapamycin did not increase transduction mediated by VSV-

LV (Figure 34A, B).  
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Figure 34: Enhancement of CAR T cell generation via receptor targeted LVs in presence of 
rapamycin. 
(A) Representative flow cytometry results of CAR T cells generated with CD8-LV, CD4-LV or VSV-
LV in presence or absence of 30 μΜ rapamycin. (B) Fold change difference in the percentage of
CAR+ cells upon transduction of targeted T cell subtypes (left) or total CD3 cells (right) with CD8-
LV, CD4-LV or VSV-LV (only on CD3 cells) in presence or absence of 30 μΜ rapamycin (CD8-
LV: N=16-18, donors=4, particles/cell=1.79×103-4.97×104; CD4-LV: N=7, donors=2,
particles/cell=4.42×103-2.65×104; VSV-LV: N=5, donors=2, particles/cell=435 or 6×103). Paired t-
test was performed. ns: non-significant, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

Focusing more on the effects of rapamycin on CD8-LV, as it resulted in most pronounced 

differences, we observed a significantly higher mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of extracellular 

CAR, showing that the rapamycin treatment improved the expression of CAR on the cell surface 

(Figure 35). 
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Figure 35: Enhanced MFI of CAR T cells pre-treated with rapamycin. 
Fold change difference of mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of CAR expression on target cells 
pre-treated with rapamycin compared to untreated. Paired t-test was performed. ***p<0.001. 

2.3.3 Medium change post-spinfection rescues T cell viability 

Arguing about rapamycin's cytotoxic and immunosuppressive potency against T cells, the 

optimal concentration and way of usage were examined. Thus, PBMC were spinoculated with 

the same dose of CD8-LV vector, in an increasing concentration of rapamycin. After spinfection, 

medium was either renewed or cells were further incubated in presence of the drug for 3 days, 

until flow cytometry analysis.  

It seemed that 30 μM was indeed the most suitable concentration, resulting in the highest 

transduction of target cells by the CD8-LV (Figure 36A). In addition, when the medium was 

renewed directly after spinfection, the viability of the cells treated with 30 μM was not compromised 

(Figure 36A). The effect of lower concentrations even without renewing the medium did not result 

in any greater enhancement (Figure 36A). On the other hand, higher concentrations of rapamycin, 

above than the optimal 30 μM one, following medium change, impacted the T cell viability (Figure 

36B). 

Figure 36: Rapamycin titration on PBMC and effect on transduction and viability. 
(A) Pre-activated T cells inoculated with same dose of LV in presence of increasing 
concentration of rapamycin. Non-inoculated cells were used as control. Medium was either 
completely renewed after 1.5 hour of spinfection (blue bars) or not (golden bars) (N=6, 
donors=3). Transduction was determined after 3 days by flow cytometry. (B) Viability assessment
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 of increasing rapamycin concentrations from 30 to 120 μM by flow cytometry (N=1, donor=1, 
technical duplicates were pooled for one staining). SD: standard deviation.

2.3.4 Increased in vivo GFP transfer with CD8-LV through rapamycin 

Having documented the high potency of utilizing rapamycin for enhancing gene transfer in vitro, 

its effect on in vivo gene delivery with CD8-LV was assessed. For that purpose, NSG mice were 

transplanted with pre-activated PBMC (107/mouse) one day prior LV administration (Figure 

37A). The next day, two doses of rapamycin, or vehicle lacking the drug were intraperitoneally 

(i.p.) administered. One hour later CD8-LV particles were intravenously (i.v.) injected and mice 

were monitored for 7 days. GFP expression was assessed by flow cytometry in peripheral 

blood, spleen and bone marrow. 

Intriguingly, the overall highest levels of GFP were observed in mice that had received the high 

rapamycin dose (8 mg/kg) (Figure 37B). This was equally well pronounced in blood, spleen, and 

bone marrow. Also, at the low dose, a slight increase of the average GFP value over the vehicle 

group was documented (Figure 37B). However, it was remarkable that for the high dose group the 

values obtained for the individual mice included in this group were much more consistent than in 

the vehicle or low dose groups (Figure 37B). The vector copy numbers (VNCs) present in splenic 

T lymphocytes and the MFIs of GFP expression further confirmed the in vivo transduction 

enhancement mediated by rapamycin (Figure 37C, D). Moreover, rapamycin did not perturb the 

in vivo specificity of CD8-LV for human CD8 cells, which reached to an average of 98.2% (±2.3%) 

in blood, 97% (±1.9%) in spleen and 97% (±1.7%) in bone marrow for rapamycin-treated mice 

(Figure 37E). 
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Figure 37: Enhancing in vivo GFP transfer with rapamycin. 
(A) Experimental workflow of in vivo GFP transfer with CD8-LV into humanized NSG mice. 
Rapamycin was injected in concentrations of 3 or 8 mg/kg. Vehicle (2% DMSO, 30% PEG300, 
5% Tween-80) was used as control. Study was repeated with two anonymous donors. (B) GFP 
expression in human CD8 T cells assessed by flow cytometry in blood, spleen and bone marrow 
samples. (C) Vector copy number (VCN) of GFP transfer gene integration in genomic DNA of 
human CD3 cells sorted from mouse spleens. (D) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of GFP 
expression in in vivo transduced CD8 cells. (E) Flow cytometry plots of concatenated tissue 
specific samples from rapamycin treated mice for evaluating the in vivo selectivity of CD8-LV on 
human CD3 cells assessed as CD4 negative cells. SD: standard deviation. i.v. intravenous, i.p. 
intraperitoneal. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

In addition, there was no effect of rapamycin or vehicle on the reconstitution of human T cells 

in the mice. Particularly, the fractions of human CD8 T cells in blood, spleen and bone marrow 

were highly homogenous and did not significantly differ between the groups (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38: Frequency of target cells assessed in different tissues from the mouse study. 
Frequency of target human CD8 T cells determined as CD4- cells in flow cytometry in 
blood, spleen and bone marrow. SD: standard deviation.

2.3.5 Rapamycin downmodulates various antiviral restriction factors in human T cells 

To confirm the activity of rapamycin on downregulating the IFITMs in human T cells, PBMC 

from 3 donors were incubated with different rapamycin concentrations. The cellular levels of 

all three IFITMs were determined by Western blot. While incubation with IFNα further stimulated their 

expression, all applied doses of rapamycin led to a strong downmodulation of all three IFITMs 

within 1.5 hours (Figure 39A, B). This fold-change decrease was statistically significant for IFITM1, 

in all concentrations (Figure 39B). The decreased fold-change was also consistent in all three 

tested donors (Figure 39B). 

Figure 39: Western blot analysis of IFITMs upon rapamycin treatment. 
(A) Western blot detecting IFITM1, IFITM2/3 and GAPDH in lysates of human T cells treated with 
increasing concentrations of rapamycin or 500 IU/mL IFNα2β for 1.5 hours. (B) Quantification of 
three western blots showing fold change differences of IFITMs normalized to GAPDH (donors=3). 
Statistical analysis was perfromed by two-way ANOVA test. SD: standard deviation. *p<0.05.

To further explore the consequences of rapamycin treatment in T lymphocytes, liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) proteome analysis was conducted on pre-activated 

PBMC from 6 donors, comparing untreated samples with rapamycin or DMSO (diluent) treated 

samples, respectively. 
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Intriguingly, not only the IFITM1 protein was downregulated upon rapamycin treatment, thus 

confirming the western blot data, but 16 other proteins featuring the IFN type I antiviral pathway 

were decreased, too (Figure 40A). These included LGALS3BP, IFI30, IRF2, TRIM38, TRIM32, 

IFIH1, IFI44, IRF7, IFI44L, IFIT3, IRF9, PARP10, IRF2BP2, MX1, IFIT1 and ISG15. In addition, 

proteins related with naïve (SELL) and quiescence (RIPOR2) cell state and T helper 2 (TH2) 

phenotype (JUND) were downregulated upon rapamycin treatment, indicating either 

activation/mobilization or a selective pressure against naïve cells skewing the differentiation 

towards the TH1 phenotype (Meixner et al., 2004). Also, some caspases were found to be 

downregulated (CASP3, CASP6, CASP9), while proliferation and DNA re-organization related 

proteins (TOP2A, TOP2B) were upregulated, showing a possible anti-apoptotic effect by 

rapamycin (Figure 40A). The downregulation of SOD2, GSR, GSTM1 and GSTM3 by rapamycin 

could indicate a possible susceptibility in oxidative stress (Figure 40A). However, at least in part 

this comes from DMSO used as diluent of rapamycin. While DMSO did not significantly influence 

the antiviral proteins, with the exception of IFI30, downregulation of SOD2 can be clearly 

accounted to its activity (Figure 40A). Overall, of the 882 proteins found to be dysregulated upon 

rapamycin treatment (711 down- and 171 up-regulated) 213 out of 429 identified upon DMSO 

treatment were in common with the rapamycin treated samples, although the majority of 

differences was less significant and less pronounced in DMSO treated samples (Figure 40B).  
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Figure 40: Proteomic alterations induced in human T cells by rapamycin. 
(A) Volcano plots of LC-MS proteome analysis of PBMC treated with 30 μΜ rapamycin versus 
untreated (donors=6, in technical triplicates) (left) and PBMC treated with 0.5% DMSO versus 
untreated (donors=6, technical replicates of each sample=3) (right). (B) Overlap of significantly 
up- and down-regulated proteins between rapamycin or DMSO treated samples (|log2FC| > 0.2, 
FDR < 0.05). Differential protein expression data were provided by Dr. Ciara Tierney, Dr. Lisa 
Strasser and Dr. Jonathan Bones (NIBRT), who conducted the LC-MS run. Data were 
investigated and visualized at PEI.

2.3.6 In vivo CAR T cell generation with rapamycin shows faster tumor regression 

To apply these findings to a therapeutic approach, it was next investigated if rapamycin 

improves CAR T cell generation with CD8-LV. First, the performance of CAR T cells generated in 

presence of rapamycin was compared with conventional CAR T cell ex vivo.  

The presence of rapamycin did not result in any significant differences in proliferation rates of 

CAR T cells (Figure 41A). Also, their cytotoxicity against target NALM6 cells was indistinguishable 

(Figure 41B). Finally, the treatment did neither significantly impact on the exhaustion of CAR T 

cells nor on the memory phenotype mainly present in the majority of the analyzed donors (Figure 

41C, D). 
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Figure 41: Effects of rapamycin on CAR expression, proliferation and CAR T cell 
phenotypes. 
(A) Proliferation of CD8+CAR+ T cells generated by CD8-LV in presence or absence of rapamycin
(donor=1). (B) Cytotoxicity assessment of CD8 CAR T cells generated with or without rapamycin
co-cultured with NALM6 tumor cells in 1:1 effector to target ratio and assessed 4 hours later. Total
T cell number was normalized with untransduced control T cells cultured with or without
rapamycin. Dotted line indicates the background killing mediated by untransduced cells co-
cultured with tumor cells. (C) Ratio of CD8+CAR+LAG3- to CD8+CAR+LAG3+ cells generated in
presence or absence or rapamycin (n=11, donors=3). (D) Pie charts representing frequencies of
memory phenotypes of CD8 CAR T cells of 3 donors generated in presence or absence of
rapamycin (n=11, donors=3, SCM: stem cell memory). ns: non-significant.

Overall, these results showed that rapamycin did not significantly influence the performance of 

CAR T cells generated ex vivo. 

For the in vivo setting (Figure 42A), mice were transplanted with NALM6-luc cells stably 

expressing firefly luciferase. After 4 days, mice were allocated to four different groups to achieve 

a similar distribution of tumor load (Figure 42B). Pre-activated human PBMC were injected and 

the following day we administered vehicle or rapamycin in two different doses followed by i.v. 

injection of CD8-LV transferring the CD19-CAR-28z gene. 
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Figure 42: In vivo CAR T cell mouse model set-up and randomization. 
(A) Experimental workflow. Rapamycin (rapa) was injected in concentrations of 3 or 8 mg/kg and 
vehicle (2% DMSO, 30% PEG300, 5% Tween-80) was used as control. (B) Randomization of mice 
into treating groups based on the tumor burden assessed by luminescence imaging of luciferase 
activity of engrafted NALM6-luc cells on day -2 prior CD8-LV injection. ANOVA test was performed 
in log-transformed data. i.v. intravenous, i.p. intraperitoneal. SD: standard deviation. ns: non-
significant.

All vector-treated groups reached tumor control, becoming statistically significant latest by day 

14 (Figure 43A, B). While most of the treated mice progressed until day 12 at rates comparable 

to the control and then declined and reached a plateau, the low dose rapamycin mice were much 

more rapid in tumor control reaching this status already by day 7. In this group, tumor loads 

remained at substantially lower levels with higher statistically significance (p<0.0001-0.05) than 

the vehicle group (p<0.05) (Figure 43A). At the endpoint of the experiment, 2 out of 4 mice had no 

detectable luciferase signals in the 3 mg/kg group, while this was the case for 1 out of 4 mice in 

the two other vector-treated groups (Figure 43B). 

As expected for this type of tumor cells, the vast amount of NALM6 cells were present in bone 

marrow, making up around 40% of all cells on average (Figure 43C). Accordingly, only small 

amounts were detectable in spleen and blood of the untreated control animals, which due to their 

homing ability in bone marrow became less over time (Figure 43C). In all vector-treated animals 

tumor cell levels were substantially reduced or even undetectable as it was the case for most 

animals (Figure 43C). Especially the tumor cell elimination from bone marrow was clearly 

documented and was well in agreement with the data obtained by in vivo imaging (Figure 43B, C). 

Residual tumor cells were only detectable in a single animal of the vehicle and the high dose 

group, respectively (Figure 43C).  
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Figure 43: Monitoring tumor growth upon in vivo CD19-CAR generated T cells in mice pre-
treated with rapamycin. 
(A) Tumor burden assessed by luminescence in mice pre-treated with rapamycin in concentrations
of 3 or 8 mg/kg or vehicle (2% DMSO, 30% PEG300, 5% Tween-80). Mice were monitored at the
indicated days pre- and post CD8-LV and rapamycin injections. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
multiple comparisons was performed on log-transformed data. (B) Luminescence imaging of
ventral side of grouped mice on two different scales. (C) Frequencies of NALM6 (CD19+) cells in
the indicated mouse tissues as detected by flow cytometry. i.v. intravenous, i.p. intraperitoneal.
SD: standard deviation. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.

Flow cytometry was performed to monitor the cellular compositions in blood during intermediate 

samplings and additionally in spleen and bone marrow on the day of final analysis. Rapamycin 

had no impact on the frequencies of human CD45 and CD8 cells (Figure 44A, B).  
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Figure 44: Humanization and frequency of target cells in tumor model mice. 
(A) Humanization of mice defined as frequency of human CD45 cells detected by flow cytometry 
among experimental groups on day 7, 14 and 18 in blood and on day 18 in spleen and bone 
marrow after CD8-LV injection. (B) Frequency of human CD8 T cells in blood, spleen and bone 
marrow. SD: standard deviation.

On day 7 post vector injection CAR T cell levels in both rapamycin groups made up about 2% 

of CD8 cells, which was about 2-fold higher than in the vehicle group (Figure 45A), which nicely 

corresponded to the more rapid tumor cell clearance in the low dose group monitored by in vivo 

imaging. CAR T cell frequencies peaked on day 14 post-injection in all vector groups (Figure 45A). 

On day 18, CAR T cell levels had declined, thus correlating with tumor regression. In fact, it was 

the individuals with the highest remaining tumor loads that had detectable CAR T cells on that 

day, indicating a better expansion and persistence of CAR T cells in presence of tumor target cells 

(Figure 45A). Further proof for the successful in vivo generation of CAR T cells was provided by 

ex vivo co-culturing mouse splenocytes and bone marrow cells harvested from the vector-injected 

animals with irradiated tumor cells. CAR T cells quickly expanded in all the groups with frequencies 

nicely correlating to those detected directly in the harvested organs (Figure 45B). In addition, 

VCNs determined in human T lymphocytes on day 18 mirrored the unsynchronized decrease of 

CAR T cells between the LV groups, with the rapamycin treated mice having a faster decrease 

(Figure 45C).  
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Figure 45: In vivo CAR T cell generation in presence of rapamycin. 
(A) CAR expression on human CD8 cells assessed by flow cytometry at the indicated days in 
blood and tissues of mice pre-treated with rapamycin with rapamycin in concentrations of 3 or 8 
mg/kg or vehicle (2% DMSO, 30% PEG300, 5% Tween-80) prior CD19-CAR transferring CD8-LV 
injection. (B) Ex vivo CAR T cell expansion from spleen and bone marrow samples (day 18) by 
co-culturing with irradiated NALM6 cells. Flow cytometry analysis was performed after 7 days of 
co-culture, cells from each mouse were seeded in technical duplicates, which were averaged 
before plotting. (C) Vector copy number (VCN) of CAR transfer gene integration in genomic DNA 
of human CD3+ cells sorted from mouse spleens. SD: standard deviation. *p<0.05, **p<0.01.

Overall, rapamycin administration showed a potency to mediate CAR T cell generation with 

CD8-LV more rapidly in vivo, controlling tumor growth quicker. Last but not least, the single dose 

of rapamycin into mice did not result in any adverse effect. 
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DISCUSSION 

ESTABLISHING SCRNA-SEQ ANALYSIS OF CAR T CELLS 

3.1.1 Detecting CAR T cells via scRNA-seq 

The local installation of the BD Rhapsody scRNA-seq pipeline at Paul-Ehrlich-Institut enabled 

the comprehensive characterization of CAR T cells generated by conventional or T cell receptor-

targeted LVs. Both targeted and whole transcriptome approaches had their own impact on the 

investigation. The former rendered a more sensitive and higher resolution analysis in a relatively 

big sample size, but also ameliorated the set-up of the bioinformatic analysis workflow (Figure 46). 

The whole transcriptome analysis provided an unbiased and thorough investigation, revealing all 

genes and pathways related to successful T cell transduction. 

Figure 46: Overview of targeted and whole transcriptome scRNA-seq profiling of CAR T 
cells. 
(1) For the establishment of single-cell transcriptomic analysis pipeline, T cells from a healthy
donor, inoculated with CD8-LV or VSV-LV transferring CD19-CAR, were captured in single-cells
with a nanowell-based system and processed for targeted gene analysis. Customized primers
were implemented to detect CAR mRNA. (2) Setting-up a computational approach for identification
of CAR- and CAR+ cells and downstream in silico data analysis. (3) Whole transcriptome analysis
performed with T cells from 3 donors inoculated with CD8-LV, CD4-LV or VSV-LV thoroughly
investigating the molecular differences between CAR- and CAR+ cells. Mutual gene expression
signatures were identified across distinct LV types affecting the proper transduction of T cells.
Adapted from Charitidis et al., 2021 and completed with BioRender.

As there is no gold standard for pre-processing scRNA-seq data, cloud-based platforms are 

continuously optimizing and standardizing these steps, in order to minimize user-based 

variabilities, which often lead to different outcomes (You et al., 2021). Such a platform is the Seven 
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Bridges (https://www.sevenbridges.com/), used during these studies. This platform offers various 

pre-processing pipelines, often fitted to the underlined methodology of scRNA-seq library 

preparation (i.e. BD Rhapsody), and generates the count matrices for the downstream analyses. 

Commencing with the first targeted gene analysis (TGA), 6-day old CAR T cell generated with 

VSV-LV or CD8-LV, as well as control bystander cells, were investigated. The exact location of 

poly-A tail was identified to reside within the 3’-LTR region, which is in agreement with previous 

publications (Richardson et al., 1995; Guntaka, 1993). Customized primers specifically amplifying 

the 3’-end of the CAR transgene were validated to be compatible with the transgene construct and 

the predesigned panel of primers used in TGA. This enabled the detection of CAR expressing 

genes. In a similar manner, hybridization probes were used for sensitive and accurate detection 

of CAR expression in axicabtagene ciloleucel (axi-cel) infusion products, processed with the 10X 

Chromium pipeline (Deng et al., 2020). This method resulted in increased sequencing saturation 

of the CAR molecules, thus increased sensitivity of detecting the CAR T cells from whole 

transcriptome data (Deng et al., 2020). 

For the identification of CD8 CAR T cells, a multimodal subsetting strategy was introduced due 

to the apparent trimodal distribution in the expression of CD8A and CAR genes (Figure 12). 

Investigating the intermediate population of either CD8A or CAR low-expressing cells, it became 

obvious that the transcriptomes of these cells were basically identical with the negative population 

(Figure 14). On the other hand, CD8Ahigh and CARhigh cells were accounted to be the actual CD8 

and CAR T cells, respectively (Figure 16). Although the CARlow cells were considered to be non-

transduced, the CD8Alow expression can result from differential regulation of gene expression by 

its endogenous promoter (Erhard et al., 2019). This transient intrinsic mRNA fluctuation does not 

necessarily imply loss of the expressed protein (Erhard et al., 2019). Ideally, the identification of 

CAR T cells should be conducted through DNA sequencing in parallel with RNA, allowing the 

characterization of cells with integrated transgene into genomic DNA. 

Utilizing a similar term of CARhigh and CARneg/low cells, Rodriguez-Marquez et al. (2022) sorted 

CAR T cells expressing highly the CAR molecule on their surface (CARHigh) or low (CARLow), based 

on the MFI range in flow cytometry. In contrary to these classifications, CARlow cells (mRNA) from 

the TGA analysis conducted in this thesis do not represent the CARLow cells (protein), as the gene 

expression signature of CARlow was closely linked to non-transduced cells (Figure 14). Eventually, 

their observation was an effect of increased vector copy integration, leading to higher CAR mRNA 

and protein expression. 

Based on the computational subsetting strategy developed in this thesis, the frequencies of 

CAR T cells detected by scRNA-seq were highly consistent with the numbers detected by flow 

cytometry for both, CD8-LV and VSV-LV inoculated cells (Figure 15). X. Wang et al. (2021) did 

https://www.sevenbridges.com/
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also notice that the frequencies of CAR T cells detected by both methods were very similar. The 

use of CD8-LV successfully validated the subsetting approach, even by visual observation of 

CARhigh cells on UMAP plots. The CARhigh cells in CD8-LV were predominantly located in CD8 

cluster, while in VSV-LV both, CD4 and CD8 CARhigh populations, are distinguishable (Figure 13). 

In contrary to TGA, the frequency of CAR+ cells in flow cytometry did not match with CAR mRNA 

expressing cells, in WTA (Table 3). That could be a result of delayed protein synthesis at early 

timepoints of an expressed gene (Cheng et al., 2016; Gedeon & Bokes, 2012). Similar 

observations were made in NK cells transduced with a LV to express GFP, where on day 7 the 

frequency and MFI reached to slightly higher levels than on day 3 (Bari et al., 2019). It is likely that 

in the present thesis, the day-6 samples in the TGA approach had reached to equilibrium of mRNA 

and protein expression, while the 3-day cultivated WTA samples had not. Nonetheless, 

transcriptomic differences were still detectable when comparing CAR mRNA positive with negative 

cells. 

The transduction activity of a VSV-LV vector drops by half after 37 hours (Dautzenberg et al., 

2020). At 72 hours, fewer but still intact LVs can potentially maintain viral gRNA in cell culture. 

Consequently, this would lead to confusion in distinguishing viral gRNA from integrated 

transgene’s mRNA expression. To be detected, integral LV gRNA should be mostly located either 

in bound LVs on cell surface or in endocytosed unruptured capsids. The latter would prevent gRNA 

from degradation by endogenous RNases. To a lesser degree, freely floating unbound LVs, which 

were not removed during cell sorting and washes, could have contributed to some positive events. 

That would explain the cross-contamination noticed in untransduced samples when multiplexed 

in the same nanowell cartridge with LV-inoculated cells, where few CARlow expressing cells were 

detected (Figure 21). However, further evaluations are needed to investigate this issue. 

3.1.2 High selectivity of CD8-LV confirmed by scRNA-seq 

An important finding of this thesis was the excellent specificity of a receptor-targeted vector 

assessed for the first time by scRNA-seq. Particularly, in CD8-LV inoculated T cells, 2.5% of total 

CARhigh cells were inquired as potential off-targets. Based on the expression of other marker genes 

and taking into account the mRNA fluctuations of CD8A by the intrinsic promoter (Erhard et al., 

2019), these 59 possible off-target cells were attentively investigated. In fact, 9 of them were 

categorized as CD8 cells, based on CD8B expression, 32 were γδ T cells, 2 were NKT and 15 

were CD4 positive. Overall, 9 γδ T cells and 8 CD4 cells expressed none of the CD8 markers, 

accounting for 17 true off-target cells. Apart from double positive CD4/CD8 cells, transduction of 

some γδ T and NKT cells by CD8-LV is not surprising, as they can also express the target 

molecule, CD8α, on their surface (Gonzalez-Mancera et al., 2020; Kadivar et al., 2016; C. Wang 
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et al., 2015). Overall, the on-target specificity of CD8-LV, thus, outreached 99%. Similar 

investigation was not feasible in WTA, as the samples were magnetically sorted for the cell type 

of interest prior sequencing. 

Up to date, there is no study extensively interrogating the biological identity of off-target cells 

in targeted gene therapy. This thesis demonstrated the significance of utilizing scRNA-seq 

technology in order to classify cells according to their transcriptomic profile. This allows 

overcoming drawbacks of flow cytometry analysis, such as impaired sensitivity of low surface 

protein expression, limited panel of examined markers, antigen masking and differential mRNA to 

protein translation. 

3.1.3 Defining differentially expressed genes and computational approaches 

Differentially expressed genes are usually defined to differ among the analyzed groups of cells 

at an absolute log2(fold-change) (|log2FC|) value of 0.25 (Lee et al., 2021; Pezoldt et al., 2021; 

Bai et al., 2021; X. Shi et al., 2021). In WTA study, the sequencing depth across the samples 

reached to an average of 29,000 reads/cell (Table 18), which was below the recommended 50,000 

reads/cell (https://www.10xgenomics.com/). In general, shallower sequencing depths can 

potentially affect the detection of genes that do not vastly differ between the groups (low log2(fold-

change)) (D. Li et al., 2021). Thus, by minimizing the |log2FC| threshold to 0.2, the sensitivity of 

detecting biologically relevant differentially expressed genes, that otherwise would be excluded 

as false negative, increases. Common differentially expressed genes identified in TGA and WTA, 

where in the latter being within the |log2FC| range of 0.2-0.25, validated this cutoff. Overall, the 

sequencing saturation1 was above 80% for both TGA and WTA, exceeding 90% in the majority of 

the samples, meaning that the sequencing depths for both studies were adequate 

(https://www.10xgenomics.com/). Other scRNA-seq studies, performing even higher sequencing 

depth analyses (above 50,000 reads/cell), also utilized decreased |log2FC| threshold of 0.2 to 

examine differences in same cell types across the assessed conditions (C. Guo et al., 2022; Sahu 

et al., 2021; Nam et al., 2019). 

Manual revision of hundreds or even thousands differentially expressed genes is time 

consuming. Hence, a straightforward gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) is often performed to 

identify the major pathways in which the up- or down-regulated genes are implicated (Liao et al., 

2019). The principle relies on matching the differentially expressed genes with pre-existing gene 

sets from public repositories, such as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) and 

Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000; Kanehisa & Goto, 2000). This approach provided 

1  Represents a measurement of mRNA molecules that have been sequenced more than once. A 
saturation of 90% means that the chances of a new read to correspond to a new molecule (UMI) is 10%. 

https://www.10xgenomics.com/
https://www.10xgenomics.com/
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some valuable information, depicted certain biological pathways to explore, and saved time in 

exploring the extensive list of differentially expressed genes.  

Τhe resolution and cell cluster separation was more pronounced in TGA compared to WTA, 

where in the former even smaller subclusters in the major immune cell populations were noticeable 

(Figure 11, Figure 24B). Similarly, in other scRNA-seq studies analyzing the whole transcriptome, 

CD4 and CD8 cells were indistinguishable in UMAP plots (Bai et al., 2021; Boroughs et al., 2020; 

Xhangolli et al., 2019). 

To prevent heterogenous clustering of actually identical cell types due to different cell-cycle 

stages, a correction was applied in WTA prior downstream plotting. Cell-cycle stage was assigned 

to each cell and its impact was evaluated in principal component analysis (Figure 56). By 

regressing out the effect, cells in UMAP plots are not subjected to cluster based on different cell-

cycle stages (Butler et al., 2018; A. T. Lun et al., 2016; Scialdone et al., 2015). Due to limited 

number of cell-cycle related genes in TGA, scoring and regression of cell-cycle stages was not 

possible. 

In a similar manner, donor or technical variations are usually regressed by integrating different 

donors or technological approaches via canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Stuart et al., 2019; 

Butler et al., 2018). According to this analysis, a shared gene structure is conserved between 

different data sets, thus by identifying the correlated gene modules representing a similar 

biological state (anchors), the variance can be reduced, letting biologically similar cells to cluster 

together (Stuart et al., 2019; Butler et al., 2018). Both cell-cycle and batch effect corrections affect 

only the plotting and clustering of cells rather than the differential gene expression analysis, which 

uses the normalized, but not scaled and regressed data. Thus, while there were no technical 

variations observed in both of the scRNA-seq approaches (Figure 9, Figure 57), donor to donor 

variation and cell-cycle effect were pronounced in WTA and subsequently corrected (Figure 57). 

Apart from technical differences in the single-cell processing pipelines used in CAR T cell field 

(BD Rhapsody and 10X Chromium), certain data analysis approaches also varied. For instance, 

the default log-normalization method from Seurat package was applied in the majority of the 

studies (Rodriguez-Marquez et al., 2022; Bai et al., 2021; X. Wang et al., 2021; Boroughs et al., 

2020; Deng et al., 2020; Sheih et al., 2020), similarly done in TGA study. For the WTA study in 

this thesis a deconvolution-based normalization from scran was selected as optimal method 

(4.2.6.13) (A. T. L. Lun et al., 2016). According to that, cells with comparable UMI counts are 

pooled together, the expression values are summed up, the genes are normalized against the 

average reference, and the pool-based factors are resolved to their cell-based counterparts (A. T. 

L. Lun et al., 2016). This method ensures that differences observed between cells are derived

from biological perspective and not from technical bias. 
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Downstream of normalization, various statistical approaches of differential gene expression 

analysis have been utilized in CAR T cell scRNA-seq related publications, with the default 

Wilcoxon rank sum test from Seurat to be the most common (Rodriguez-Marquez et al., 2022; Bai 

et al., 2021; Boroughs et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2020). In addition, t-test (X. Wang et al., 2021) or 

even a zero-inflated negative binomial approach, the model-based analysis of single-cell 

transcriptomics (MAST), were used for this purpose (Sheih et al., 2020). Overall, Wilcoxon non-

parametric test has appointed to have the most robust performance in differential gene expression 

analysis of scRNA-seq data among other statistical tests (Mou et al., 2020; Soneson & Robinson, 

2018). Thus, it was used for both TGA and WTA studies. Similarly, non-parametric Wilcox and 

Kruskal-Wallis tests were applied in violin plots for statistical comparisons of gene expression 

among certain groups. 

P-value correction is carried out to prevent accumulating type I errors from the multiple

comparisons, such as during differential gene expression analysis. The Bonferroni adjustment, 

used in TGA as a default setting in Seurat, has been criticized for its conservative and stringent 

approach (Perneger, 1998). The false discovery rate (FDR or q-value), proposed by Benjamini & 

Hochberg (1995), comprises an optimized adjustment to avoid overcorrection and increased 

likelihood of losing otherwise significant values (type II error). Hence, the analysis of WTA data 

was optimized to increase the sensitivity of detecting significant differentially expressed genes. In 

a similar manner, FDR-based p-value adjustment was also applied in other studies of CAR T cell 

transcriptomic analyses (Rodriguez-Marquez et al., 2022; X. Wang et al., 2021; Boroughs et al., 

2020; Deng et al., 2020; Sheih et al., 2020). 

DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES PROVIDE MOLECULAR BASIS FOR CAR

T CELL HETEROGENEITY 

3.2.1 Transcriptional differences induced by different LV types 

Both TGA and WTA performed in this thesis deciphered differentially expressed genes across 

the compared cell subsets. The former approach aimed to point out the effects of VSV-LV and 

CD8-LV on CD8 cells. The limited panel of 400 immune-related genes allowed the manual 

screening and investigation of each differentially expressed gene. Hence, an initial overview of 

transcriptional alterations provided insights about T cell phenotypes, exhaustion and activation 

status among inoculated or non-inoculated, transduced or non-transduced cells, and pinpointed 

differences induced by the two LVs. The WTA, conducted with three donors and three LVs, namely 
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CD8-LV, CD4-LV and VSV-LV, confirmed the TGA findings, and aimed to unveil factors that 

perturb successful LV-mediated transduction, in both CD8 and CD4 T cells. 

A first glance at differentially expressed genes found in TGA across subsets of control and LV-

inoculated cells showed that the exposure of T cells to any type of LV caused alterations in gene 

expression profiles, disregarding the transduction status of the cells (Figure 17). Differences were 

also observed between CARneg/low and CARhigh cells, which provided some indications for 

transcriptional profiles prone for LV-mediated transduction. Similar observations were made in 

WTA, such as the distinct transcriptomic differences of every subset group of control, CAR- and 

CAR+ from both VSV-LV and receptor-targeted vectors (Figure 25). Overall, vast induction of 

genes was observed in CAR+ cells generated by VSV-LV compared to the rest of analyzed 

subsets of cells (Figure 25). When compared to the control cells, VSV-LV and CD4-LV induced 

more alterations than CD8-LV, which latter induced less apparent effects (Figure 26). In VSV-LV, 

both CD4 and CD8 cells were equally affected, thus the outcome was not related to a certain T 

cell type, but to the specific LV used (Figure 26).  

3.2.2 Activation, exhaustion and T cell phenotype of CAR+ T cells 

Transcriptional insights into converted CAR T cells indicated association with a more 

proliferative and activated profile, in both scRNA-seq studies (Figure 19, Figure 30, Figure 31). 

CAR tonic signaling can potentially induce these features, which has also been observed in other 

studies (Rodriguez-Marquez et al., 2022; Bai et al., 2021; X. Wang et al., 2021; Sheih et al., 2020; 

Long et al., 2015).  

Furthermore, CD8+ CAR T cells expressed exhaustion and immune check point-related genes 

(ENTPD1, LAG3, HAVCR2 – TIM3, LAT2, LIF, C10orf54 – VISTA) (Figure 19). It is acknowledged 

that enrichment of exhausted T cells, specifically CD8 cells, in axi-cel infusion products correlates 

with partial response or progressive disease in patients with large B cell lymphomas (LBCL) (Deng 

et al., 2020). This can be avoided if the 4-1BB co-stimulatory domain is utilized instead of CD28 

in the intracellular part of the CAR construct (Long et al., 2015). Another way would be to 

manipulate unstimulated or minimally activated T cells, omitting the activation-induced exhaustion 

by anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 (Balkhi et al., 2018). To further confront the exhaustion defects that 

CD8+ CAR T cells seem to possess, targeting CD4 T cells would potentially alleviate the 

challenges and improve the CAR T cell therapy. In Agarwal et al. (2020) targeted generation of 

CD4+ CAR T cells with the CD4-LV showed less exhaustion compared to CD8 cells and efficient 

tumor killing in mouse model. Indeed, two other independent mouse studies validated and 

confirmed the superiority of CD4+ CAR T cells in persistence, potent tumor killing and less 

exhaustion compared to CD8+ CAR T cells (D. Wang et al., 2018; Adusumilli et al., 2014). A 
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clinical verification of these studies came recently, where a follow-up in patients with leukemia 

remission showed that CD4+ CAR T cells had longer persistence, highlighting the superiority of 

CD4 cells over CD8 T cells (Melenhorst et al., 2022). Thus, clinical studies infusing CAR T cell 

products enriched in CD4 cells would provide new insights about the advantage of engineering 

CD4 cells instead of CD8. 

Regarding T cell subtypes, Xhangolli et al. (2019) reported the co-existence of both TH1 and 

TH2 CAR T cells. In the current TGA study, TH1 phenotype was more pronounced in CARhigh 

population (IL12RB, IFNG, STAT4), whereas no distinct TH2 marker genes included in the panel 

were detected or substantially expressed (GATA3, IL4R, IL4, IL5, IL13) (Figure 19). Even though 

a study in a larger cohort would have provided more definite indications, the absence of TH2 

response in CAR T cell products has been associated with relapsed ALL patients (N=5) (Bai et 

al., 2022). Thus, a cytokine regiment capable of skewing T cells towards both TH1 and TH2 subsets 

may be beneficial. 

3.2.3 Antiviral restriction factors inhibiting proper LV-mediated transduction 

Thoroughly interrogating why certain T cells were not modified by LVs, distinct transcriptional 

profiles were identified compared to transduced cells. Non-transduced cells were shown to have 

elevated levels of genes associated with T cell quiescence and apoptosis (PIK3IP1, CD37, BTG1, 

CASP5) (Figure 19). Quiescent and non-activated T cells are known to not express the LDLR, 

target of VSV-G, preventing the entry of VSV-LV and subsequent transduction of them (Amirache 

et al., 2014). In theory, that would not perturb the ability of CD8-LV or CD4-LV to transduce 

unstimulated T cells due to constitutive expression of these molecules on the respective T cell 

types. Contrary to retroviral vectors, LVs have been demonstrated to be capable of integrating 

into cells that are not dividing (Naldini et al., 1996). Nevertheless, naïve T cells sustain limited 

gene expression and protein translation (Ricciardi et al., 2018; Araki et al., 2017), thus a proper 

activation following transgene integration would eventually be necessary. 

An important finding of this thesis was that antiviral restriction factors were upregulated in CAR- 

cells, likely inhibiting LV-mediated gene transfer to these cells. Among them were IFITM1, IFITM2 

and IFITM3, known to prevent fusion of enveloped viruses to cellular membranes (Hornick et al., 

2016; Lu et al., 2011), also SAMHD1, which inhibits reverse transcription (Goldstone et al., 2011), 

and other IFN-induced genes and factors (Figure 32). Among other antiviral factors found to be 

upregulated in CAR- cells, SAMD9L and IFI44L have been recently discovered. Their functionality 

is not yet fully understood (Y. Li et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2018). Also, IFI6 has been shown to 

prevent IFN type I induced apoptosis in T cells, apart from its antiviral potency (Sajid et al., 2021; 

G.-H. Park et al., 2013). However, other known restriction factors of HIV-1, including the 
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hypermutation inducing APOBEC3 genes, the OAS family of RNA sensors and the inhibitor of 

viral mRNA translation EIF2AK2 (Colomer-Lluch et al., 2018; Schoggins, 2014; Peng et al., 

2006), were not increased in CAR- cells.

In contrast to antiviral inhibitors, factors endorsing HIV entry were found to be expressed in 

CAR+ cells. In that manner, cyclophilin A (PPIA) and the karyopherin KPNA2, both important 

factors of HIV infectivity (Song et al., 2022; Braaten & Luban, 2001), were slightly elevated in 

CAR+ cells. This result indicates the existence of T cells that are more prone to be transduced by 

LVs (Figure 32). Other HIV interacting and promoting factors, such as the nucleoporins NUP358 

and NUP153, which facilitate the translocation of the pre-integration complex into the nucleus (Di 

Nunzio et al., 2012), as well as the integrase interactor 1 (INI1), which enhances the integration 

of the transfer genome (Kalpana et al., 1994), were expressed in T cells, but did not significantly 

differ between transduced and non-transduced cells.

Intriguingly, other scRNA-seq studies (utilizing the Chromium 10X platform) did not describe 

differences between CAR- and CAR+ cells from pre-infusion products (X. Wang et al., 2021; Deng 

et al., 2020). In one of this cases, both transduced and non-transduced cells were merged for 

downstream analysis, despite the fact that the median CAR expression in flow cytometry was less 

than 50% (Deng et al., 2020). The research presented in this thesis is thus the first dedicated 

analysis unveiling transcriptomic differences between CAR- and CAR+ cells. When CAR T cells 

are assessed, enrichment for CAR+ cells using cell sorting can prevent non-transduced cells from 

being present (Sheih et al., 2020).

ALLEVIATING INTRINSIC INHIBITORY MECHANISMS TO IMPROVE GENE

DELIVERY

3.3.1 IFITMs and their role in viral restriction entry 

Considering the increased gene expression of antiviral restriction factors in non-transduced 

cells, a strategy to manipulate them was implemented, aiming to improve the transduction 

efficiency of LVs. Thus, rapamycin, cyclosporin A and anti-IFNα were tested as possible ways to 

bypass cellular defending mechanisms. Despite the fact that rapamycin and cyclosporine A can 

improve the transduction of HSPC with VSV-LV by modulating two different cellular mechanisms 

(Ozog et al., 2019; G. Shi et al., 2018; Petrillo et al., 2015; C. X. Wang et al., 2014), they did not 

increase the efficiency of the VSV-G pseudotyped vector in transducing PBMC (Figure 33). 

Recent data have shown that rapamycin enhances the in vitro infectious yield of SARS-CoV-2 

pseudoparticles up to 9-fold in A549 cells overexpressing the targeting molecule, angiotensin 
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converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) (G. Shi et al., 2022). For both, VSV-LV and SARS-CoV-2 

pseudoparticles cases, the possible mechanism of rapamycin’s action relies on downmodulating 

IFITM2 and IFITM3, rather than IFITM1. This thesis showed that rapamycin vastly enhanced T 

cell transduction by CD8 and CD4 receptor-targeted LVs (Figure 34), which was likely linked to 

reduction of IFITM1. 

The diverse inhibitory effect of each IFITM against various enveloped viruses is a result of the 

different entry pathways. IFITM1, which resides mainly on the plasma membrane, is expected to 

restrict viruses utilizing a direct entry pathway (S. E. Smith et al., 2019; Weston et al., 2014). On 

the other hand, IFITM2 and IFITM3, found in clathrin-rich endosomal compartments, prevent the 

endosomal escape (Weston et al., 2014; Wee et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2005). Additionally, in some 

cases, IFITMs seem to function synergistically by preventing both early (IFITM1) and late (IFITM2, 

IFITM3) viral entry pathways (Narayana et al., 2015). Nevertheless, IFITMs do not inhibit all 

enveloped viruses. For instance, murine leukemia virus (MLV), Lassa (LASV), lymphocytic 

choriomeningitis (LCMV) and Machupo (MACV) arenaviruses seem not to be affected by any 

IFITM (Brass et al., 2009).  

Other viruses have also been shown to be restricted by IFITM1, such as hepatitis C, Marburg 

and Ebola viruses, but so far there has been no study proving the enhancement of their infectivity 

by rapamycin (Narayana et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2011). 

So far, various enveloped viruses have displayed inhibition by IFITMs, the most important of 

them are listed in Table 4, where the extent of inhibition by each IFITM is denoted. 
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Table 4: Viruses restricted by different IFITM proteins. 

Virus 
Restriction factor 

References 
IFITM1 IFITM2 IFITM3 

IAV ++ + ++ Brass et al., 2009 

DENV + + ++ Brass et al., 2009 

WNV + + ++ Brass et al., 2009 

HCV ++ + + 
Narayana et al., 2015; 

Wilkins et al., 2013 

VSV - + ++ J. M. Weidner et al., 2010

HIV-1 + ++ ++ 
Chutiwitoonchai et al., 2013; 

Lu et al., 2011 

SARS-CoV-1 ++ + ++ 
G. Shi et al., 2021;
Huang et al., 2011

SARS-CoV-2 ++ + + G. Shi et al., 2021

MARV ++ + + Huang et al., 2011

EBOV ++ + + Huang et al., 2011

RVFV - + + Mudhasani et al., 2013 

IAV: influenza type A virus, DENV: dengue virus, WNV: West Nile virus, HCV: hepatitis C virus, VSV: 
vesicular stomatitis virus, HIV-1: human immunodeficiency type 1 virus, SARS-CoV-1/2: severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 1 or 2, MARV: Marburg virus, EBOV: Ebola virus, RVFV: Rift Valley 
fever virus. ++ strong inhibition, + weak inhibition, - no inhibition.  

In the majority of the mentioned studies though, the restriction though different IFITMs was cell 

line depended and usually assessed by overexpression of a particular IFITM. Thus, no direct 

evidence for the actual pathogen’s virulence can be drawn. This also comes in agreement with 

the contradictory findings of SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 infections, where the endogenous 

expression of IFITM1 and, to a lesser extend IFITM2 and IFITM3, were eventually necessary for 

infecting in vitro primary human lung cells (Prelli Bozzo et al., 2021).  

How IFITMs inhibit viral membrane fusion is not completely understood. It has been suggested 

that the transmembrane proteins induce an energetically unfavorable membrane curvature for the 

formation of the fusion pore (John et al., 2013). Other observations have provided evidence for 

the role of accumulated cholesterol in IFITM3-rich endosomes. Regarding these, cholesterol 

increases the bending rigidity of the membranes, while treatment with sterol-binding compounds 

or fatty acids that spontaneous alter the membrane curvature, render the membranes more fluidic 

promoting fusion (X. Guo et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2013; Amini-Bavil-Olyaee et al., 2013; K. Li et al., 

2013). Post-transcriptional modification of cysteine residues with the covalent attachment of 

palmitic fatty acid (S-palmitoylation) as well as  ubiquitination of conserved lysine residues were 

found to be important for IFITM3 stability, endosomal localization and antiviral restriction (Yount 

et al., 2010, 2012). 
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3.3.2 The use of rapamycin for improving LV-mediated gene transfer 

The use of rapamycin in this thesis on human PBMC did not only affect IFITMs, but also 

downregulated other type I interferon-stimulated genes, which likely contributed to the 

transduction enhancement (Figure 40A). Importantly, this finding validates the biological 

significance of the identified differentially expressed antiviral genes in CAR- cells. Among IFITMs, 

only IFITM1 was found to be downregulated in LC-MS analysis (Figure 40), while IFITM2 and 

IFITM3 were not detected. By western blot analysis, all IFITMs were confirmed to be affected by 

rapamycin (Figure 39). The decrease of ISG-related proteins upon rapamycin treatment was in 

accordance with other LC-MS or gene expression analysis studies, but none of the IFITMs were 

detected (Figure 40A) (Mu et al., 2022; Lepelley et al., 2021; Namwanje et al., 2021; Schmitz et 

al., 2008; Kasukabe et al., 2005). In the concept of rapamycin preventing apoptosis via autophagy, 

the downregulation of caspase-3, -6 and -9 has also been previously noticed (Figure 40A) 

(Tsapras & Nezis, 2017; Ravikumar et al., 2006). Rapamycin has the ability to reverse CD62L 

downregulation (Stoycheva et al., 2015), although this was not shown in our investigation (Figure 

40A). The rise in TOP2A and TOP2B topoisomerases contradicts claims that rapamycin inhibits 

the proliferation of T cells (Ferrer et al., 2011; Holden, 1999).  

Increased vector integration may have contributed to the higher CAR MFI in rapamycin-

treated T cells. (Figure 35). This was also observed in HSPC transduced with VSV-LV in 

presence of rapamycin (Petrillo et al., 2015). Rapamycin's inability to impact CAR expression 

suggests that cellular protein expression machinery was generally unaffected. 

Summing up, the potential inhibitory pathways of LV-mediated transduction are shown in Figure 

47, along with the antiviral restriction factors that rapamycin can influence, enhancing LV entry 

and cell transduction. 
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Figure 47: Rapamycin alleviates cellular restriction mechanisms for LV-mediated gene 
transfer. 
Overview of antiviral restriction and promotion mechanisms in LV-mediated gene transfer and the 
downmodulation of them by rapamycin (edited Figure 4). Rapamycin downmodulates antiviral 
restriction factors (in grey or black bold letters), as found by LC-MS or western blot analysis. 
Further factors listed (black letters) were found to be upregulated in CAR- cells by scRNA-
seq analysis. Dashed line indicates minimal effect as assessed in human PBMC.  

Regarding the concentration of rapamycin used for in vitro applications, 30 μM have been 

shown to highly downregulate IFITM3 in HeLa cells, after 4 hour incubation (G. Shi et al., 2018). 

In HSPC studies, the applied concentrations varied from as low as 10 nM up to 40 μM and 

incubation times reached up to 24 hours (Petrillo et al., 2015; L. Li et al., 2014; C. X. Wang et al., 

2014). However, IFITM expression is recovered back to normal levels after 6-8 hours of 

continuous incubation with rapamycin (G. Shi et al., 2018). Thus, it was anticipated that gene 

transfer would take place during the first few hours of LV inoculation. Eventually, 1.5 hours of 

spinoculation in presence of high concentration of rapamycin (30 μM) proved to be effective for 

LV-mediated gene transfer in PBMC.

Pre-treatment of humanized NSG mice with rapamycin resulted in an approximate 1.5-fold

increased and more consistent in vivo gene transfer (Figure 37). Noticeably, the GFP transferring 

LVs had greater in vivo transduction efficiency than the ones transferring CD19-CAR (Figure 37, 

Figure 45Α). The smaller size of GFP transgene compared to a CAR can explain the higher 
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efficiency of this vector (Sweeney & Vink, 2021). In spite of this, rapamycin accelerated the in vivo 

generation of CAR T cells and subsequently tumor killing (Figure 43, Figure 45Α). As other 

parameters, such as CAR tonic signaling and interaction with tumor cells, contribute to CAR T cell 

proliferation, the evaluation of GFP transfer genuinely demonstrated the enhancement effect that 

rapamycin confers on CD8-LV. 

The reason why there was no steep decline in tumor burden on day 18, like in Agarwal et al. 

(2019) study, may be the 5× times less tumor cells injected into those mice. Whether the higher 

dose of rapamycin influenced the activity of CAR T cells, is not completely known. From a 

pharmacodynamic perspective, as long as the drug is not bioavailable anymore, its effect is 

withdrawn. Thus, the approximate 6-hour half-life of rapamycin in periphery is not expected to 

affect the newly expanded CAR T cells (Comas et al., 2012). Besides, the tumor burden of the 8 

mg/kg rapamycin group was controlled in a similar pace as in vehicle group (Figure 43A). 

Additionally, the higher tumor load of one mouse in the 8 mg/kg group during randomization 

contributed to the increased mean values of photon flux throughout the study (Figure 42B). 

The extent of improved in vitro gene transfer in the presence of rapamycin was bigger than in 

vivo (7-fold versus 1.5-fold) (Figure 34, Figure 37). It is likely that this was due to a still suboptimal 

proof-of-concept in vivo study. For instance, the presence of Tween™ 80 in the drug’s vehicle 

formulation and its systemic bioavailability could have impacted the efficiency of LVs and resulted 

in lower transduction rates than those observed in Agarwal et al. (2019). Apart from vehicle’s 

composition, the in vivo dosage and route of drug’s administration was not previously tested. For 

the latter, intraperitoneal injection was decided as a way to extend the drug’s half-life and keep 

the optimal concentration bioavailable for a longer time. The lowest dose of 3 mg/kg per mouse 

was extrapolated from the in vitro 30 μM to in vivo concentration based on mouse body surface 

(Nair & Jacob, 2016). In addition, a higher dose of 8 mg/kg was decided, because of rapamycin’s 

high absorption rate from the red blood cells (Yatscoff et al., 1993). Both of these dosages were 

tolerable for the mice and no adverse effects were observed.  

In clinical prescriptions, the immunosuppressive and anticancer effect of rapamycin originate 

from daily or weekly administration of doses between 0.5 and 34 mg/m2 or even higher (Guba et 

al., 2005; Zimmerman & Kahan, 1997). Extrapolating mouse to human doses, the 3 mg/kg 

corresponded to 8.9 mg/m2 and the 8 mg/kg to 24 mg/m2. Thus within the range that is currently 

in use for humans (Yatscoff et al., 1993). 

Rapamycin is not the first described small molecule to act as a potent enhancer for LV-

mediated gene transfer. Regarding other commercially available enhancers, vectofusin®-1 has 

been shown to increase the efficiency of both CD8-LV and CD4-LV, approaching to similar 

transduction levels to this thesis study (Jamali et al., 2019). Although its safety was assessed in 
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immunocompromised mice (Fenard et al., 2013), this amphipathic peptide has only been utilized 

in ex vivo gene transfer settings, and there is currently no proof of its tolerance in clinical 

application. Furthermore, using cationic polymers has been shown to improve in vivo gene 

delivery. Particularly, prior to i.v. injection, retroviral vectors mixed with transfectam® (Promega) 

improved the transduction of rat liver cells (Themis et al., 1998). Despite the fact that rats were 

able to tolerate this lipid molecule, cationic polymers are generally considered to be hazardous to 

organisms (Lv et al., 2006), and they may even influence the selectivity of receptor-targeted LVs. 

Overall, the uncompromised in vitro performance of CAR T cells and the excellent tolerability 

of the drug in mice and humans, renders rapamycin potent and flexible transduction enhancer for 

LV-mediated gene transfer.

In conclusion, this doctoral project established a scRNA-seq pipeline for investigating the

cellular diversity of CAR T cell products. Bioinformatic methodology was developed and optimized 

for purpose of each study, with a common aim of distinguishing CAR+ from CAR- cells. This 

allowed to detect transcriptional differences between transduced and non-transduced cells, but 

also between different LVs used during the studies. Eventually, antiviral restriction factors were 

identified to restrict gene transfer mediated by both conventional and receptor-targeted LVs. 

Downmodulation of IFITM1 as well as other antiviral factors by rapamycin showed a vast 

enhancement of transduction efficiency for CD8-LV and CD4-LV. In addition, rapamycin improved 

the in vivo gene transfer and CAR T cell generation, accelerating tumor clearance. Hence, 

incorporating cutting-edge single-cell transcriptomic technology into CAR T cell therapy can give 

insights and essential aspects for product optimization in both conventional and targeted gene 

therapy. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MATERIALS 

Materials used during this thesis and sources or vendors supplied them are listed below. 

Consumables and buffers utilized in cell cultures were either supplied sterile or autoclaved prior 

use.  

4.1.1 Consumables 

Name Supplier 
Amersham™ Hybond-ECL, nitrocellulose membrane  GE Healthcare  
BD Micro-Fine™ Insulin syringes (29 gauge)  BD Biosciences  
BD Microtainer® Blood Collection Tubes, Lithium Heparin BD Biosciences  
BD Rhapsody™ Cartridge Kit (set of 4) BD Biosciences 
Cell strainer, 70 μm  Corning  
CellStar® conical centrifuge tubes, 15 mL and 50 mL  Greiner Bio-One  
Centrifuge tubes, 225 mL  VWR  
Cryovial, 2 mL  Greiner Bio-One  
E-plates 16 Agilent 
Gel casting tray and combs PEI 
Glassware SCHOTT, VWR, SIMAX 
Instrument disinfection tub, 5 L Bode 
LoBind, DNA tubes 1.5 mL Eppendorf 
LoBind, protein tubes 1.5 mL Eppendorf 
LS columns Miltenyi Biotec 
MACS multistand Miltenyi Biotec 
Micro-centrifuge tubes, 1.5 mL, 2 mL Eppendorf  
Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell stand Bio-Rad 
Mr. Frosty™ Freezing container Nalgene  
OctoMACS™ Separator Miltenyi Biotec 
Pasteur pipet, glass, 14.6 cm VWR  
PCR 96-well TW-MT plates, white Biozym 
PCR tubes, 0.2 mL Eppendorf  
Petri dish, ⌀ 10 cm Greiner Bio-One  
Pipet tips, filtered (10 μL, 100 μL, 300 μL, 1000 μL) Biozym  
Pipette tips (no filtered) Sarstedt 
Pipettes Eppendorf Reference® Eppendorf 
Racks, stands, holders Multiple 
Rapid-Flow Bottle Top Filter 0.45 μm SFCE 500 mL Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Round bottom 14 mL tubes with caps Greiner Bio-One  
Serological pipets (5 ml, 10 ml, 25 ml) Greiner Bio-One  
Surgical equipment Multiple 
Syringe filters, Minisart, PTFE (0.45 μm, 0.2 μm) Sartorius  
Tissue culture flask (T25, T75, T125) Greiner Bio-One  
Tissue culture plates (6-, 24-, 96-well) Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Tubes 1.4 mL Micronic  
Water bath GFL 
Whatman filter paper Whatman  

4.1.2 Chemicals & reagents 

Name Supplier 

4Cell® Nutri-T medium Sartorius 

Acridine Orange/Propidium Iodide Stain Logos biosystem 
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Acrylamide bisacrylamide solution  Carl Roth  

Agarose LE Biozym  

Ammonium persulfate (APS)  Carl Roth  

Ampicillin  Roche  

Agencourt® AMPure® XP magnetic beads Beckman Coulter Life Sciences 

Anode I buffer w/o alcohol PEI  

Anode II buffer w/o alcohol PEI  

BD Pharm Lyse™ BD Biosciences  

Biguacid plus  Antiseptica 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA)  Sigma-Aldrich  

Bromophenol blue  Merck Millipore 

Cathode buffer w/o alcohol PEI  

cOmplete™ protease inhibitor cocktail Roche 

Cyclosporin A Hölzel Diagnostika 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 99.9% p.a. AppliChem GmbH 

Dithiothreitol (DTT)  Sigma-Aldrich  

D-luciferin Perkin Elmer 

DNA Away Carl Roth  

DNA ladder (2-log) New England Biolabs 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), high glucose Sigma-Aldrich 

Ethanol Berkel AHK 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 0.5 M pH 8 PEI 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 2mM in PBS PEI 

Fetal bovine serum (FBS)  Sigma-Aldrich 

Formaldehyde  Sigma-Aldrich 

H2O, cell culture Sigma-Aldrich 

H2O, distilled (dH2O) PEI 

H2O, RNase-free  Qiagen 

Isoflurane CP  CP-Pharma 

Isopropanol VWR 

L-glutamine (200 mM) Sigma-Aldrich 

Luria-Bertani ampicillin agar plates PEI 

Luria-Bertani medium  PEI 

MACSQuant® Buffers (Running, Wash, Storage) Miltenyi Biotec  

Midori Green Direct DNA loading dye  Nippon Genetics  

N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylenediamine (TEMED)  Carl Roth  

N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) Sigma-Aldrich  

NH4Cl  Sigma-Aldrich  

Nuclease-free H2O Applied Biosystems 

PageRuler™ Plus Prestained Protein ladder Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Pancoll  PAN-Biotech 

PBS w/o Mg2+Ca2+  Lonza, PEI 

Penicillin-streptomycin  PEI  

Pierce™ ECL Western blotting substrate Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 300 Sigma-Aldrich 

Polyethyleneimine, branched, 25 kDa  Sigma-Aldrich  

Purple DNA loading dye (6X) New England Biolabs  

Rapamycin Hölzel Diagnostika 

Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium  Sigma-Aldrich 

Sodium azide (NaN3) solution, 10% in cell-culture grade H2O PEI  

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 10% w/v PEI  
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Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) running buffer (10X) PEI 

Sucrose  Sigma-Aldrich 

Terralin®  Schülke & Mayr 

Terralin® Protect Schülke & Mayr 

Tris/HCl 1 M pH 6.8 PEI 

Tris/HCl 1 M pH 8.8 PEI 

Tris-acete-EDTA (TAE) buffer (20X) PEI 

Tris-buffered saline (TBS-T) buffer (10X) PEI 

Trypan blue  Sigma-Aldrich 

Turbidimetric LAL reagents Associates of Cape Cod Inc. 

Tween™ 20 Sigma-Aldrich  

Tween™ 80 Sigma-Aldrich 

UltraComp eBeads™ Plus Compensation Beads Thermo Fisher Scientific  

Vectofusin-1  Miltenyi Biotec  

β-mercaptoethanol (50 mM)  Thermo Fisher Scientific  

4.1.3 Buffers & solutions 

Name Formulation 
Anode I running buffer 300 mM Tris-HCl, 20% ethanol in dH2O 
Anode II running buffer 3 mM Tris-HCl, 20% ethanol in dH2O 
Blocking solution 2% BSA in PBS 
Cathode running buffer 40 mM 6-aminohexanoic acid pH 9.4, 20% methanol in dH2O 
FACS fix solution  1% formaldehyde in PBS 
FACS wash buffer  2% FBS, 0.1% NaN3 in PBS  
PBS 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4 pH 7.1 in dH2O 
RIPA buffer (protease 
inhibitors) 

50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 
0.1% SDS, cOmplete™ 1 tablet per 10 mL 

SDS loading solution (4X) 
240 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 8% SDS, 40% glycerin, 0.2%  bromophenol blue, 20% 
β-mercaptoethanol in dH2O 

SDS running buffer  25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 1% SDS in dH2O 
Super Optimal broth with 
Catabolite repression 
(S.O.C.) medium  

1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 1% NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
MgSO4, 20 mM glucose in dH2O 

TAE buffer  40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA in dH2O  

TBS-T 
50 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane, 150 mM NaCl, 25% HCl, 0.1% 
Tween™ 20 pH 7.4 in dH2O 

TE buffer  10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA in dH2O 
Transfection reagent 18 mM branched polyethyleneimine in dH2O 
Transfer buffer  48 mM Tris, 39 mM glycine, 20% methanol in dH2O 
Trypsin/EDTA 0.25% Trypsin, 1% EDTA in PBS  

4.1.4 Cell culture media 

Name Formulation 
Cryopreservation medium 10% DMSO, 90% FBS  
DMEM complete  DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine  
LB medium  1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 1% NaCl in dH2O, pH 7.2  
RPMI complete  RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine  
T cell medium (TCM)  RPMI complete supplemented with 25 mM HEPES, 0.4% penicillin-streptomycin 

4.1.5 Mammalian & bacteria cell lines 

Name Description Source Culturing medium 
A301 Human T lymphoblast cell line; CD4+ A. Pfeiffer, PEI RPMI complete 

E. coli Top10
Highly transformable laboratory strain 
of Escherichia coli (E. coli)  

Life technologies LB-Amp 
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HEK Lenti-X™ 293T 

Human embryonic kidney cell line, 
transformed to express the SV40 
large T antigen; cell clone selected 
for susceptibility towards transfection 
and efficient protein expression 

Takara Bio 
Europe 

DMEM complete 

HEK-293T β2M-/-

CD47high 

HEK-293T knocked-out for β2 
microglobulin and overexpressing 
human CD47 

(Milani et al., 
2019) 

DMEM complete 

MOLT-4.8 
Human T lymphoblast cell line; 
CD8+; clone 4.8 

A. Pfeiffer, PEI RPMI complete 

NALM6 
Human adult acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia cell line 

ATCC, CRL-3273 RPMI complete 

NALM6-luc-eBFP 
Genetically modified NALM6 to 
express eBFP and firefly luciferase 

L. Kapitza, PEI RPMI complete 

Raji 
Human lymphoblast-like cell line 
derived from Burkitt’s lymphoma 

ATCC, CCL-86 RPMI complete 

4.1.6 Recombinant proteins & kits 

Name Supplier 
3' RACE System for Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Anti-FITC MicroBeads Miltenyi Biotec 
BD Rhapsody™ Cartridge Reagent Kit BD Biosciences 
BD Rhapsody™ cDNA Kit BD Biosciences 
BD Rhapsody™ Targeted Amplification Kit  BD Biosciences 
BD Rhapsody™ WTA amplification  BD Biosciences 
CD4+ T Cell Isolation Kit Miltenyi Biotec 
CD8+ T Cell Isolation Kit Miltenyi Biotec 
CellTrace™ Violet Cell Proliferation Kit  Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Dead Cell Removal Kit Miltenyi Biotec 
DNase I Invitrogen 
DNeasy® Blood and Tissue Kit  Qiagen  
Fixable Viability Dye, eFluor™ 780 Thermo Fisher Scientific 
GeneJET® Gel Extraction Kit  Thermo Fisher Scientific 
GeneJET® Plasmid Miniprep Kit  Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Human IL-15, research grade  Miltenyi Biotec  
Human IL-7, research grade or premium grade  Miltenyi Biotec  
Human recombinant IFN-α2β protein BioLegend 
Klenow DNA polymerase I New England Biolabs  
LightCycler® 480 Probes Master, 2X  Roche  
Nucleobond™ XtraMidi Kit  Macherey-Nagel 
Pan T cell Isolation kit, human Miltenyi Biotec 
Q5 DNA polymerase New England Biolabs  
QIAmp viral RNA extraction kit  Qiagen 
Restriction endonucleases  New England Biolabs  
RNase-free DNase I Qiagen 
RNeasy mini kit  Qiagen 
Standard T4 Ligase  Thermo Fisher Scientific 
SuperScript III reverse transcriptase  Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Trypsin (Melnick, 2.5% solution)  PEI  
Vent DNA polymerase New England Biolabs  

4.1.7 Recombinant antibodies 

Name Clone Application Dilution Supplier 
Anti-c-myc [FITC] SH1-26E7.1.3 Flow cytometry 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-c-myc [PE] 9B11 Flow cytometry 1:200 Cell Signaling 
Anti-fragilis EPR5242 Western blot 1:1000 Abcam 
Anti-GAPDH-HRP 14C10 Western blot 1:1000 Cell Signaling 
Anti-human CD19 [PE-Vio770] LT19 Flow cytometry 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec 

Anti-human CD223 (LAG3) [PE] 3DS223H Flow cytometry 1:20 
Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 
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Anti-human CD279 (PD1) [PE-
Vio770] 

PD1.3.1.3 Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 

Anti-human CD3 [BV605] HIT3a Flow cytometry 1:100 BD Biosciences 
Anti-human CD3 [FITC or PerCP] BW264/56 Flow cytometry 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec  
Anti-human CD366 (TIM3) [APC] REA635 Flow cytometry 1:33 Miltenyi Biotec  
Anti-human CD4 [PerCP or APC 
or Viogreen] 

VIT4 Flow cytometry 1:100 or 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec 

Anti-human CD45 [BV510] 2D1 Flow cytometry 1:100 BioLegend 
Anti-human CD45RA [Vioblue] T6D11 Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-human CD45RO [APC] UCHL1 Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-human CD62L [PE-Vio770] 145/15 Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-human CD8 [Vioblue or APC] BW135/80 Flow cytometry 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-human CD8 [Vioblue]  REA734 Flow cytometry 1:200 Miltenyi Biotec 
Anti-human LAG3 [Alexa 647] T47-530 Flow cytometry 1:20 BD Biosciences 
Anti-human TIM3 [Viobright FITC] F38-2E2 Flow cytometry 1:33 Miltenyi Biotec  
Anti-IFITM1 EPR22620-12 Western blot 1:1000 Abcam 
Anti-rabbit-HRP Polyclonal Western blot 1:2000 Agilent Dako 
Fc receptor (FcR) blocking 
reagent, human  

- Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 

FcR blocking reagent, murine  - Flow cytometry 1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 
Human Single-Cell Multiplexing 
Kit - 

BD Rhapsody™ 
1:10 

BD Biosciences 

Isotype controls - Flow cytometry 
Miltenyi Biotec, 
BD Biosciences, 
BioLegend 

Pure anti-human CD28 15E8 T cell activation  1:33 Miltenyi Biotec 
Pure anti-human CD3  OKT3 T cell activation  1:100 Miltenyi Biotec 
Pure anti-human IFN-α LT27:295 Antiviral inhibition 0.5 μg/mL Miltenyi Biotec 

4.1.8 Plasmids 

Nr. Name Description Source 
P1.01-01 pCMVΔR8.9 HIV-1 packaging plasmid  Naldini et al., 1996 

P1.07-01 pMD2.G 
Encodes the glycoprotein G of 
VSV  

pMD2.G was a gift from Didier Trono 
RRID: Addgene_12259 

P2.01-01 pSEW-GFP 
HIV-1 transfer vector endcoding 
GFP  Demaison et al., 2004 

P2.01-06 
pSEW-
mycCD19.CAR(28z) 

HIV-1 transfer vector encoding 
the CD19-CAR  Oelsner et al., 2017 

P2.01-12 
pSEW qPCR 
Standard Albumin 
WPRE 

HIV-1 transfer vector encoding 
WPRE and human albumin as 
qPCR standard  

F. Thalheimer, PEI

P4.01-04 
pHnse-
DARPin.CD4.29.2 

Encodes MV H Δ18 mutated 
fused to the CD4 specific 
DARPin 29.2 via (G4S)3 linker Zhou et al., 2015 

P4.04-01 pCG-Fnse-d30 Encodes MV FnseΔ30 Funke et al., 2008 

P4.07-02 
pCAGGS-NiV-
Gd34mut4x-L3-
scFvCD8Vh1 

Encodes NiV-GcΔ34 fused to 
the antihuman CD8-specific 
scFv OKT8 humVh1 Bender et al., 2016 

P4.09-01 
pCAGGS-NiV-
FcΔ22  

Encodes NiV FcΔ22 
Bender et al., 2016 

P1.01-01 pCMVΔR8.9  HIV-1 packaging plasmid  Naldini et al., 1996 

P1.07-01 pMD2.G 
Encodes the glycoprotein G of 
VSV  

pMD2.G was a gift from Didier Trono 
(RRID:Addgene_12259) 

P2.01-01 pSEW-GFP 
HIV-1 transfer vector endcoding 
GFP  Demaison et al., 2004 

P2.01-06 
pSEW-
mycCD19.CAR(28z) 

HIV-1 transfer vector encoding 
the CD19-CAR  Oelsner et al., 2017 
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4.1.9 Primers & probes 

Nr. Name Sequence (5’ → 3’) 
4002 ALB for (qPCR) CAC ACT TTC TGA GAA GGA GAG AC 
4003 ALB rev (qPCR) GCT TGA ATT GAC AGT TCT TGC TAT 
2371 AUAP (3' RACE) GGC CAC GCG TCG ACT AGT AC 
1083 CD8hinge for TTT CTG CCC GCC AAG CCT AC 
2359 N1_BD CTG CTT TAA TGC CTT TGT ATC ATG CTA 
2360 N2_BD CCT CAA TCC AGC GGA CCT TCC TT 
2457 N3_BD CGA GAA GCA GGC TGA TTG GTT AAT 
2458 N4_BD GGA ATT AAT TCG AGC TCG GTA CC 
4001 Probe-ALB  [6-FAM]-ACG TGA GGA GTA TTT CAT TAC TGC ATG TGT-[BHQ1] 
5007 Probe-WPRE [Cy5]-CGC CGC CTG CCT TGC CCG CT-[BHQ2] 
4020S WPRE for (qPCR) CAC CAC CTG TCA GCT CCT TT 
1067 WPRE rev GGC ATT AAA GCA GCG TAT CC 
4021S WPRE rev (qPCR) GGA CGA TGA TTT CCC CGA CA 
Human Immune Response Panel Hs Pre-designed primers used in TGA scRNA-seq (BD Biosciences) 
Primer 1 (~N1_BD) Customized from BD Biosciences 
Primer 2 (~N2_BD) Customized from BD Biosciences 
Primer 3 (~N3_BD) Customized from BD Biosciences 
Primer 4 (~N4_BD) Customized from BD Biosciences 

4.1.10 Electronic devices 

Name Supplier 
BBD 6220 CO2 Incubator Thermo Fisher Scientific  
BD Rhapsody™ Express BD Biosciences 
BD Rhapsody™ Scanner BD Biosciences 
Biometra WT12  Biometra  
BrandTech™ accu-jet™ Brand  
Centrifuge Multifuge™ X3  Thermo Fisher Scientific  
CoolNat ice machine Ziegra 
Electronic Multipette pipettes Eppendorf 
Electronic scales Sartorius 
Freezer (-20°C, -80°C)  Liebherr, Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Fridge Liebherr 
Gel documentation imager  Intas  
Heraeus Biofuge Pico™, Fresco™ Thermo Fisher Scientific  
Innova 4200 Incubator-Shaker New Brunswick 
IVIS® Imaging System  Perkin Elmer  
LSRFortessa™  BD Biosciences  
LUNA-FL™ automated fluorescence cell counter Logos biosystems 
MACSQuant® Analyzer 10  Miltenyi Biotec  
MicroChemi DNR Bio Imaging systems 
Microscopes Carl Zeiss, Echo 
Microwave  Sharp  
Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra vertical electrophoresis cell Bio-Rad  
Multichannel pipets  Thermo Fisher Scientific  
NanoDrop™ 2000 Thermo Fisher Scientific  
NanoSight™ NS300  Malvern Panalytical 
Nitrogen tank Chronos, Apollo  Messer  
PowerPac™ Basic Power Supply Bio-Rad 
Sonorex Digiplus DL Bandelin 
Thermocycler Biozym, Bio-Rad 
Thermomixer Comfort  Eppendorf  
Trans-Blot® SD Semi-Dry Transfer Cell Bio-Rad  
Vaculab PL MMM Group 
Vacusafe™ Integra  
Vortex Genie® 2  Scientific Industries  
xCelligence® RTCA DP analyzer  Agilent 
XGI-8 Gas Anesthesia system  Perkin Elmer  
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4.1.11 Software 

Name Version Supplier 
BD Rhapsody™ Scanner-Analysis 1.3.0.13 BD Biosciences  
FACSDiva™ 8.0 BD Biosciences  
FastQC  0.11.9 Babraham Bioinformatics 
FCS Express  6.06 De Novo Software  
FlowJo™ 10.7.1 FlowJo LLC  
GraphPad Prism  9.2 GraphPad Software  
Intas GelDoc  - Intas  
Integrative Genomics Viewer 2.15.1 Robinson et al., 2011 
LightCycler® Software  1.5.1 Roche  
Microsoft Office 2016 Microsoft  
Microsoft Windows Operating System 10 Microsoft  
NTA  3.3 Malvern Panalytical  
Perseus  1.6.6 MaxQuant 
PuTTY  0.76 Open source 
R Programming Environment 4.2.1 Open source 
RStudio 2022.11 Open source 
SnapGene  5.3.2 Dotmatics  
WinSCP 5.17.8 Open source 
FiJi 2.9.2020 Open source 
GelCaptureMC  2 DNR Bio Imaging systems 

METHODS 

All the experiments, both in vitro and in vivo, were carried out in designated biosafety level 2 

facilities (S2) with the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). Genetic engineering work 

was conducted and reported according to the laboratory’s project official approval from the 

Hessian State’s authorities (Regierungspräsidium Darmstadt), and genetically modified organisms 

(GMOs) were produced, stored and handled accordingly. 

Work with bacteria cells was carried out in a designated lab, where inoculations and culture 

handling were done in a laminar flow hood. Mammalian cell cultures were handled in sterile 

laminar flow hoods in a separate space from the bacteria lab. Pre-amplification workspace and 

DNA- or RNase-free hoods were used for the preparation of PCR master mixes, isolation of DNA 

or RNA, respectively (look below). Benches and equipment were regularly disinfected with alcohol 

(terralin® - Schülke & Mayr) or detergent (biguacid plus - Antiseptica). 

4.2.1 Molecular biology 

4.2.1.1 DNA restriction 

Restriction endonuclease reactions of plasmid DNA, for editing new plasmid constructs or 

screening the transformed bacteria clones, were performed according to New England BioLabs 

(NEB) instructions in a total final volume of 20 μL. All restriction enzymes were purchased from 

NEB. Plasmid DNA was mixed with the components listed in Table 5. If necessary, a second 

restriction enzyme was added to the mixture. Reactions were incubated for 1 hour at 37℃ and 
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inactivated following electrophoresis of the DNA in an agarose gel (look at 4.2.1.4) or by heating 

at 65℃ for 20 min.  

Table 5: DNA restriction digestion protocol. 

Component Quantity 

Plasmid DNA Up to 1 µg 
Restriction Enzyme 1 0.5 μL / 5 Units 
(Restriction Enzyme 2) (0.5 μL / 5 Units) 
Restriction buffer (10X) 2 μL 
Η2O Up to 20 μL 

4.2.1.2 DNA recombination 

Backbones and inserts with digested free overhangs were previously purified from agarose 

electrophoresis gel (4.2.1.4). To prevent re-ligation of the plasmid backbones without the insert, 

especially when digesting with one restriction enzyme, ends were blunt with the Klenow DNA 

polymerase I (NEB). After purifying the backbone from a gel, the following components listed in 

Table 6 were pipetted. 

Table 6: Blunting digested plasmid DNA backbones protocol. 

Component Quantity 

Backbone DNA 1-5 µg
dNTP mix (1 mM) 1.5 μL
Blunting buffer (10X) 1.5 μL
Klenow enzyme 1 μL / 5 Units
Η2O Up to 30 μL 

The reactions were incubated for 15 min at 20℃ and inactivated by adding 1 μL of 0.5 M EDTA 

and incubated at 75℃ for 20 min. 

For ligating plasmid DNA backbones with new inserts previously cut with the same restriction 

enzymes, the standard T4 DNA ligase (NEB) was used. Vector (50 ng) was mixed with the insert 

in a molar ratio of 1:3, in a final reaction volume of 15 μL. The formula to calculate the required 

mass of the insert is: 

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 (𝑛𝑔) =  
𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑛𝑔) × 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡 (𝑏𝑝)

𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑏𝑝) × 1
3⁄

An example of ligation reaction mix is presented in Table 7. 
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Table 7: DNA ligation reaction protocol. 

Component Quantity 

T4 DNA ligase buffer (10X) 
Vector DNA (4 kb) 
Insert DNA (1 kb) 
T4 DNA ligase 
Η2O 

1.5 μL 
50 ng (0.02 pmol) 

37.5 ng (0.06 pmol) 
0.75 μL / 300 Units 

Up to 15 μL 

Ligation reactions were incubated at either 16℃ overnight or at room temperature for 2 hours, 

following by heat inactivation at 65℃ for 10 min. If bacteria transformation was directly proceeded, 

inactivation was not required (4.2.1.3). 

4.2.1.3 Bacteria transformation 

For bacteria transformation and plasmid cloning, chemically competent Escherichia coli Top10 

bacteria were used. The bacteria, previously aliquoted in 100 μL volume and stored at -80℃, were 

thawed on ice and 10 μL of final ligation reaction was gently added (4.2.1.2). The tube was 

sequentially incubated for 20 min on ice, then 60 seconds at 42℃ and 3 min on ice. A volume of 

900 μL of Luria-Bertani (LB)-S.O.C. (4.1.3) medium was added and the bacteria were incubated 

in a thermomixer for 1 hour at 37℃ and 600 rpm. Finally, 100 μL of the transformation were 

transferred on a LB-ampicillin agar plate (PEI) and placed it in the incubator at 37℃. The clones 

were observed and selected for screening the next day. 

4.2.1.4 Bacteria culture 

Bacteria cells transformed with plasmids bearing ampicillin resistance gene were cultured in 

LB medium supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin (PEI). Accordingly, cloning of bacteria and 

plating was carried out in LB agar plates containing ampicillin (PEI) for the positive selection of 

recombined bacteria clones. 

4.2.1.5 Plasmid isolation 

For screening and identifying the bacteria clones with the correctly ligated plasmids, several 

clones were chosen and each inoculated 2 mL of LB-ampicillin medium. Cultures were incubated 

at 37℃ overnight while shaking at 180 rpm and plasmids were isolated via silica membrane with 

the GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Plasmids were then eluted in 30 μL of H2O, restriction digestion reaction was 

conducted with the suitable enzymes, and agarose gel electrophoresis was performed to identify 

the clones transformed with the desirable newly ligated plasmid. 

To produce and isolate larger amount of a particular plasmid for transfecting mammalian cells, 

200 mL of LB-ampicillin medium was inoculated with the relative clone. After overnight incubation 
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at 37℃, shaking at 180 rpm, bacteria culture was pelleted down by centrifuging at 4,600 rpm for 

15 min. Cell lysis and plasmid isolation was performed with the Nucleobond Xtra midi kit 

(Macherey-Nagel) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA pellet was reconstituted in 500 

μL TE buffer, the concentration was determined by NanoDrop™ 2000 spectrophotometer, 

adjusted to 1 μg/μL and stored at -20℃ for further use. 

To validate that no amplification errors were introduced to new inserts, plasmid DNA was 

sequenced as mentioned in 4.2.1.14. 

4.2.1.6 Agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA extraction 

Digested plasmid DNA or PCR products were analyzed by running into agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Agarose powder (Biozym) was dissolved in 1X TAE buffer (PEI) to cast 1% (𝑤 𝑣⁄ )

gel. When the agarose was completely dissolved, the solution was cooled down and poured on a 

casting tray, while a comb was placed on top. Following solidification, comb was removed and 

gels were submerged into a chamber filled with 1X TAE buffer. A 2-log ladder spiked with 0.5 μL 

Midori green (Nippon Genetics) and samples mixed 5:1 with purple DNA loading dye (NEB) 

containing 25% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  Midori green were loaded into lanes. Gels were run at 120 V for 1 hour and

separated bands were visualized on a gel doc UV trans-illuminator chamber with an adjacent 

camera. 

Bands with the desirable size of digested vector or PCR amplicon were cut, DNA content was 

purified by the GeneJET gel extraction kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions and eluted in 30 μL of H2O. DNA concentration was quantified by 

NanoDrop. 

4.2.1.7 Polymerase chain reaction 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed to amplify cDNA or DNA parts with primers 

that are listed above (0). Vent moderate-fidelity polymerase (NEB) was used for routine 

amplification analyses of shorter DNA regions, while high-fidelity Q5 polymerase (NEB) was used 

to minimize amplification errors introduced in longer DNA amplicons. The Table 8 shows the 

pipetting volumes for one reaction mix up to 50 μL prepared for each individual polymerase in a 

designated, template-free, pre-amplification workspace. Final concentration of primers for both 

master mixes were set at 500 nM, dNTPs at 0.2 mM and DMSO at 3% (𝑣 𝑣⁄ ). GC enhancer buffer

was used only for Q5 polymerase. Reaction volumes were often downsized to 15 μL. 
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Table 8: PCR reactions protocols. 

Component Vent Q5 

Template 1 pg – 10 ng 1 pg – 10 ng 
Primer forward [10 μM] 2.5 μL 2.5 μL 
Primer reverse [10 μM] 2.5 μL 2.5 μL 
dNTPs [10 mM] 1 μL 1 μL 
10X ThermoPol buffer / 5X Q5 Reaction Buffer 5 μL 10 μL 
DMSO 1.5 μL 1.5 μL 
GC enhancer buffer - 0.5 μL 
Η2O Up to 50 μL Up to 50 μL 

PCRs were run for 25-30 cycles, with the thermocycler’s settings indicated in Table 9. Optimal 

annealing temperatures were calculated for each pair of primers with the NEB’s online tool. 

Table 9: Thermocycler PCR settings. 

Program 
Vent Q5 

Cycles 
Temperature Time Temperature Time 

Hot-start  95℃ 3 min 98℃ 30 sec 

Denaturation 95℃ 30 sec 98℃ 10 sec ┐ 

Annealing 55-65℃ 30 sec 55-65℃ 30 sec │x25-30 

Extension 72℃ 60 sec / 1 kb 72℃ 30 sec / 1 kb ┘ 

Last extension 72℃ 5 min 72℃ 2 min 

Cooling 4℃ ∞ 4℃ ∞ 

After finishing the PCR, products were either run in agarose gel or stored at -20℃ for later use. 

4.2.1.8 Genomic DNA isolation 

For quantifying the vector copies integration in transduced cells derived from in vitro and in vivo 

experiments, genomic DNA was extracted from at least 2 × 105 cells with the DNeasy blood and 

tissue mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. DNA bound on columns was 

eluted in 100 μL of plasmid- and nuclease-free H2O (Sigma-Aldrich). 

4.2.1.9 Purification with DNase I 

Samples from in vitro experiments were previously purified with DNase I (Invitrogen) to 

eliminate any residual plasmid. Plasmid purification was either performed on LV stocks before 

inoculations or on cell suspensions before DNA extraction, following deactivation with EDTA 

and/or washes to remove DNase I. A comprehensive protocol is shown in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Residual plasmid DNA digestion in LV stocks or cell suspension. 

Component LV Cell suspension 

Sample 10-15 μL 85 μL (in PBS) 
10X buffer 2 μL 10 μL 
DNase I [0.5 U/μL] 3 μL 3 μL 
PBS Up to 20 μL Up to 100 μL 

Incubate at 37℃ for 30 min 

EDTA [50mM] 2 μL 10 μL 

4.2.1.10 Bulk RNA isolation and on column purification 

For isolating CAR mRNA from transduced cells, total cellular RNA was extracted with the 

RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen), while LV gRNA was isolated with the QIAmp viral RNA extraction kit 

(Qiagen) out of 15-20 μL of concentrated stock, according to the manufacturer’s protocols and 

under RNase-free consumables and environment. Isolates were eluted in 30 μL of RNase-free 

H2O and purified with RNase-free DNase I (Qiagen) to eliminate any residual plasmids (Table 11). 

Table 11: Residual plasmid DNA purification in RNA extracts. 

Component Quantity 

RNA 20-30 μL
10X RDD buffer 10 μL
RNase-free DNase I [2.7 KU/μL] 2.5 μL
RNase-free H2O Up to 100 μL 

Reaction was incubated for 10 min at room temperature, mixed with 350 μL of RLT buffer from 

the QIAmp RNeasy kit, spun into a QIAmp RNeasy silica column and washed sequentially with 

500 μL of RPE and 80% Ethanol. Finally, purified RNA isolates were eluted with 30 μL of RNase-

free H2O. 

RNA was aliquoted and stored at -80℃ or processed directly for reverse transcription and cDNA 

amplification analysis (4.2.1.12). 

4.2.1.11 Quantitative PCR and vector copy number 

The measurement of vector copy number (VNC) integration was carried out by TaqMan-based 

quantitative PCR (qPCR) on genomic DNA (4.2.1.8). LightCycler® 480 Probes Master (Roche), 

primers and TaqMan probes (Eurogentec) were mixed with the template as shown in Table 12. 

Reactions were normalized to a maximum of 100 ng of genomic DNA per input, whenever it was 

applicable. For the quantification of the transfer gene integration, primers and a probe recognizing 

the woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) close to the 3’-end 

of the transgene cassette were used together in one reaction with oligo binders for human albumin 
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gene (hALB) as reference gene (0). Plasmid with known copies and concentration, bearing both 

the targets, was used for the standard curve (pSEW qPCR Standard Albumin WPRE). The qPCR 

was performed with LightCycler480®, in qPCR white plates (Biozym), in technical duplicates, and 

results were analyzed with its software (Roche). Finally, the VCN was calculated from the formula: 

𝑊𝑃𝑅𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑠/(ℎ𝐴𝐿𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑠 ÷ 2). The amplification efficiency of each primer set ranged within 90-

110%. For standardization purposes, protocol was optimized by Vanessa Riechert (former PEI) 

and qPCR runs were kindly performed by experienced technical staff (Manuela Gallet, PEI). 

Table 12: qPCR protocol. 

Component Quantity 

DNA Up to 100 ng 
LightCycler® Probes Master 1X 
WPRE for 200 nM 
WPRE rev 200 nM 
WPRE probe (Cy5) 200 nM 
ALB for 200 nM 
ALB rev 200 nM 
ALB probe (6-FAM) 200 nM 
H2O Up to 25 μL 

4.2.1.12 Reverse transcription 

SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used for the cDNA 

synthesis according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A comprehensive protocol is shown in 

Table 13. 

Table 13: Superscript III reverse transcription protocol. 

Component Quantity 

RNA 1 ng – 5μg 
Oligo(dT) [10 pmol] 1 μL 
dNTP [2 mM] 1 μL 
RNase-free H2O Up to 13 μL 

Heat at 65℃ for 5 min and chill on ice 

5X first-strand buffer 4 μL 
DTT [0.1 M] 1 μL 
RNaseOUT [40 U/μL] 1 μL 
SuperScript III 1 μL 

Incubate at 50℃ for 30-60 min 

Inactivate at 70℃ for 15 min 

Removal of complementary RNA with RNase H treatment was optional. Synthesized product 

was aliquoted and stored at -20℃ or at -80℃ for longer preservation, and 1-5 μL was used for 

PCR reactions. 
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4.2.1.13 In silico poly-A site prediction and rapid amplification of cDNA end (3’RACE) 

For the prediction of the poly-A signal site in CAR mRNA or viral gRNA, the online in silico tool 

DNAFSMiner was used (H. Liu et al., 2005). 

For a more accurate detection of the exact starting point of the poly-A tail, the 3’RACE kit 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was utilized, which amplifies the 3’-end of the expressed genes. The 

principle of method relies on inserting an adaptor sequence by the end of the poly-A tail during 

reverse transcription, which then can be primed by an oligo in a PCR reaction, while using a 

forward gene specific primer. The method is displayed in summary in Figure 48. After running 

agarose gel electrophoresis and extracting the correct bands, the amplicons were sequenced and 

the poly-A starting site was determined (4.2.1.14). The same gene specific primer was provided 

to the sequencing company (GATC – Eurofins Genomics). 

Figure 48: Principle of 3’RACE method for the amplification of gene’s 3’-end region. 
Adaptor sequence is introduced to the complement part of the mRNA’s 3’-end during reverse 
transcription. An adaptor primer (AP) can be used paired with a gene specific primer (GSP) to 
amplify this region.  

4.2.1.14 DNA sequencing 

Sequencing of amplified PCR products or plasmid DNA was performed by GATC services 

(Eurofins Genomics). Templates mixed with one primer were prepared according to the guidelines. 

Results were aligned and evaluated in SnapGene software v5 (Dotmatics). 

4.2.2 Cell biology & viral vectors 

4.2.2.1 Counting, cryopreservation and thawing of cells 

Cell suspensions were counted either on a Neubauer chamber stained with 0.2% trypan blue 

solution (Sigma-Aldrich) or with LUNA-FL™ automated fluorescence cell counter (Logos 

biosystems), while stained with acridine orange and propidium iodine staining solution (Logos 

biosystem). For the former, diluted cells with staining solution were counted in all of the 4 bigger 

squares and concentration was calculated with the formula: 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠/𝑚𝐿 = (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟/4) ×

𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 × 104. For the latter, 18 μL of cells were mixed with 2 μL of staining solution, 
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directly loaded in cell counting slides and measured with the device, specifying the approximate 

size of the counting cells and the dilution factor (DF=1.1). 

For cryopreservation in the aerial phase of N2, cells were re-suspended in freezing medium 

(90% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  FBS, 10% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  DMSO), in concentration that was determined based on the desired

amount of cells needed to be preserved per vial, ranging from 2 × 106 to 1.5 × 107. From the cell 

suspension, 1 mL was transferred per cryovial (Greiner Bio-One), which then was placed to Mr. 

Frosty™ container (Thermo Fisher Scientific), immersed in absolute isopropanol (PEI) and stored 

overnight at -80℃. The next day, vials were transferred into the N2 tank.  

For thawing cryopreserved cells, cryovials were warmed up at 37℃ in a water bath and content 

was washed twice with warm medium, spun at 300×g, re-suspended and further cultivated. 

4.2.2.2 Cell cultures 

Adherent HEK Lenti-X™ 293T cells were cultured in complete DMEM medium (Biowest) (10% 

𝑣
𝑣⁄  FBS, 2mM L-glutamine), while suspension MOLT4.8, A301, NALM6, NALM6-luc and Raji cell

lines were cultivated in complete RPMI 1640 medium (Biowest) (10% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  FBS, 2mM L-glutamine).

Cells were cultured in designated cell culture incubators at 37℃, 5% CO2 and 90-95% of relative 

humidity. Detailed content of mediums is described in Materials (4.1.4). For in vivo studies, the 

modified HEK-293T β2M-/-CD47high cells were utilized during LV production.  

For the detachment of adherent cells, cells were washed once with PBS and 0.25% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  trypsin

with 2 mM EDTA (PEI) was added on top of them. After 1-2 min incubation at room temperature, 

flask was gently patted on the side to unstuck the cells, up to 10 mL complete DMEM was added 

to neutralize the trypsin and cells were re-suspended. 

Cell lines were typically passaged in every 3-4 days. Confluent flask of adherent cells was split 

in 1:10, while suspension cell lines in 1:5. 

4.2.2.3 Production, harvesting and concentration of lentiviral vectors 

For production of 2nd generation LVs, HEK Lenti-X™ 293T or modified β2M knock-out CD47high 

HEK-293T (Milani et al., 2019) cells were seeded in 2 × 107 cells per T175 flask. Cells were co-

transfected with plasmids encoding proteins for the envelope (G or H and/or F) and packaging 

(gag, pol, rev, tat), and transcribing the viral gRNA containing the transfer gene cassette, 

expressing either a 2nd generation CD19-CAR or GFP. Plasmids used for transfection were either 

produced in-house and isolated with the midi prep kit mentioned above or purchased from 

PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG (4.1.8). For conventional LV production, 200 ng/cm2 of DNA was 

transfected into the cells bound to 0.8 μL/cm2 of the cationic polymer polyethylenimine. DNA and 

polyethylenimine were mixed in a FBS-free medium and then transferred into flasks while 
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equilibrating the FBS in the culture at 10% 𝑣 𝑣⁄ . For vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)-LV, a plasmid

transcribing the transfer gene (pSEW-mycCD19.CAR(28z)) was co-transfected together with a 

plasmid encoding the envelope’s VSV-G glycoprotein (pMD2.G) and one for the packaging 

proteins (pCMV-dR8.91). For CD8 or CD4 receptor-targeted LVs, the same plasmids for the 

transfer gene or packaging proteins were used, but the envelopes were pseudotyped with either 

Nipah virus’ truncated F protein (pCAGGS-NiV-Fd22), where the attachment was facilitated by the 

mutated G glycoprotein conjugated with a CD8A targeting scFv (pCAGGS-NiV-Gd34mut4x-L3-

scFvCD8Vh1), or with Measles virus’ truncated F protein (pCG-Fnse-d30) and mutated H 

glycoprotein conjugated with CD4 targeting DARPin (pHnse-DARPin.CD4.29.2), respectively. In 

addition, for the first mouse study, CD8-LV expressing GFP instead of CD19-CAR was generated. 

More detailed DNA amounts and molar ratios for each LV are shown in Table 14. 

Table 14: Transfection protocol for LV production. 

Transfer gene G or H F Packaging 

CD19-CAR 
VSV-LV 

Plasmid # P2.01-06 P1.07-01 P1.01-01 

ng/cm2 100 35 ─ 65 

Molar 
ratio 

20 13 12 

CD19-CAR 
CD8-LV 

Plasmid # P2.01-06 P4.07-02 P4.09-01 P1.01-01 

ng/cm2 86.69 5.13 25.64 82.54 

Molar 
ratio 

20 2 10 17 

GFP CD8-LV 

Plasmid # P2.01-01 P4.07-02 P4.09-01 P1.01-01 

ng/cm2 86.69 5.13 25.64 82.54 

Molar 
ratio 

23 2 10 17 

CD19-CAR 
CD4-LV 

Plasmid # P2.01-06 P4.01-04 P4.04-01 P1.01-01 

ng/cm2 86.69 7.69 23.08 82.54 

Molar 
ratio 

20 3 9 17 

After 6-18 hours of transfection, medium was exchanged and 48 hours post-transfection the 

supernatant was harvested, filtered through a 0.45 μm filter (Sartorius or Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

centrifuged at 4500×g, at 4℃ for 24 hours, on a 20% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  sucrose cushion (Sigma-Aldrich) (in

PBS), and the LV pellet was re-suspended in 60 μL/flask PBS (Lonza) by gently shaking for 1 

hour at 4℃, following pipetting at least 60 times, aliquoted in protein LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) 

and stored at -80℃ until further use. 

For the in vivo mouse experiments, big batches of LVs were kindly produced by experienced 

technical staff (Gundula Braun). 
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4.2.2.4 Lentiviral vector titration and particle number 

VSV-LV and CD8-LV stocks were titrated on MOLT4.8 cells, performing 1:5 serial dilutions of 

the highest 2.5 μL dose per 104 suspension cells, while CD4-LV stocks were titrated on A301 

cells. Transduction efficiency was analyzed in flow cytometry and the titer, indicated as 

transduction units per mL (TU/mL), was measured on the linear range of the transduction – dilution 

curve. The number of transduction units per cell in a culture was referred as multiplicity of infection 

(MOI). Bystander cells that did not come across with a LV were mentioned as untransduced or 

control cells. 

Particle size and concentration from LV stocks were measured by nanoparticle tracking 

analysis (NTA) based on Brownian motion with the NanoSight™ NS300 device (Malvern 

Panalytical). Stocks were diluted at least in 1:3000 with 0.2 μm filtered (Sartorius) PBS, loaded 

into the flow chamber and measured for 60 sec at 25℃ with a customized program in NTA3.3 

software (Malvern Panalytical). 

4.2.2.5 Isolation and culture of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

For peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) isolation, blood from units collected at the 

German Red Cross donation (DRK-Blutspendedienst Baden-Württemberg-Hessen, Frankfurt) 

was mixed 1:1 with PBS and carefully overlaid on Pancoll (PAN-Biotech, Aidenbach, Germany) in 

a ratio of approximately 3:1. Buffy coat, resulted from the centrifugation at 700×g for 30 min at 

room temperature without decelerating break, was isolated, washed 2-3 times (300×g) with PBS, 

while also spun at 200×g for platelet removal, and, finally, cells were counted and cryopreserved 

in defined number (1.5 × 107 or 2 × 106, 1 mL per cryovial) (4.2.2.1). 

4.2.2.6 Activation and transduction of human PBMC 

For transduction of PBMC, pre-activation of T cells was required. For this purpose, PBMC 

were thawed and cultured for 3 days in well plates (1.5 × 107 cells in 6-well plate or 2 × 106 in 24-

well plate), pre-coated overnight with anti-CD3 (1 μg/mL, clone OKT3) and blocked with 2% 𝑤 𝑣⁄

albumin (in PBS), in presence of soluble anti-CD28 (3 μg/mL, clone 15E8), IL-7 (25 IU/mL) and 

IL-15 (50 IU/mL) (all antibodies and cytokines from Miltenyi Biotec), in T cell medium (RPMI 1640, 

10% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 25 mM N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-2-ethanesulfonic acid

(HEPES), 0.4% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  penicillin-streptomycin) or in 4Cell® Nutri-T medium (Sartorius) with 0.4%

penicillin-streptomycin (PEI). 

The CAR gene transfer via LVs was performed in pre-activated PBMC, in presence of 

cytokines, while in absence of stimulating antibodies. Cells were seeded in 96-well plates in 

density of 8 × 104 cells per well and inoculated with different doses of concentrated or pre-

diluted 
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LV, typically varying from 0.01 μL to 0.5 μL for VSV-LV and 0.5 μL to 4 μL for the CD8 or CD4 

receptor-targeted LVs. Wells were topped up with medium up to 100 μL and cells were then spun 

(common terms: spinoculation or spinfection) in a pre-heated centrifuge at 850×g for 90 min. In 

order to increase transduction rates for in vitro experiments, vectofusin-1 (Miltenyi Biotec) was 

used as a transduction enhancer, particularly for receptor-targeted LVs, according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. In this thesis, several compounds were tested as potential enhancers, 

such as rapamycin (working concentration: 30 μM and titrations), cyclosporine A (10 μΜ) and anti-

IFNα (clone LT27:295, 1 μg/mL), which were added during spinoculation and either immediately 

removed (likewise vectofusin-1) by refreshing the medium or cell were further incubated in 

presence of them until the analysis. After spinoculation, cells were topped up with medium with or 

without the mentioned compounds, reaching 200 μL per well. Cells were cultivated the minimum 

for 3 days before the flow cytometry analysis and any further use. 

4.2.2.7 Flow cytometry 

Analysis of transgene expression and other phenotypic markers of T cells was primarily carried 

out by flow cytometry. Single cell suspension was acquired from cultured samples and 0.1-2 × 105 

cells were processed for staining. Cells were re-suspended in 100 μL of cold washing/staining 

buffer (PBS, 2% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  FBS, 0.1% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  NaN3) and incubated with the fixable viability dye eFluor™

780 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 1:1000 dilution and the appropriated dilution of fluorescently 

labelled antibodies (listed in 4.1.7) for 30 min at 4℃. Cells were washed twice and fixated 1:1 with 

a cold fixation buffer (1% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  formaldehyde) to a final volume of 200 μL. Samples derived from

mice were treated with murine and human FcR blockers (Miltenyi Biotec) for 20 min at 4℃ prior 

staining. Stained cells were run either in MACSQuant® Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotec) or in BD 

LSRFortessa™ (BD Biosciences) and results were analyzed and visualized with FCS Express v6 

(De Novo Software) or FlowJo™ v10 (FlowJo LCC), respectively. 

4.2.2.8 Proliferation assay 

To assess the proliferation of T cells, 3-day pre-activated PBMC were pre-labeled with the 

CellTrace™ violet proliferation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s 

guidelines, before proceeding with the LV inoculation. Proliferation of the cells was assessed by 

flow cytometry as reduction of the violet intracellular stain. CAR T cells generated by different LVs 

were either stimulated with target Raji cells or simply kept in culture for a short period of time, 

while assessed in between those days. 
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4.2.2.9 Tumor and CAR T cell co-culture assay 

To evaluate CAR T cell cytotoxic potency against tumor cells, transduced cells expressing the 

CD19-CAR were co-cultured with CD19 expressing tumor cell line, Raji or NALM6, which were 

optionally pre-labeled with cell trace violet (as mentioned in 4.2.2.8), 10 Gy irradiated or not, in 

different ratios. As effector to target cell (E:T) ratio of 1:1 was referred to a cell density of 104 cells 

for both, seeded in 96-well plate. For typical co-culture experiments, total T cell number of different 

conditions was normalized with untransduced cells. Background killing was evaluated by co-

culturing untransduced with tumor cells. All the cultures were performed in plain TCM or Nutri-T 

medium, without supplementing any cytokine. 

4.2.2.10 Real-time cytotoxicity assessment 

Real-time cytotoxicity assessment was carried out with the xCelligence® RTCA DP analyzer 

(Agilent), which monitors the proliferation of tethered cells on microelectrode-coated plates by 

electron flow impedance (converted into a readout called cell index). To tether target suspension 

cells, E-plates 16 (Agilent) were pre-coated overnight at 4℃ with 10 ng/μL anti-CD40 (Miltenyi 

Biotec) in PBS. Wells were then washed twice with PBS and 50 μL of complete RPMI or TCM was 

added to the wells. Plates were equilibrated for 30 min at 37℃ and background noise was 

measured. Next, 100 μL of 104 wild-type Raji cells were seeded per well and incubated for 30 min 

at room temperature before placing the plates on the device, while immediate warming could push 

the cells to the well’s perimeter by convection. Attachment and proliferation of target cells were 

then monitored for 24 hours and 3-day generated CAR T cells were seeded on top in declining 

E:T ratios. Appropriate controls were prepared and unused well were covered by the same TCM 

medium without cytokines. The cytotoxicity was measured as drop in cell index every 15 min for 

24 hours, as tethered tumor cells were detached upon killing. 

4.2.3 Protein biochemistry 

4.2.3.1 SDS-PAGE 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was carried out to 

separate proteins and peptides from cellular lysates based on their molecular masses (Daltons - 

Da). For this purpose, cell pellets were washed at least twice with PBS to remove FBS and re-

suspended in RIPA buffer with protease inhibitors (4.1.3) in concentration of 8 × 103 cells/μL. Cell 

were lysed by incubating for 10 min on ice. Lysates were centrifuged at 16000×g, at 4℃, for 15 

min, supernatants were mixed 3:1 with 4X SDS loading buffer (4.1.3) and baked at 95℃ for 10 

min. Gels were placed into Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra vertical electrophoresis cell (Bio-Rad) with 1X 

SDS running buffer (4.1.3) and pre-run at 100V for 5 min before loading the samples. Lysate from 
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approximately 2 × 105 cells was loaded per lane into SDS-PAGE gels of 6% stacking gel (top 

layer) and 12% resolving gel (bottom layer), casted with the Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell stand 

(Bio-Rad). PageRuler™ plus pre-stained protein ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was loaded in 

the first lane. The Table 15 shows the recipe of the SDS-PAGE gel. 

Table 15: SDS-PAGE gel casting ingredients. 

Component 
Quantity 

6% stacking gel 12% resolving gel 

30% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  Acrylamide 1.8 mL 9 mL 

dH2O 6 mL 2 mL 
1M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) ─ 6.8 mL 
1M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 1.1 mL ─ 
10% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  SDS 90 μL 180 μL 

20% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  APS 45 μL 90 μL 

TEMED 9 μL 18 μL 

After loading the samples, gels were run at 80V until the bands passed the stacking gel, then 

voltage was increased at 120V for approximately 1 hour. 

4.2.3.2 Western blot 

Dedicated protocol and kind assistance were provided by Samuel Arthur Theuerkauf (PEI). For 

detection and relative quantification of proteins from crude cellular extracts, proteins from SDS-

PAGE were semi-dry blotted to nitrocellulose membrane. In detail, resolving gels from SDS-PAGE 

runs were removed, soaked for 5 min into cathode buffer (4.1.3) and placed on top of a wet 

nitrocellulose membrane (with cathode buffer), between 12 wet Whatman papers, 6 on top with 

cathode buffer, first 4 at the bottom with anode buffer I and last 2 with anode buffer II (4.1.3) 

(Figure 49). Proteins were transferred with a stable current set at 0.14 mA for 1 hour. 

Figure 49: Sandwich assembly of semi-dry protein transfer to nitrocellulose membrane. 

Blotted nitrocellulose membranes were horizontally cut, separating the protein of interest (IFITM1 

or IFITM2/3: 15kDa) from the reference protein (GAPDH: 47kDa), blocked with 10% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  horse

serum in TBS-T buffer (4.1.3) at room temperature for 1 hour. Membranes were incubated 

overnight at 4℃ with primary antibodies, diluted 1:1000 to TBS-T buffer (4.1.3) with 5% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  horse
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serum. Detection of IFITM1 was done with Anti-IFITM1 (Abcam, clone EPR22620-12), IFITM2 

and/or 3 with anti-fragilis (Abcam, clone EPR5242) and GAPDH with anti-GAPDH conjugated with 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Abcam). After washing the excess of primary antibody with TBS-

T buffer, secondary anti-rabbit-HRP (Agilent Dako) antibody diluted 1:2000 in TBS-T (5% 𝑣 𝑣⁄

horse serum) was incubated on the membrane at room temperature for 4 hours. Membranes were 

finally washed, chemiluminescence reaction was performed by Pierce™ ECL Western blotting 

substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific), visualization was done by MicroChemi device with the 

GelCaptureMC v2 software (DNR Bio Imaging systems) and quantification of protein expression 

was performed by densitometry with FiJi v2 (former ImageJ). Area and density of the bands were 

calculated and percentages were estimated. Fold change difference of a protein expression upon 

treatment with rapamycin or 500 IU/mL IFNα was calculated by the formula: 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

% 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑀×% 𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐷𝐻

% 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐷𝐻×% 𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙𝐼𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑀
. 

4.2.3.3 Liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry (LC-MS) 

In order to identify which other proteins are up- or down-regulated upon rapamycin treatment, 

LC-MS was performed in samples derived from 6 donors. After activation of PBMC, 

approximately 1.5 × 107 cells were divided into three equal parts, spun down and re-suspended 

in TCM with cytokines or medium supplemented either with 30 μM rapamycin (Hölzel Diagnostika) 

or with the vehicle 0.5% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  DMSO. Cells were incubated for 90 min at 37℃, washed 3 times with

cold PBS, re-suspended in 200 μL RIPA buffer with protease inhibitors, sonicated for 5 min at 

100% power in a cold ultrasonic bath sonicator (Sonorex DL, Bandelin) and centrifuged at 

16000×g. Supernatant was collected in LoBind protein tubes and delivered to the National Institute 

for Bioprocessing Research and Training (NIBRT) in Dublin, Ireland. Protein trypsinization and 

LC-MS runs were performed by skilled scientific and technical group. Differential protein 

expression with FDR calculated by Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was performed with the 

Perseus software (v1.6.6, MaxQuant). As significantly up- or down-modulated proteins were 

accounted the ones with changes of |𝑙𝑜𝑔2FC| > 0.2 and FDR < 0.05. Results were plotted in 

volcano plots constructed by the ggplot2 package in R (v4.2.1). 

4.2.4 Experimental mouse studies 

Animal experiments were carried out according to the German animal protection law and 

European Union guidelines for humane animal handling. Four- to five- week old female NSG 

(NOD.Cg.PrkdcscidIL2rgtmWjl/SzJ) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (local distributor: 

Charles River Germany GmbH) and housed in groups of 2-4 in individually ventilated cages, where 

food pellet and water were offered ad libitum. After 7-day acclimatization period, weight, posture 
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and health status were monitored at least twice per week. Animals were handled under laminar 

flow hoods in a designated animal facility. The design of the animal studies was a collaborative 

effort with Naphang Ho, Angela Braun and Frederic Thalheimer (all from PEI). Protocols were 

provided or adjusted from Naphang Ho (PEI), Angela Braun (PEI), Dr. Shiwani Agarwal and Dr. 

Laura Kapitza (both former PEI). 

4.2.4.1 Humanization of mice 

In order to humanize the immune system of the mice with human T cells, donor’s PBMC were 

thawed and pre-activated in Nutri-T medium as previously mentioned (4.2.2.6). Cells were then 

washed with PBS, counted and re-suspended in warm PBS in concentration of 108 cells/mL. 

Thus, upon intravenous (i.v.) injection of 100 μL in the tail vein of the mice, every mouse had been 

transplanted with 107 human PBMC, one day prior injection of the drug and the LV. All injections 

were performed with 0.5 mL insulin syringes with fixed 29-gauge needle (BD Biosciences). 

4.2.4.2 Drug formula 

For evaluating whether rapamycin could be used as an in vivo enhancer of gene transfer via 

CD8-LV, two concentrations of 0.75 and 2 mg/mL rapamycin were formulated according to the 

recipe suggested by Selleck Chemicals. Calculations were made in order a 25 g mouse injected 

with 100 μL of the drug formula would receive a dose of either 3 mg/kg or 8 mg/kg, respectively, 

for the low and high concentration. Based on that, 100 mg/mL stock concentration of rapamycin 

prepared in DMSO (AppliChem GmbH) was diluted in 30% 𝑤 𝑣⁄  PEG300 (Sigma-Aldrich), 5% 𝑣 𝑣⁄

Tween™ 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) and cell culture grade H2O (Sigma-Aldrich), bringing the DMSO 

content to 2% 𝑣 𝑣⁄ . Vehicle lacking the drug was also prepared to be used as control. Both

rapamycin drug concentrations and vehicle were tested for endotoxins with kinetic turbidimetric 

plate assay (Associates of Cape Cod Inc.) with experienced technical staff (Björn Becker, PEI), 

detecting less than 0.1 EU/mL. The drug formula or the vehicle was administered via 

intraperitoneal (i.p.) route 1 hour prior LV injection. 

4.2.4.3 LV injection 

CD8-LVs transferring GFP or CD19-CAR were thawed on ice until the administration of the 

drug into mice (4.2.4.2) and warmed up by holding them in hands shortly before the injection. Mice 

were restrained and the LVs were injected at 200 μL of dose per mouse through the tail vein (i.v.). 

Due to the experimental repetition of the GFP transfer, vectors were normalized on particle 

number per dose. The Table 16 shows the particle number dose and transduction units that each 

mouse received during the studies. 
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Table 16: Particles and transduction units (TUs) of each CD8-LV administered per mouse. 

Vector Particles TUs 

GFP CD8-LV (1st) 3.16×1011 0.79×107 

GFP CD8-LV (2nd) 3.16×1011 1.49×107 

CD19-CAR CD8-LV 1.83×1011 4.69×105 

4.2.4.4 Tumor engraftment and in vivo cell imaging 

For the tumor model study of in vivo generation of CD19-CAR T cells, 5 × 106 NALM6-luc-

eBFP cells, stably expressing firefly luciferase and enhanced blue fluorescent protein (eBFP), 

were i.v. injected into the tail vein of the mice, 6 days prior LV injection. Cells were washed and 

re-suspended in warm PBS, calculating each mouse to receive 100 μL of cell suspension. Tumor 

burden was assessed maximum 2x times per week via bioluminescence in vivo imaging, where 

150 mg/kg D-luciferin (in PBS – Perkin Elmer) were injected intraperitoneally. After 10 min, mice 

were placed in IVIS® imaging system (Perkin Elmer) under anesthesia with 2-3% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  isoflurane

CP (CP-Pharma) in medical air (21% 𝑣 𝑣⁄  O2). Images were captured from mice positioned on their

ventral or dorsal sides, with the exposure set at 1 sec or at 30 sec, electron bin at 4 or 8, and 

visualization done with bin 4 in two scales of photon radiance, 1.3 × 104 − 5 × 106 p/sec/cm2/sr 

for early time points or 1.5 × 106 − 5 × 107 p/sec/cm2/sr for later time points. Two days before LV 

injection, mice were imaged and randomized to equilibrate tumor flux along the groups. 

4.2.4.5 Blood sampling and erythrocyte lysis 

Peripheral blood was collected from anesthetized mice via retro-orbital sinus bleeding with 

sterile Pasteur glass pipettes (VWR). For intermediate bleeding during the tumor model study, 

weekly collection of 30-60 μL of blood was performed after LV injection, while for terminal bleeding, 

maximum blood volume was withdrawn right before euthanization via cervical dislocation. Blood 

was directly transferred and inverted 2x times into heparin coated BD Microtainer® tubes (BD 

Biosciences), washed once with PBS, and erythrocytes were lysed with 1X BD Pharm Lyse™ 

buffer (diluted in H2O) for 15 min at room temperature. Nucleated cells were washed twice with 

PBS and FcRs were blocked followed by stain with antibodies for flow cytometry analysis (4.2.2.7). 

Cells were counted from samples of final bleeding, but usually the majority of the samples used 

for flow cytometry analysis (~2 × 105 cells). 

4.2.4.6 Splenocyte harvesting and DNA isolation 

Mouse necropsies were performed to isolate spleens and hind leg bones. Thus, spleens were 

excised, immersed into cold RPMI 1640 medium without any supplements, and mashed through 

a 70 μm cell strainer (Corning) with the thumb rest of a 5 mL Omnifix® syringe’s plunger (B. 
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Braun). Single cell suspension was washed once with PBS and erythrocytes were lysed as 

mentioned in 4.2.4.5. Finally, cells were counted and 2×105 cells were processed for flow 

cytometry analysis, while 2 × 106 splenocytes were enriched for human T cells with magnetic-

activated cell sorting (MACS) by positive selection via staining with human anti-CD3-FITC 

antibody (Miltenyi Biotec) and isolating with anti-FITC MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec). Cell 

separation was performed with MS columns (Miltenyi Biotec) and 1 μL of the anti-CD3 was enough 

for the positive selection. Excess cells were cryopreserved or used in co-cultures as described in 

4.2.4.8. 

4.2.4.7 Bone marrow cell harvesting 

Hind legs were removed from mouse cadavers and placed into plain RPMI 1640 medium. 

Bones (hip, femur and tibia) were separated, skeletal muscles were removed with scalpel and 

forceps, and both the ends were cut open. Bones from one leg were placed in one sterile bottom-

pierced 0.5 mL tube inside another 1.5 mL tube containing 50 μL plain RPMI 1640. Bones were 

centrifuged at 4600×g for 3 min, cells were re-suspended, passed through a 70 μm cell strainer, 

washed once with PBS and erythrocytes were lysed as mentioned in 4.2.4.5. Cells were counted, 

stained for flow cytometry (2 × 105 cells per sample) and excess cells were cryopreserved or used 

in co-cultures (4.2.4.8). 

4.2.4.8 Ex vivo CAR T cell expansion assay 

For ex vivo CAR T cell expansion from mouse splenocytes and bone marrow cells, 105 cells 

were co-seeded in duplicates with the same number of irradiated NALM6-luc-eBFP cells in Nutri-

T medium supplemented with cytokines (IL-7, IL15) and antibiotics. Medium was refreshed after 

3 days and cells were stained for CAR expression analysis in flow cytometry after 6 days of co-

culturing. 

4.2.5 Statistical analysis 

For typical in vitro and in vivo studies, mean values with standard deviation (SD) of numeric 

results derived from flow cytometry or other analyses were visualized on graphs with GraphPad 

Prism 9 (GraphPad Software Inc.). Statistical differences between multiple groups were tested 

with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons. Paired samples were shown as fold 

change difference, when applicable, and paired t test was performed. Logarithmic non-normally 

distributed raw photon flux (photons/sec) data were log-transformed prior statistical analyses, 

while raw data were still plotted on the graphs. Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons was performed on tumor flux log-transformed results between different groups of 

mice on each particular day. Statistical results were displayed in abbreviations such as ns= non-
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significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001. For scRNA-seq data, statistical 

analysis methods are described in 4.2.6.17. Statistical analysis methods and results were 

validated by Dr. Colin Clarke (NIBRT), Dr. Liam Childs (PEI), Dr. Christel Kamp (PEI) and Kay-

Martin Hanschmann (PEI). 

4.2.6 Single-cell RNA sequencing 

For scRNA-seq studies, LV stocks were purified with DNase I as mentioned in 4.2.1.9 prior 

inoculation of PBMC. Transduction enhancer vectofusin-1 was used for the CD8-LV and CD4-

LV during the WTA study. The single-cell capturing and RNA processing was performed with the 

nanowell technology of BD Rhapsody™ single cell analysis system and the respective kits (BD 

Biosciences). The BD Rhapsody™ technology prepares transcriptome libraries from single-cells 

for conducting 3’-end sequencing, meaning that the 3’-end part of a transcribed gene is sequenced 

and aligned to the reference genome. Next generation sequencing (NGS) was kindly carried out 

from experienced technical and scientific staff at Paul-Ehrlich-Institut (Dr. Csaba Miskey) 

(NextSeq™ 550, Illumina) or at Max-Planck-Institute for Heart- and Lung Research (Dr. Stefan 

Günther) (NextSeq™ 2000, Illumina) and technical assistance as well as customized primers for 

targeted gene analysis were provided according to the customer service by Dr. Vadir Lopez-

Salmeron, Edyta Kowalczyk, Dr. Siobhan Cashman (all BD Biosciences) and Michael Rieger and 

WeiJia Yu (Goethe University Hospital Frankfurt).  

4.2.6.1 Single-cell preparation, RNA capturing and cDNA synthesis 

Few days after LV inoculation, PBMC were re-suspended, the expression of CAR transgene 

was analyzed by flow cytometry, and the viability and cell concentration were measured in LUNA-

FL™ cell counter. For whole transcriptome analysis, live cells were magnetically sorted with the 

dead cell removal kit (Miltenyi Biotec) followed by negative magnetic selection of target cells (CD3 

or CD4 or CD8 cells) with the LS columns, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For 

targeted gene analysis, unsorted cells from the whole samples were used. For VCN assay, 

genomic DNA from 2 × 105 cells per sample was isolated (4.2.1.8). 

Single-cells (approximately 1.6 × 105 ) were re-suspended in 200 μL cold sample buffer 

provided by the kit (BD Biosciences) and stained with the viability dyes Calcein AM (final 

concentration 10 nM, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and DRAQ7™ (final concentration 1.5 nM, BD 

Biosciences) at 37℃ for 5 min, as described in manufacturer’s guideline. Cells were counted with 

BD Rhapsody™ scanner and a new dilution of 4.6 × 104 cells/mL or 5.7 × 104  cells/mL was 

prepared to seed 20,000 or 25,000 cells per nanowell cartridge, respectively. Doublet rates were 

estimated for each respective concentration to be at 4.8% or 6%. Cells were then immediately 
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seeded and RNA from single-cells was captured by poly-dT coated magnetic beads and cDNA 

was synthesized. Finally, based on the number of retrieved beads with 1+ viable cells measured 

by the BD Rhapsody scanner, cDNA-bound beads were down-sampled according to the desired 

number of cells to be processed for sequencing. 

To combine more than one sample in one cartridge, multiplexing antibodies were utilized 

(described in 4.2.6.2). 

4.2.6.2 Multiplexing cell samples 

In order to pool more samples in one nanowell cartridge and still be possible to distinguish them 

during the analysis, human BD® single-cell multiplexing kit with oligo-tagged antibodies was 

utilized. Reduction of the suggested amount of antibodies to 20% was enough to distinguish the 

samples post-sequencing. Particularly, 4 μL of an antibody tag was mixed with 1.6 × 105 cells, re-

suspended in 40 μL of stain buffer (FBS) (BD Biosciences). Cells were incubated for 20 min at 

room temperature, washed 3 times with the stain buffer by centrifuging at 400×g for 5 min and cell 

pellets were finally pooled together in 200 μL cold sample buffer and proceeded for viability stain 

and capturing as described above. Sample tag libraries were prepared separately from the 

transcriptome libraries, following a similar protocol to that of a TGA, and pooled before sequencing 

depending on the desired total reads were aimed (4.2.6.8). 

4.2.6.3 Targeted gene amplification 

Targeted gene amplification (TGA) analysis was carried out on 6-day expanded CAR T cell 

products and control untransduced PBMC, investigating a panel of 399 immune related genes 

(human Immune Response Panel, BD Biosciences). Customized primers (BD Biosciences) 

detecting the CAR mRNA expression in transduced cells were also included during amplification 

steps and library preparation, according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. After the cDNA 

synthesis, three PCR amplifications were performed, with the final one multiplexing the different 

libraries with distinct i7 adapters included in the kit (4.2.6.7). Between the amplifications, 

amplicons were purified with Agencourt® AMPure® XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter Life 

Sciences), and quality control of final libraries was performed with Fragment Analyzer (4.2.6.6). 

4.2.6.4 Whole transcriptome analysis library preparation 

For analyzing the whole transcribed mRNA content from the single-cells, whole transcriptome 

analysis (WTA) was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (BD Biosciences). In 

brief, random priming and extension of cDNA libraries was conducted, followed by two PCR 

amplifications. After the first PCR, DNA concentration of specific product size (150-600 bp) was 
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measured by Fragment Analyzer (4.2.6.6), which was also utilized for assessing the quality and 

the size of the final sequencing libraries. 

4.2.6.5 Qubit: high-sensitivity DNA quantification 

DNA quantification of sequencing libraries was done with Qubit® 2.0 fluorometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), using the high-sensitivity dsDNA kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

4.2.6.6 Fragment analyzer assessment 

Quality control (QC) of sequencing libraries was carried out with the high-sensitivity NGS kit 

with Fragment Analyzer™ (Agilent). Generated data were analyzed with ProSize v2 software 

(Advanced Analytical Technologies). Representative results passed the QC from TGA, WTA and 

oligo-tag (multiplexing) libraries are shown in Figure 50A-D. 

Figure 50: Representative QC plots from Fragment Analyzer. 
(A) TGA library. (B) Sample oligo-tag multiplexing library. (C) DNA concentration measurement of
random priming and extension PCR amplicons at 150-600 bp. (D) Final WTA library. LM: lower
marker, UP: upper marker, dashed lines: major fragment’s limits, grey numbers: size of peaks
(bp), black numbers: mean size of indicated area by the dashed lines (bp).

4.2.6.7 Multiplexing libraries 

Although one nanowell cartridge resulted in one sequencing library, it was possible to multiplex 

different libraries derived from multiple cartridges and pool them in one sequencing run. Thus, 

different i7 Illumina adapters (referred in the kit as library reverse primers 1-4) were used during 

index PCR amplification with the same i5 adapter (library forward primer) for all. Hence, it was 

possible to generate up to 4 sequencing libraries, mix them for the final sequencing run and 

demultiplex them after finishing due to the distinct barcodes.  
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4.2.6.8 Next generation sequencing 

Transcriptomic libraries generated from single-cells were sequenced with Illumina’s next 

generation sequencing technology (NextSeq™ 550 or NextSeq™ 2000) by pre-mentioned 

experienced scientific staff (Dr. Csaba Miskey, PEI; Dr. Stefan Günther, Max-Planck-Institute for 

Heart- and Lung Research). For NextSeq™ 550, 1.5-2 pM of DNA library were spiked with 20% 

of PhiX and loaded into the Illumina flow cell and paired-end sequencing was performed with the 

150 cycles kit (2×75 cycles, maximized to 2×80 cycles). For NextSeq™ 2000, 1 nM of library 

spiked with 20% PhiX (Illumina) was inserted and sequencing was performed with the 100 cycles 

kit (2×50 cycles, maximized to 2×75 cycles). Barcode sequences located in the i7 adapters of the 

multiplexed libraries were specified in the device’s software, which automatically demultiplexed 

them at the end of the run. The information that each read contains is shown in Figure 51. The 

sequences from read 1 are bound to the magnetic beads, where each individual bead carries one 

particular cell label (CL) to indicate the single cell, and a random unique molecular index (UMI), 

which distinguishes the number of different mRNA molecules derived from the same expressed 

gene. The read 2 contains the 3’-end sequence of an mRNA transcribing gene. Eventually, reads 

are paired based on the coordinates of the fluorescent PCR reaction that is performed in the flow 

cell of the sequencer. 

Figure 51: Structure of reads in paired-end sequencing. 
Read 1 contains the cell label (CL), which comprises of 3 cell label sequences (CLS) interrupted 
by a common sequence in between, and Unique Molecular Index (UMI). Read 2 contains the gene 
information. 

4.2.6.9 Quality control of sequencing reads 

To assess base call errors that can results during NGS, a quick per base quality control of the 

raw sequencing reads was carried out by the FastQC tool (Babraham Bioinformatics). The quality 

was translated into Phred quality score by the software and representative results are shown in 

Figure 52. The respective base call accuracies of a Phred score are shown in Table 17. 
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Figure 52: Representative base call accuracy score plots of read 1 and 2. 
Bars of Phred score per base pair position showing the accuracy of a base call by the Illumina 
sequencer. Line on the graphs indicates the mean value of the Phred score for the bases in a 
particular position. 

Table 17: Translation of Phred score to base call accuracy. 

Phred score 
Base call 
accuracy 

10 90% 

20 99% 

30 99.9% 

40 99.99% 

4.2.6.10 Read alignment with Seven Bridges 

Raw sequencing reads were aligned to the reference genome with the Seven Bridges 

bioinformatics pipeline (Seven Bridges) for BD Rhapsody libraries. Either a local installation 

running in a physical server or a cloud version was used for the filtering and alignment of the 

reads. The read 2 containing the gene sequence was mapped with Bowtie2 method, reads were 

merged and molecules differing due to single base substitution errors occurred during PCR 

amplification were identified and collapsed into fewer with the recursive substitution error 

correction (RSEC) algorithm. The access to the local server was done through the open-source 

terminal emulator PuTTY and file transfer through the open-source SSH file transfer protocol 

WinSCP. The latest YML templates and the CWL file versions were provided by BD Biosciences. 

Targeted gene amplicons in a simple fasta format or STAR index of human genome coding 

sequences from genome reference consortium human build 38 (GRCh38 version 29) together 

with a GTF annotation file were used for the alignment of TGA or WTA reads, respectively. For 

any extra sequences, such as CAR gene, another fasta file was supplemented to the pipeline 

containing the name and the 5’→3’ DNA sequence of the whole transgene until the poly-A starting 
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site. Sequencing saturation was above 80% for all the libraries, mean number of reads per cell for 

TGA was 4,500 (reads/cell) and for WTA 29,200 (reads/cell). The Table 18 shows some of the 

basic output metrics from Seven Bridges pipeline from all the sequencing experiments. Eventually, 

the alignment of two paired reads generates a count matrix with a unique cell identification number 

on the rows and the gene name on the columns, while the number in the matrix indicates the 

molecules of the particular gene per cell. 

Table 18: Seven Bridges generated sequencing metrics from all the experiments. 

Assay Sample Cell # Seq. saturation Reads/cell Molecules/cell 

TGA Untransduced 2711 80.0 % 4264 1706 

TGA VSV-LV 9023 84.0 % 4597 1237 

TGA CD8-LV 9793 82.8 % 4618 1429 

WTA 1 Untransduced 1042 96.7 % 26045 4722 

WTA 1 VSV-LV 1887 95.2 % 31587 7028 

WTA 1 CD8-LV 1387 89.4 % 29933 10200 

WTA 1 CD4-LV 1274 91.5 % 30081 9247 

WTA 2 All combined 10320 91.9 % 28497 8280 

Tags (WTA 2) All combined 10320 ─ 223.41 ─ 

4.2.6.11 Bioinformatics analysis 

Count matrices generated by Seven Bridges alignment and pre-processing pipeline were 

analyzed in R programming environment (R 4.2.1) with its integrated development environment of 

RStudio (v2022.11), using the Seurat tool package and the packages and tools mentioned in 6.1 

(Hao et al., 2021). 

4.2.6.12 Filtering of low-quality cells 

Putative single-cells were filtered for low quality of cells based on the distribution of UMIs per 

cell and genes per cell (in TGA and WTA), but also for mitochondrial mRNA and ribosomal-related 

mRNA content (only in WTA). Although the filtering was done manually in TGA (Figure 53A), the 

outliers in WTA were detected and removed with the quickPerCellQC function from scuttle 

package (Figure 53B). Typically, putative cells containing high or low number of genes and UMIs 

as well as high mitochondrial and ribosomal mRNA content were considered to be potential duplet 

cells or apoptotic-necrotic cells and subsequently were removed with one or the other of the pre-

mentioned methods. 
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Figure 53: QC filtering of low-quality single-cells. 
(A) Manual filtering of TGA scRNA-seq data. (B) Computational-based filtering of WTA scRNA-
seq data with scuttle. Top row shows the pre-processed cells, while bottom row the post-
processed QC filtered cells.

4.2.6.13 Normalization 

After removing the low quality of cells, gene expressions per cell were normalized and log-

transformed. More specifically, the gene expression per cell was normalized to the total 

expression, scaled by 10,000 and log-transformed with the natural logarithm. In order to avoid 

undefined numbers due to an unexpressed gene (0 counts), the function (NormalizeData from 

Seurat) adds 1 before log-transforming, often mentioned as log1p(normalized UMIs of gene A), 

instead of ln(normalized UMIs of gene A + 1). The formula that the normalization is based on is: 

Normalized gene expression =  ln(
UMI counts of gene ACell 1

Total UMI counts of all genesCell 1
× 10,000 + 1) 

The default Seurat normalization was performed in TGA scRNA-seq data, while in WTA the 

deconvolution-based normalization, a very similar to Seurat, approach of the scran package was 

selected (A. T. L. Lun et al., 2016). 

4.2.6.14 Principal component analysis and cell-cycle regression 

Highly variable features were identified and selected via Seurat FindVariableFeatures (“vst” 

method). For TGA, all the 400 genes were chosen as highly variable, while in WTA the default 

settings of selecting 2000 variable genes were applied (Figure 54). 
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Figure 54: Representative plot of selecting highly variable features in WTA. 

Prior uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) plotting, principal component 

analysis of cellular and transcriptional variations was performed by Seurat RunPCA function 

generating 50 principal components. The most significant principal components with the highest 

standard deviations were chosen empirically, as shown in Elbow plot in Figure 55, up to the point 

where the plot flattens. 

Figure 55: Elbow plot of principal components. 
Black dots indicate the first 22 highly significant principal components until the plot flattens. 

In WTA, cell-cycle phases were scored with Seurat function CellCycleScoring and cell-cycle 

effects were regressed via ScaleData, along with mitochondrial mRNA content, UMIs and gene 

number. Thus, the effects driven by these factors that affect the principal component analysis 

(PCA) and subsequently the UMAP plotting were smoothened. Due to gene limitations in TGA, 

only effects from UMIs and gene number were regressed. The Figure 56A shows the effect of cell-

cycle genes on the first 2 principal components, while after regression the intra-sample variations 

due to the cell-cycle phase was corrected (Figure 56B). 
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Figure 56: Principal component analysis and cell-cycle effect. 
(A) Pronounced cell-cycle effect in the first 2 principal components. (B) Cell-cycle corrected
principal component analysis. G2M, S, G1: cell-cycle phases.

4.2.6.15 Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection and clustering 

By selecting the top significant principal components, unsupervised clustering analysis and 

dimensionality reduction by uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) plotting were 

conducted. The latter reduces the principal components into 2 dimensions (2D) providing a 

topological analysis of biologically similar or unassociated cells. Hence, neighbor cells tend to 

have a closer biological relevance than distant clusters. Cell types were assigned to clusters 

identified by unsupervised clustering analysis and shown in UMAP plots. Clusters comprising the 

same immune cell types, such as CD4, CD8, γδ, NKT and B cells were usually merged together 

to make a more simplified representation. 

4.2.6.16 Batch effect assessment and correction 

Likewise the cell-cycle, batch effect derived from inter-sample variations, such as libraries from 

different cartridges or different donors, was assessed and corrected whenever it was necessary. 

Although technical variation was observed in none of the cases (Figure 57), donor to donor 

variation resulted in separation of cell clusters, while portraying the same biological features. Thus, 

batch effect correction was performed by identifying “anchors” (mutual nearest neighbors - MNN) 

on aligned data with canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and integrating samples from different 

donors based on these “anchors”, without disturbing the cluster formation due to biological 

variation of cells (over-correction) as far as possible (Figure 57). 
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Figure 57: Batch effect correction and integration. 
Batch effect due to donor variations was observed in WTA data, while there were no substantial 
technical variations derived from the use of different nanowell cartridges. 

4.2.6.17 Subsetting CAR T cells via multimodal gene analysis 

For subsetting CD8, CD4, CAR+ and CAR- T cells, multimodal analysis (multimode package) 

was conducted in CD8A and CAR genes due to their trimodal expression (negative, low and high 

expressing cells). The computational method identifies the modes (peaks) and antimodes (pits), 

which latter were used as thresholds for subsetting cell populations. 

4.2.6.18 Differential gene expression and statistical analyses 

Differential gene expression analysis was conducted with Wilcoxon rank sum test, set as 

default statistical test in Seurat. P-values of multiple comparisons were adjusted with either 

Bonferroni correction (in TGA) or with the less conservative Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (in 

WTA). Differentially expressed (DE) genes identified across all the subsets (groups of 

cells/populations) by the function FindAllMarkers were plotted in heat map plots displaying a 

comprehensive difference in gene expression. On the other hand, FindMarkers function done 

between two subsets provided more specific insights of DE genes between the analyzed groups 

and differences were shown on volcano plots (EnhancedVolcano). As DE genes were considered 

genes that were significantly (adjusted p-value < 0.05 or FDR < 0.05) up- or down-regulated with 

an absolute log2(fold change) value above 0.2 (in WTA) or 0.25 (in TGA) (|log2FC| > 0.2 or 0.25), 
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meaning dysregulation of genes of the order of 15% or 20%, respectively. The reason why lower 

log2FC threshold was set in WTA and FDR was calculated was to increase sensitivity of gene 

detection in a sensible way by including biologically relevant genes. Same thresholds and p-value 

adjustment method were used also in LC-MS analysis (4.2.3.3). For a quick representation of 

overlaps between DE genes identified in different comparisons, Venn plots (ggVennDiagram) 

were constructed. Finally, genes of interest were displayed on violin plots (ggplot2), where 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Wilcoxon multiple comparison and Bonferroni adjustment (in TGA) or 

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (in WTA) were performed and statistical significance was 

displayed on the graphs as ns= non-significant, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001. 

4.2.6.19 Gene set enrichment analysis 

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed to briefly investigate which biological 

pathways were related with the DE genes identified during the differential gene expression 

analysis. For that reason, GSEA was carried out with the independent enrichment analysis online 

tool from Appyters collection (Clarke et al., 2021) with gene lists of either significantly up- or down-

regulated DE genes from TGA (adjusted p-value<0.05, log2FC>0.25 or log2FC<-0.25), correcting 

the analysis for the background genes from the immune response panel. Likewise, a gene lists 

together with the log2FC values from the analyses done in WTA (|log2FC|>0.2, FDR<0.05) were 

provided to the WebGestaltR tool for performing the GSEA (Liao et al., 2019). In these ways, gene 

lists were analyzed for their overlap relations with gene sets from the Gene Ontology (GO) 

Biological Process or Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways (Ashburner 

et al., 2000; Kanehisa & Goto, 2000). Finally, top 10 significant categories were plotted. 
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 APPENDIX 

 SESSION INFO OF R ENVIRONMENT 

The up-to-date versions of packages used in this thesis are presented below as generated by 

the function sessionInfo. 

R version 4.2.1 Patched (2022-08-05 r82694 ucrt) 
Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) 
Running under: Windows 10 x64 (build 22000) 
 
Matrix products: default 
 
locale: 
[1] LC_COLLATE=English_United States.utf8 LC_CTYPE=English_United States.utf8  

LC_MONETARY=English_United States.utf8 
[4] LC_NUMERIC=C              LC_TIME=English_United States.utf8   
 
attached base packages: 
[1] stats4  stats   graphics grDevices utils   datasets methods  base    
 
other attached packages: 
 [1] extrafont_0.18       EnsDb.Hsapiens.v86_2.99.0  ensembldb_2.20.1      AnnotationFilter_1.20.0   
 [5] GenomicFeatures_1.48.1   WebGestaltR_0.4.4      org.Hs.eg.db_3.15.0     AnnotationDbi_1.58.0     
 [9] ChIPpeakAnno_3.30.0     randomcoloR_1.1.0.1     Azimuth_0.4.5        shinyBS_0.61.1        
[13] EnhancedVolcano_1.14.0   multimode_1.5        ggVennDiagram_1.2.0     rstatix_0.7.0        
[17] RColorBrewer_1.1-3     forcats_0.5.1        stringr_1.4.0        purrr_0.3.4         
[21] readr_2.1.2         tibble_3.1.7        tidyverse_1.3.1       DESeq2_1.36.0        
[25] MAST_1.22.0         dittoSeq_1.8.0       escape_1.6.0        scran_1.24.0         
[29] scater_1.24.0        scuttle_1.6.2        scRNAseq_2.10.0       SingleCellExperiment_1.18.0 
[33] SummarizedExperiment_1.26.1 GenomicRanges_1.48.0    GenomeInfoDb_1.32.2     IRanges_2.30.0        
[37] S4Vectors_0.34.0      MatrixGenerics_1.8.0    matrixStats_0.62.0     ggrepel_0.9.1        
[41] ggpubr_0.4.0        umap_0.2.8.0        openxlsx_4.2.5       xlsx_0.6.5          
[45] rJava_1.0-6         sctransform_0.3.3      pbmcref.SeuratData_1.0.0  pbmc3k.SeuratData_3.1.4   
[49] SeuratData_0.2.2      sp_1.4-7          SeuratObject_4.1.0     Seurat_4.1.1         
[53] dplyr_1.0.9         metap_1.8          multtest_2.52.0       Biobase_2.56.0        
[57] BiocGenerics_0.42.0     tidyr_1.2.0         Nebulosa_1.6.0       patchwork_1.1.1       
[61] ggplot2_3.3.6        
 
loaded via a namespace (and not attached): 
 [1] pbapply_1.5-0         lattice_0.20-45        GSVA_1.44.0          haven_2.5.0          
 [5] vctrs_0.4.1          V8_4.2.0           mgcv_1.8-40          blob_1.2.3           
 [9] survival_3.3-1        RBGL_1.72.0          spatstat.data_2.2-0      later_1.3.0          
 [13] DBI_1.1.2           rappdirs_0.3.3        uwot_0.1.11          dqrng_0.3.0          
 [17] SeuratDisk_0.0.0.9020     zlibbioc_1.42.0        rgeos_0.5-9          htmlwidgets_1.5.4       
 [21] mvtnorm_1.1-3         future_1.25.0         hdf5r_1.3.5          leiden_0.4.2          
 [25] parallel_4.2.1        irlba_2.3.5          Rcpp_1.0.8.3         KernSmooth_2.23-20       
 [29] DT_0.23            promises_1.2.0.1       DelayedArray_0.22.0      limma_3.52.1          
 [33] graph_1.74.0         apcluster_1.4.9        RSpectra_0.16-1        fs_1.5.2            
 [37] presto_1.0.0         mnormt_2.0.2         digest_0.6.29         png_0.1-7           
 [41] bluster_1.6.0         cowplot_1.1.1         pkgconfig_2.0.3        spatstat.random_2.2-0     
 [45] DelayedMatrixStats_1.18.0   ggbeeswarm_0.6.0       iterators_1.0.14       reticulate_1.25        
 [49] beeswarm_0.4.0        xfun_0.31           zoo_1.8-10          tidyselect_1.1.2        
 [53] reshape2_1.4.4        ica_1.0-2           viridisLite_0.4.0       rtracklayer_1.56.0       
 [57] rlang_1.0.2          RVenn_1.1.0          glue_1.6.2          modelr_0.1.8          
 [61] lambda.r_1.2.4        ggsignif_0.6.3        labeling_0.4.2        mutoss_0.1-12         
 [65] httpuv_1.6.5         Rttf2pt1_1.3.10        BiocNeighbors_1.14.0     TH.data_1.1-1         
 [69] annotate_1.74.0        jsonlite_1.8.0        XVector_0.36.0        tmvnsim_1.0-2         
 [73] systemfonts_1.0.4       bit_4.0.4           mime_0.12           gridExtra_2.3         
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 [77] Rsamtools_2.12.0       stringi_1.7.6         spatstat.sparse_2.1-1     scattermore_0.8        
 [81] rbibutils_2.2.8        bitops_1.0-7         cli_3.3.0           Rdpack_2.3           
 [85] rhdf5filters_1.8.0      RSQLite_2.2.14        pheatmap_1.0.12        data.table_1.14.2       
 [89] rstudioapi_0.13        GenomicAlignments_1.32.0   nlme_3.1-158         locfit_1.5-9.5         
 [93] ks_1.13.5           listenv_0.8.0         miniUI_0.1.1.1        dbplyr_2.1.1          
 [97] readxl_1.4.0         lifecycle_1.0.1        ExperimentHub_2.4.0      munsell_0.5.0         
[101] cellranger_1.1.0       codetools_0.2-18       InteractionSet_1.24.0     vipor_0.4.5          
[105] lmtest_0.9-40         msigdbr_7.5.1         xlsxjars_0.6.1        xtable_1.8-4          
[109] ROCR_1.0-11          diptest_0.76-0        googlesheets4_1.0.0      formatR_1.12          
[113] BiocManager_1.30.18      abind_1.4-5          farver_2.1.0         parallelly_1.31.1       
[117] AnnotationHub_3.4.0      RANN_2.6.1          askpass_1.1          BiocIO_1.6.0          
[121] RcppAnnoy_0.0.19       goftest_1.2-3         futile.options_1.0.1     cluster_2.1.3         
[125] extrafontdb_1.0        future.apply_1.9.0      Matrix_1.4-1         ellipsis_0.3.2         
[129] prettyunits_1.1.1       lubridate_1.8.0        ggridges_0.5.3        googledrive_2.0.0       
[133] shinydashboard_0.7.2     reprex_2.0.1         mclust_5.4.10         VennDiagram_1.7.3       
[137] igraph_1.3.1         shinyjs_2.1.0         TFisher_0.2.0         gargle_1.2.0          
[141] spatstat.utils_2.3-1     htmltools_0.5.2        BiocFileCache_2.4.0      yaml_2.3.5           
[145] utf8_1.2.2          plotly_4.10.0         interactiveDisplayBase_1.34.0 XML_3.99-0.9          
[149] withr_2.5.0          fitdistrplus_1.1-8      BiocParallel_1.30.2      bit64_4.0.5          
[153] rngtools_1.5.2        doRNG_1.8.2          foreach_1.5.2         rootSolve_1.8.2.3       
[157] multcomp_1.4-19        ProtGenerics_1.28.0      Biostrings_2.64.0       spatstat.core_2.4-4      
[161] progressr_0.10.0       rsvd_1.0.5          ScaledMatrix_1.4.0      memoise_2.0.1         
[165] evaluate_0.15         geneplotter_1.74.0      tzdb_0.3.0          curl_4.3.2           
[169] qqconf_1.2.3         fansi_1.0.3          GSEABase_1.58.0        tensor_1.5           
[173] edgeR_3.38.1         regioneR_1.28.0        cachem_1.0.6         deldir_1.0-6          
[177] babelgene_22.3        metapod_1.4.0         rjson_0.2.21         tools_4.2.1          
[181] sandwich_3.0-1        magrittr_2.0.3        RCurl_1.98-1.6        car_3.0-13           
[185] xml2_1.3.3          httr_1.4.3          assertthat_0.2.1       rmarkdown_2.14         
[189] globals_0.15.0        R6_2.5.1           Rhdf5lib_1.18.2        progress_1.2.2         
[193] genefilter_1.78.0       KEGGREST_1.36.0        statmod_1.4.36        beachmat_2.12.0        
[197] BiocVersion_3.15.2      HDF5Array_1.24.0       BiocSingular_1.12.0      rhdf5_2.40.0          
[201] splines_4.2.1         carData_3.0-5         colorspace_2.0-3       generics_0.1.2         
[205] pracma_2.3.8         pillar_1.7.0         sn_2.0.2           GenomeInfoDbData_1.2.8     
[209] plyr_1.8.7          gtable_0.3.0         futile.logger_1.4.3      rvest_1.0.2          
[213] zip_2.2.0           restfulr_0.0.13        knitr_1.39          biomaRt_2.52.0         
[217] fastmap_1.1.0         doParallel_1.0.17       broom_0.8.0          UCell_2.0.0          
[221] openssl_2.0.2         BSgenome_1.64.0        scales_1.2.0         filelock_1.0.2         
[225] backports_1.4.1        plotrix_3.8-2         hms_1.1.1           Rtsne_0.16           
[229] shiny_1.7.1          polyclip_1.10-0        grid_4.2.1          numDeriv_2016.8-1.1      
[233] mathjaxr_1.6-0        lazyeval_0.2.2        whisker_0.4          crayon_1.5.1          
[237] MASS_7.3-58.1         sparseMatrixStats_1.8.0    svglite_2.1.0         viridis_0.6.2         
[241] rpart_4.1.16         compiler_4.2.1        spatstat.geom_2.4-0 
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 ABBREVIATIONS 

® .................................................................................................................................................................................... original 
6-FAM ...................................................................................................................................................... 6-carboxyfluorescein 
ACE2 ..................................................................................................................................... angiotensin converting enzyme-2 
ACTB.......................................................................................................................................................................... actin beta 
ADA2 .................................................................................................................................................. Adenosine Deaminase 2 
AES ...................................................................................................................................................... amino enhancer of split 
AIDS ...............................................................................................................................acquired immunodeficiency syndrome  
ALB ............................................................................................................................................................................... albumin 
ALL .............................................................................................................................................. acute lymphoblastic leukemia  
AML ...................................................................................................................................................... acute myeloid leukemia  
ANOVA  ...................................................................................................................................................... analysis of variance 
anti ............................................................................................................................................................................... antibody 
AP ...................................................................................................................................................................... adaptor primer  
APC ........................................................................................................................................................antigen presenting cell 
APC .................................................................................................................................................................. allophycocyanin  
APO .................................................................................................................................................................... apolipoprotein  
APOBEC3  .....................................................apolipoprotein B messenger ribonucleic acid editing enzyme catalytic subunit 3 
APS ......................................................................................................................................................... ammonium persulfate  
ATAC-seq ......................................................................................................... transposase-accessible chromatin sequencing 
AUAP  .......................................................................................................................... abridged universal amplification primer 
BD .................................................................................................................................................................. Becton Dickinson 
BGHpA ............................................................................................................. bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal 
BLAST .................................................................................................................................... basic local alignment search tool 
bp ............................................................................................................................................................................... base pair 
BSA ........................................................................................................................................................ bovine serum albumin  
BTG1 ............................................................................................................................................... B cell translocation gene 1 
BTLA  ...................................................................................................................................... B- and T-lymphocyte attenuator 
BTN3A2 ............................................................................................................................. butyrophilin subfamily 3 member A2 
BV .........................................................................................................................................................................brilliant violet 
CAR .................................................................................................................................................. chimeric antigen receptor 
CASP ........................................................................................................................................................................... caspase 
CCA ............................................................................................................................................ canonical correlation analysis  
CD ........................................................................................................................................................ cluster of differentiation 
cDNA .............................................................................................................................. complementary deoxyribonucleic acid 
CHCHD2  ................................................................................................ coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain containing 2 
ChIP-seq ................................................................................................................ chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing 
CL ............................................................................................................................................................................... cell label 
CMV  .................................................................................................................................................... human cytomegalovirus 
cPPT/CTS ............................................................................................... central polypurine tract/central termination sequence 
CRISPR ............................................................................................ clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 
CRS ................................................................................................................................................ cytokine release syndrome  
CsA ...................................................................................................................................................................... cyclosporin A 
CSF2 ................................................................................................................................................ colony stimulating factor 2 
CTLA-4  .............................................................................................................. cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen 4 
CTSD ..................................................................................................................................................................... cathepsin D 
Cy5 ............................................................................................................................................................................. cyanine 5 
CYFIP2 .................................................................... cytoplasmic fragile X messenger ribonucleoprotein 1 interacting protein 2 
CypA ..................................................................................................................................................................... cyclophilin A 
Da, kDa .......................................................................................................................................................... Dalton, kilodalton 
DARPin ................................................................................................................................... designed ankyrin repeat protein 
DE ......................................................................................................................................................... differentially expressed  
DENV .................................................................................................................................................................... dengue virus 
dH2O ....................................................................................................................................................................distilled water 
DMEM ................................................................................................................................ Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium  
DMSO ........................................................................................................................................................... dimethyl sulfoxide 
DNA ........................................................................................................................................................ deoxyribonucleic acid 
dNTP ........................................................................................................................................... deoxynucleotide triphosphate 
dsDNA  ..........................................................................................................................double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid  
DTT ........................................................................................................................................................................ dithiothreitol  
DUSP4 ....................................................................................................................................... dual specificity phosphatase 4 
E. coli ............................................................................................................................................................... Escherichia coli  
E:T .......................................................................................................................................................... effector to target ratio 
eBFP .................................................................................................................................... enhanced blue fluorescent protein 
EBOV ...................................................................................................................................................................... Ebola virus 
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EDTA....................................................................................................................................... Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid  
EIF2AK2 ................................................................................................ eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 alpha kinase 2 
ENTPD1 .................................................................................................... ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 1 
F ........................................................................................................................................................................... fusion protein  
FACS.................................................................................................................................... fluorescence-activated cell sorting 
FBS ............................................................................................................................................................. Fetal bovine serum  
FC .......................................................................................................................................................................... fold-change 
FCGR3A ............................................................................................................................................... Fc gamma receptor IIIa 
FcR ......................................................................................................................................................................... Fc receptor  
FDR ............................................................................................................................................................ false discovery rate  
FITC ................................................................................................................................................ Fluorescein isothiocyanate 
FoxP3 .................................................................................................................................................. forkhead-box-protein P3 
G ............................................................................................................................................................................ glycoprotein  
GAPDH  .............................................................................................................. glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase  
GBP .................................................................................................................................................. guanylate binding protein 
GFP ................................................................................................................................................... Green fluorescent protein 
GmbH ............................................................................................................................ Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung 
GM-CSF  ..................................................................................................... granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor 
GNLY ........................................................................................................................................................................ granulysin  
GO .................................................................................................................................................................... Gene Ontology  
GO-BP ............................................................................................................................... Gene Ontology - Biological Process  
gRNA.................................................................................................................................................. genomic ribonucleic acid 
GSEA .......................................................................................................................................... gene set enrichment analysis  
GSP .......................................................................................................................................................... gene specific primer  
GSR .........................................................................................................................................  glutathione-disulfide reductase 
GST ................................................................................................................................................... glutathione S-transferase 
GvHD ................................................................................................................................................ graft-versus-host disease  
GZM .......................................................................................................................................................................... granzyme 
H ......................................................................................................................................................................... hemagglutinin  
HAVCR2 .............................................................................................................................. hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 2 
HCV ................................................................................................................................................................. hepatitis C virus 
HEK293 ............................................................................................................................... human embryonic kidney 293 cells 
HeLa ........................................................................................................................................................ Henrietta Lacks cells 
HEPES .................................................................................................... N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid  
HIV ........................................................................................................................................... human immunodeficiency virus  
HLA .................................................................................................................................................... human leukocyte antigen 
HRP ..................................................................................................................................................... horseradish peroxidase 
HSPC  .............................................................................................................. human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell 
i.p. .......................................................................................................................................................................intraperitoneal 
i.v. ........................................................................................................................................................................... intravenous 
IAV .......................................................................................................................................................... influenza type A virus 
ICANS ................................................................................................ immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome  
ICOS ............................................................................................................................................. inducible T cell costimulator 
ID  .................................................................................................................................................................................. identity 
IFI .................................................................................................................................................................. interferon induced 
IFIT ..................................................................................................... interferon induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 
IFITM ....................................................................................................................... interferon-induced transmembrane protein 
IFN ............................................................................................................................................................................. Interferon 
IgG ...................................................................................................................................................... immunoglobulin gamma 
IL ............................................................................................................................................................................... interleukin 
IL12RB2 .......................................................................................................................... interleukin 12 receptor subunit beta 2 
IL2RA  ................................................................................................................................ interleukin 2 receptor subunit alpha 
Inc. ........................................................................................................................................................................ incorporated 
INI1 .......................................................................................................................................................... integrase interactor 1  
IRF ...................................................................................................................................................... interferon related factors  
ISG ................................................................................................................................................... interferon-stimulated gene  
ITGAX .................................................................................................................................................. integrin subunit alpha X 
IU .................................................................................................................................................................. international units 
JUND..................................................................................................................................................... JUN D proto-oncogene 
KEGG .................................................................................................................... Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes  
kg, g, mg, μg ................................................................................................................... kilogram, gram, milligram, microgram 
KLRF1 ....................................................................................................................................... killer cell lectin like receptor F1 
KPNA2 .......................................................................................................................................... karyopherin subunit alpha 2 
KU ............................................................................................................................................................................ Kunitz unit 
L, mL, μL, nL .......................................................................................................................... liter, milliliter, microliter, nanoliter 
LAG3  ................................................................................................................................................... lymphocyte activating 3 
LASV ....................................................................................................................................................................... Lassa virus 
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LAT2................................................................................................... linker for activation of T cells, transmembrane adaptor 2 
LB .......................................................................................................................................................................... Luria-Bertani  
LC-MS ..................................................................................................................... liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 
LDLR ........................................................................................................................................ low-density lipoprotein receptor  
LIF ...................................................................................................................................................... leukemia inhibitory factor 
LIPA ............................................................................................................................................... lysosomal enzyme lipase A  
LTR  ........................................................................................................................................................... long terminal repeat 
luc .............................................................................................................................................................................. luciferase 
LV ...................................................................................................................................................................... lentiviral vector 
LY6E ............................................................................................................................ lymphocyte antigen 6 family member E 
m, cm, μm .................................................................................................................................. meter, centimeter, micrometer 
mA ........................................................................................................................................................................... milliampere 
MACS  ....................................................................................................................................... magnetic-activated cell sorting 
MARV .................................................................................................................................................................. Marburg virus 
MFI ................................................................................................................................................ mean fluorescence intensity  
MHC ....................................................................................................................................... major histocompatibility complex  
MLV ........................................................................................................................................................ murine leukemia virus  
mM, μM, nM ......................................................................................................................... millimolar, micromolar, nanomolar 
MOI ........................................................................................................................................................ multiplicity of infection  
mRNA............................................................................................................................................. messenger ribonucleic acid 
mTOR  ..................................................................................................................................... mammalian target of rapamycin 
mTORC1 ................................................................................................................ mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1  
MV ....................................................................................................................................................................... measles virus 
MX ................................................................................................................................................... myxoma resistance protein 
NEB ......................................................................................................................................................... New England Biolabs 
NGS .............................................................................................................................................. next-generation sequencing  
NIBRT ........................................................................................... National Institute for Bioprocessing Research and Training 
NiV .......................................................................................................................................................................... Nipah virus 
NK .......................................................................................................................................................................... natural killer 
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